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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jerome Ketchum of Mt. Sterling is presenting
a senior

pi~no

recital Tuesday, Aug. 1, in Morehead State University's

Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. performance includes selections by Henry Cowell,
Mozart and

Barto~.

Karl Payne of the MSU music faculty is the

accompanist.
Ketchum, a graduate of Montgomery. County High School, is the
son of Roy Ketchum of Mt. Sterling.
The recital·is free and open to the public.·

7-3-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dennis Rachford of Silver Grove is presenting
a senior clarinet recital Thursday, July 27, in Morehead State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. performance includes selections by Brahms, Hindemith
and Arnold.

Lucretia Stetler is the accompanist.

Rachford, a graduate of Silver Grove High School, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rachford of Silver Grove.
The recital is free and open to the public.

7-3-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two special musical programs will be broadcast Saturday and Sunday over WMKY, Morehead State University's
50,000-watt FM radio station.
"The Music Has Always Been There," a musical program featuring
the Paul Hill Chorale, is scheduled Saturday at 2 p.m.

The program,

recorded in May at the JFK Center in washington, D.C., is a prelude
to the 1976 bicentennial.
"Firing Line" will feature harpsichord selections by Fernado
-

Valenti and a discussion of "Music and Modernism" when Valenti is
the guest of William F. Buckley, Jr. Sunday at 1 p.m.

WMKY, a member of National Public Radio, is located at 90.3
on the FM dia 1.
7-3-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--- Persons from throughout Eastern Kentucky are
expected to attend the Morehead State University Linguistics
Institute July 12-August 1.
The institute, under the direction of Dr. Lewis Barnes a.n,d
...
Dr. Ruth Barnes, MSU's husband and wife team of linguistics experto,
is open to undergraduate and graduate students.
Students may earn up to three semester hours credit.
Participants will choose to concentrate in linguistics grammar or
syntax.
The institute is designed to improve grammar and composition
on elementary, high school and college levels.

Classes will meet

weekdays from 1:20 p.m. until 4:40 p.m.
Information may be obtained by contacting Dr. Lewis Barnes,
UPO 681, MSU, Morehead, Ky.40351.
II 111111 II II/}
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gary Orner of Mt. Holly Springs, Pa. is

prese~ting a senior trumpet recital Sunday, July 23, in Morehead
State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 3 p.m. performance includes selections by Bach, Houhannes
and Goedicke.

Terry Holley is the accompanist and Stephen Haley will

assist.
Orner, a graduate'of Carlisle Senior High School,' is the son
of Charles M. Orner of Mt. Holly Springs, Pa.
The recital is free and open to the public.

7-3-72
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Ky.---Ne~rly

1.000 persons are expected to visit

the Morehead State University car.pus be.ginning July 16 for workshops

and instructional camps.
The American Cheerleader Association Camp opens July 16 with
more than 100 senior and junior
attend.

~igh

schools

cheerlead~rs

expected to

The six-day camp closes July 21.
More

tba~

50 students

ar~

cations Institute July 17-28.

expected to attend the MSU

Co~muni-

C?en to high school and college stu-

dents, the twO-\'Jeek session incL:des instruction and practical experience in debate and"related speE·:'h subjects·, oral interpretation,

summer. theater, broadcast annour.:ing and radio-television news\'lriting
and production.
Three other \'Torkshops ar.:. camps will_ continue through the

The Daniel Boone Forest !-:~sic Camp will feature 12 .. free con-

\'leek.

certs during ·the final two weeks of the

three~week

camp.

More than

500 students from 30 states are ;nrolled.

The "\"lorld· of Manufact\!::::ng
Aug. 4.

11

Workshop will continue through

The workshop is being c=fered by MSU's Industrial Education

Department in cooperation with

~e

Ohio State University Industrial

Arts Curriculum Project.

The

~ffiU

Linguistics

Ins~itute

continues through Aug. 1.

The

institute is designed to improve grarrmar and composition on the
elementary, high school and col:ege levels.
Other workshops scheduled for the summer include the High
School Art Institute, July 23-A!:;. 4; the second session of ..the
Morehead State University Basl:e-:;,all Camp, July 23-29,- the Workshop
for Individualizing Education
tucky

D~nce

P=~9rams,

July 23-Aug. 4 and the Ken-

Institute, Aug. 6-1:.

The MSU fall semester o;ens Aug. 20.
7-5-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---John Pflieger, a 1964 graduate of Morehead
State University, is singing a major role Saturday night at the
Cincinnati Music Hall.

-

The baritone will portray Sharpless in "Madame Butterfly,"
a production of the 52nd annual Cincinnati Opera Festival.
Pflieger, who was a faculty member at the University of
Wisconsin at Mih1aukee the past year, is a 1971 winner of the
American Opera Auditions.
He bas signed a contract to perform with Stadttbeater in
Saarbrucken, Germany later this summer.

Pflieger has previously

sung the role of Sharpless with the Milwaukee Opera Company.
After graduating from MSU where be was a student of James
R. Beane, he attended graduate school at Indiana University.
is a native of South Whitely, Ind.
7-5-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Special freshman orientation programs are
scheduled Monday, Wednesday and Friday at Morehead state University
with nearly 1,000 students and parents expected to attend.
Freshmen admitted to MSU for the fall semester and their
parents will receive a preview of college life.
The voluntary project involves academic advisement, placement testing, class registration, campus tours and information on
special interest groups.

Separate programs are planned for parents.

Each day's schedule begins with registration at Button
Auditorium followed by a welcoming address by MSU President Adron
Doran at 8:30 a.m.
I~s.

Doran is hosting a coffee for all visiting parents at

10 a.m. each day.
Overnight accomodations in MSU residence halls will be
ava:i.lable.
Persons attending any of the three orientation programs
have been instructed to park at Breathitt Sports Center.
bus service to the main campus will be provided.
7-5-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"The Madwoman of Chaillot," a comic fantasy
written by Frenchman Jean Giraudoux, opens a five-night run July 17
in Morehead State University's Little Theater.

The MSU Summer Theater production will be presented nightly
at 8:15 p.m. through Friday, July 21.
-'

Admission for non-students

is $1.50.
Written during World War II, the play ran on Broadway in
the late 1940's.

The film version of the play appeared in 1969.

carolyn Norbloom of Denver, Colo. and Paul Jolly, Cold
Springs, Ky. senior at MSU, are cast in the lead roles.
-'

J

Dr. WilliaK

J. Layne is the Director and c. Lance Brockman is set designer.
Ticket orders may be placed by writing MSU Summer Theater
UPO 740, MSU, Morehead, Ky.
7-6-72
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40351 or calling 606-783-2134.
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MOR::!:iiEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Johnson Camden

I,ibrary has been mvarded a Librnry Resources Grant of $32,149 fo:r.
the 1972-73 school year.
The grant :l..s provided under the

provision~:;

of the Higher

Education Act Title IIA and is awarded to colleges and tmiversities
according to their needs and programs.
The funds will be used to purchase books and other materials
for

as~/

~r..

Jack Ellis, MSU director cf libraries.

7-6-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---carolyn Mullins, Mt. Sterling junior at
Morehead State University, and Dr. Betty B. Bailey, head of the
MSU Department of Home Economics, have returned from a week-long
national home economics convention.
They were among 6,000 persons attending the 63rd annual
meeting of the American Home Economics Association in Detroit,
Mich.
Miss Mullins, who is working on an area in vocational home
economics, is president of the Kentucky Student Home Economics
Association and Dr. Bailey is adviser of the state group.
Under the theme "Motivation for Involvement," the meeting
concentrated on implementing change in many areas of family living.
A 400-booth exposition showed new products and services in home
economics.
Concurrent sessions dealt with such issues as aging, environment, nutrition, motivation, consumerism and housing.

New

educational and service techniques also were discussed.
Miss Mullins is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Mullins
of Rt. 4, Mt. Sterling.

Dr. Bailey lives in owingsville.

II II II II II II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Soprano Roberta Peters, entertainer Frank
Sinatra and John Gardner will be fea ''ed in special programs
next week on WMKY, the 50,000-watt public radio service of
Morehead State University.
Frank Sinatra will testify at the hearing before the House
Select committee on crime Tuesday, July 18 at 10 a.m.

The committee

is continuing its probe into organized crime's involvement in

.'

professional sports.
Later the same day Roberta Peters will discuss "My Life In
Opera and Theatre" when she addresses the National Press Club
Luncheon at 1 p.m.
John Gardner, head of Common Cause, will be the speaker of
the National Press Club Luncheon Friday, July 21.
M~Y

operates 18 hours daily at 90.3 megahertz on the FM

'dial.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gaither Bumgardner of Kings Mountain,
N.C. is presenting a graduate piano recital Saturday, July
29, in Morehead State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. performance includes selections by Bach,
MozaDt, Scriabine and Kabalevsky.

He is a student of Karl

Payne.
Bumgardner, a graduate of Kings Mountain High School,
is the son of Mrs. Gertie Bumgardner of Kings Mountain.
The recital is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Karen Ross Ellis of Mays Lick is presenting a senior voice recital Friday, July 28, in Morehead
State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. performance includes selections by Scarlatti,
Mahler, Mozart and Dello Joio.

Miss Mary Denney is the accom-

panist.

t
Mrs. Ellis, a graduate of Mason County High School, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ross of Mays Lick.
The recital is free and open to the public.

t
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mrs. Shella Sue Norris, home economics teacher
at Montgomery County High School, has completed a two-week Home
Economics Education Workshop in Clothing and Textiles at Morehead
State University.
She was one of seven women who studied the revised Kentucky
Vocational High School Home Economics Curriculum Guide which will be
used by vocational home economics teachers throughout Kentucky.
The class studied recent innovations in both clothing and
textiles and prepared teaching aids to be used in work with students.
New books and teaching aids were evaluated by class members.
Miss Bettie McClaskey, MSU associate professor of home economics,
directed the workshop.
7-7-72
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(Special to the Morehead News)
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three University Breckinridge School students
and three Morehead State University students from Morehead are cast
in "The Madwoman of Chaillot" opening Monday, July 17, in MSU's Little
Theater •.
· The University Breckinridge students are Leslie Engelhardt,
Ginny Landreth and John Rahn.

MSU students are Jerry Calvert, Norma

Cornette and David Woodrow.
·The MSU Summer Theater production will be presented nightly
at 8:15 p.m. through Friday, July 21.

Admission for non-students is

$1.50.
Written by Frenchman Jean Giraudoux during world War II,
the play ran on Broadway in the late 1940's.

The film version of

the play appeared in 1969.
Carolyn Norbloom of Denver, Colo •. ·and Paul Jolly, Cold.:. Springs,
Ky. senior at MSU, are cast in the lead roles.
the. director and

c.

Dr. William J. Layne is

Lance Brockman is set designer.

Ticket orders may pe placed by writing MSU Summer Theater, UPO
740, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351 or calling 783-2134.
lllllllllfllll
7-10-72
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afternoon senior recitals are scheduled

Sunday, July 30, in Morehead State University's Baird Music Hall.
Virginia Conley Turner of Wittensville will present a
clarinet recital at 2:30 p.m.

Accompanied by Terry Holley, she

will play selections by Wanhal, Heiden and Barat.
David Miller of Catlettsburg will present a euphonium recital
at 4 p.m.
Senee.

His performance will include works by Haendel, Haydn and

Ruth Danks is the accompanist.
Mrs. Turner is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Conley of

Wittensville and a student of Dr. William Bigham.

She is a member of

Sigma Alpha Iota music honorary and Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Homer M. Miller of Rt. 2, catlettsburg,
Miller is a member of the MSU marching band and concert band.
a student of Earle Louder.
Both recitals are free and open to the public.
7-10-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Stephen Haley of Ashland and Jerome Ketchum
of Mt. Sterling are presenting a joint senior recital TUesday, Aug. 1,
in Morehead State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. performance includes selections by Henry Cowell,
Mozart and Bartok.

Haley plays ·the triumpet, and Ketchum is

a

pianist.
Haley is the son of Lawrence A. Haley of 604 Gartrell st.,·
Ashland.

Ketchum is the son of Roy_Ketchum of Mt. Sterling.

The recital is free and open to the public.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Appalachian
Adult Learning Center has received $15,597 from the Division of
Adult Education of the Kentucky State Department of Education to
refund its program fer the new fiscal year.
The learning center, under the Department of Adult and
Continuing Education at MSU, serves adults from Rowan county and
five adjacent counties.
currently 65 adults, ranging in age from 16 to 54, are
enrolled at the center.

The program is designed to meet the student

at his present educational level and help him attain his desired
goals.
Karen Deichert is director of the center.

#######
7-11-72
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_____ -MOREHEAD,-Ky.--More than 1,000 incoming freshmen and
their parents are participating in special freshffian orientation
programs this week at.Morehead State University.
Freshmen admitted to MSU for the fall semester and their
parents received a preview of college life Monday and Wednesday.
Another sesaion is sCheduled tomorrow (Friday).
The voluntary project involves academic advisement, placement testing, class registration, campus tours and information on
special interest groups.
EaCh day's sChedule began with registration, followed by
a welcoming address by MSU President Adron Doran.
a coffee for all visiting parents each day.

II ,'1 .'Ill :Ill 1111
7-ll-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Workshops in linguistics and manufacturing
are now in progress at Morehead State University.
Persons from throughout Eastern Kentucky have enrolled for
MSU's Linguistics Institute directed by Dr. Lewis Barnes and Dr.
Ruth Barnes, MSU's husband and wife team of linguistics experts.
The institute, which closes Aug. 1, allows participants
to concentrate in linguistics grammar or syntax.

The institute is

designed to improve grammar and composition on all educational
levels.
The four-week "World of Manufacturing"

~mrkshop,

directed

by Dr. Robert E. Newton of r-1SU's industrial education faculty, is
primarily for teachers of industrial arts on the eighth and ninth
grade levels.
The workshop is being offered by MSU's Industrial Education
Department in cooperation with the Ohio State University Industrial
Arts Curriculum Project.
The "World of Manufacturing" is designed to help youth
understand the> ba.s:ir. concepts of manufacturing technology.

Work-

sllOp students will use tools, materials and techniques to produce

products representative of those produced in facLuries.
The "World of Manufacturing" workshop closes Aug. 4.
7-11-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine free concerts are scheduled in the final
10 days of the Daniel Boone Forest Music Camp currently on the Morehead State University campus.
Eight of the nine concerts will be presented in the Baird
Recital Hall.
A guest faculty recital is scheduled for Thursday at 8 p .• m.
Camp high school bands will present a cohcert Saturday at's p.m.
with David Kuehn of North Texas State, Al Wright of Purdue University
and Everett Kisinger of the University of Illinois, as guest conductors.
A piano recital by high school campers will be presented
Sunday at 3 p.m.
·University woodwind and brass ensembles will be featured
Monday at 8 p.m., with high school woodwind and brass ensembles
scheduled for Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Percussion ensembles, conducted by. -Robert Schietroma, ···and
the University Stage Band, conducted by Gene Deaton, will perform
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
The final two concerts of the c.amp will be presented Saturday,
July 21.

High school stage bands and baton twirling will be presented

at 4 p.m. in Baird 117.
The final concert is scheduled Saturday at 8 p.m. when Kuehn,
Wright and Kisinger conduct the camp high·school bands in the Baird
Recital Hall.
7-11-72
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Ky.---seven free concerts are scheduled during

the final week of the Daniel Boone Forest Nusic Camp currently at
Norehead State Universtty.
Six of the seven concerts scheduled July 16-21 will be
presented in the Baird Recital Hall.
Sunday at 3 p.m. the high school campers will present a
piano recital.
University woodwind and brass ensembles will be featured
Monday at 8 p.m., with high school

1~oodwind

and brass ensembles

scheduled for Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Percussion

ensemble~,

conducted by Robert Schietroma, and

the University stage Band, conducted by Gene Deaton, will perform
Wednesday at 8 p.m.
The director's band, conducted by Dr. Robert Hawkins, will
be featured Thursday at 8 p.m.
The final two concerts of the camp will be presented Saturday, July 21.

High school stage bands and baton twirling will

be presented at 4 p.m. in Baird 117.
The final concert is scheduled Saturday at 8 p.m. when
David Kuehn of North Texas State, Al Wright of Purdue University
and Everett Kisinger of the University of Illinois will conduct
the camp high school bands in the Baird Recital Hall.
7-11-72
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Special to the Courier-Journal Sports Department
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Vince Semary, Morehead State Univers.ity
defensive line coach, is tackling the dual role of football coach
and -artist.
'l'he 32-year-old Semary is a "hard-nosed" coach on the gridiron but also a sensitive artist in the studios of MSU's Claypool-

Young Art Building.
Semary, who hopes soon to complete a master's degree in art
·education at MSU, resumed his serious pursuit of art in January when
he was hired as an Eagle assistant coach.
He starred on both the gridiron and in the art studio while
at.the University of Kentucky. ·While serving as an assistant football
coach and wrestling coach, he taught art for five years at Flaget and
Trinity High Schools in Louisville.
"While I was head coach at Male High School and an assistant
at the University of LOuisville, I was not very actively involved in
art," he said.

"So I am returning to one of my first loves after a

three-year absence."
Se1:1ary • s first piece of abstract wood sculpture, "Janus, "
reflected his dual careers.
sugges~ed

He selected the name because the piece

two heads.
{MORE)

·

~emary

2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Janus, the Roman god of doors and gates, is.usually represented

with two faces, one looking forward and one backward.

The Romans

prayed to him when they were about to begin a new venture.
Soon after finishing Janus, Semary was starting a new
career as a varsity football player.

Looking backward, he could

see a coach telling him that he could never make it as a major
college football player.
Looking. forward, Semary ignored the coach's. advice to look
for a smaller school-and played a lot of football during the next
three years.
"I remember playing both offensive and defensive guard one
night in Miami· with the humidity about 100 per cent," he said.

"I

lost 24 pounds that night."
While he was. laboring on the football field,. he was also working·
in the studio.
third

His favorite medium is sculpture because "It gives me a

dimension~--depth---that

His latest sculpture

painting and other media can't."

projec~

is a fiberglass work of two

entangled football players.
The piece is designed .to show "the tremendous impact and action
involved in football," Semary said.

He said that he purposely left

some of the mesh wire ·exposed "t<;> add a raw, ·rough, unfinished feeling"
,. "

to the work.
"I like to· base works on horizontal and vertical lines.

They

contrast and react against each other, giving the effect of impact,"
he said.
(MORE)

S~mary

,. "

3-3-3-

-

How does his football background affect his--art?
"Some· of the emotions and feelings that I've acquired playing
and coaching football show up in my work," Semary said.
"I

c:ionc~ntrate--

on s!lc:Ming emotions in my art," Semary said.

"Portraying emotion is more important to me than showing minute
details."
Dr. Bill Booth, MSU art department head, feels that

S~mary's

football background is an asset to his art endeavors.
"Only an' artist
who had experienced the jolting collision of
'
the contact sport of football could have conceived and executed a work
of such dynamic,pow_er and movement," Bo.oth said about Semary's football
sculpture.
"The strength and dynami·c qualities of his artistic efforts
reflect his strong.'
ccmcerns
for the athletic competition," Booth added.
·-· .
.
"Semary brings to his consideration of sculpture, drawing and
printmaking an understanding of the human anatomy and of the strength_
which the

·figu~e ·:'can-

import in an artis i tc frame of reference, " Booth

said.
Semary is

~urrently

. .~::..:~:·~-~:> ~ -· --.

experimenting with a variety of media.

.

He

is working with col);ographs, watercolors and sculpture.
He is hoping to' join' the MSU art faculty upon completion of
his master's.
degree.
·'. '··. '.
Like Janus, Semari is once again lookin in two directions.
But it is evident that he is mostly planning his future.
:JIIIIIIL'Ifll
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MOREHEAD, Kyo---A summer in-service program in compensatory
education is now in progress at Morehead State Universityo
Sponsored by the Kentucky State Department of Education,
Title I, ESEA, the session emphasizes understanding the services
and benefits of the Title I program and working with the underprivileged and educationally disadvantaged child in the public
schoolso
Priority subject emphasis is placed on readingo

Fifteen

reading teachers and supervisors from Eastern Kentucky are attendinS;
the three-week workshop Which closes July 28o
Miss Catherine Beard of the crittenden county School system
is coordinator of the programo

7-13-72
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Mrs. Ronda Tamme of Boyd county

is attending a three-week summer in-service program in compensatory
education at Morehead State University.
Sponosred by the Kentucky State Department of Education,
Title I, ESEA, the session emphasizes understanding the services
and benefits bf the Title I program and working with the underprivileged and educationally disadvantaged child in the public
schools.
Priority subject emphasis is placed on reading.

Fifteen

.

reading teachers and supervisors from Eastern Kentucky are attending
the three-week workshop which closesJJuly 28.
Miss catherine Beard of the Crittenden County School system
is coordinator of the program.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Warren Flanery of Morehead is presenting a
graduate piano recital Wednesday, Aug. 2, in Morehead State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program, which is free and open to the public,
includes a composition by Flanery and selections by Scriabin, Chopin,
Debussy, Stravinsky and Liszt.
A graduate of Rowan county High School and MSU, Flanery is
the son of Warren J. Flanery of 121 Fleming Ave.
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Special to The Morehead News

Dr. John R. Duncan, dean of graduate programs at Morehead
State University, recently attended Educators Day at the First US
Army ROTC Advanced Summer Camp at Indiantown Gap, Pa.
More than 2,100 cadets from 112 colleges and universities
throughout the United States and Puerto Rico are undergoing six
weeks of training which is designed to provide them with

practical

experience and field instruction in tactical, technical and administrative subjects.
The group includes 35 cadets from MSU's voluntary ROTC
program.
7-17-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- A classroom building at Morehead State
University was evacuated temporarily TUesday morning because of a
bomb hoax.
A university spokesman said Lappin Science Hall was emptied

about 9 a.m. after an anonymous caller warned that a bomb would explode
within an hour.
University security officers, state police and city firemen
searched the four-story structure and found no evidence that a bomb
'
had been planted.- The building was reopened to classes
shortly before

1 p.m.

The MSU spokesman said two warning calls were made in quick
succession to the office of Dr. Charles A. Payne, dean of the School
of Sciences and

Mathema~ics.

:

Kentucky State Police are investigating the incident.
About 2,500 person currently are attending MSU's summer
-session and another 1, 000 are 'on campus this week for various camps,
conferences and meetings.
11111111611 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Don B. Young, an art professor and two-time
graduate of Morehead State University, has been named MSU's director
of alumni affairs.
The appointment was announced this week by MSU President
Adron Doran and is effective immediately.
Young, 38, has been an assistant professor of art at his alma
mater since 1967.

He will continue to teach on a part-time basis.

The new alumni chief succeeds Dr. Harry c. Mayhew who will
J

devote full-time to the duties of director of university services.
Dr. Mayhew has held both positions since July, 1970.
Young, a former commercial photographer, holds bachelor's
and master's degrees from MSU.

He taught for three years in high

school at Portsmouth, Ohio, and was a teacher and administrator for
six years in Xenia, Ohio.
A native of Frankfort, Ky., he is the son of Mrs. Mary Young
of Lawrenceburg and the late .Tom Young, one of two professors for
whom the MSU art building was named.
Young is a Boy Scout district commissioner and Rowan county

Civil Defense director.
Morehead.

He is married to the former Tish Tyler of

They have two children.
"We feel the university is fortunate to have a man of non's

background and versatility in the alumni office," Dr. Doran said.
"He will be of great service to the university and our more than
13,000 graduates."
7-19-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown," a musical
based on the popular comic strip "Peanuts," is the final production
of the 1972 Morehead State University Summer Theater.
Performances are scheduled at 8:15 p.m. on July 29 and 31 and
Aug. 1 through Aug. 4 at the MSU Little Theatre in the Combs Building.
Admission is free to students in advance with ID cards and $1.50 for
non-students.
Tickets are sold daily at the Adron Doran University Center.
The theatre office telephone is 606-783-2134.
David Blackwell, Ligonier, Ind. junior, has the lead role of
"Charlie Brown."

Ruth Rase, Minford, Ohio, senior, portrays "Lucy."

Ron Harris, Fairdale sophomore, is cast as "Snoopy."
Other cast meniliers include David Woodrow, Morehead sophomore,
as "Linus,"; John Gilmore, Cincinnati sophomore, as "Schroeder"; and
Chris Buck, Ellicott, Md. sophomore, as "Patty."
Dr. William J. Layne is the director.

John Martin, Columbus,

Ohio, junior, is the set designer and Vicky Brunker, Cynthiana
sophomore, is the costume designer_.
II II II o'll:' III/II
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MORE~D, Ky.---More than 80 pairs of dancing feet will

appear on the· Morehead State University campus Aug. 6 for the 19th
·annual Kentucky Dance Institute.
The week-long program includes folk and square dancing
for both experienced and inexperienced dancers.

Instruction will

include round and international folk dancing, contra dancing,
dancing fundamentals, recreation program planning, squaredance
calling, and discussions on programming and leadership.
Cost for the institute, which includes tuition, meals,
lodging and a syllabus, is $80 for persons 13 or over and $44
for persons 12 and under.
Participants may receive one semester hour of university
credit for Physical Education 304, Folk Dance, by paying MSU
tuition.
Mrs. Shirley Durham Fort of Louisville is the institute
director.

Guest instructors include Mae Fraley, Rockville,

~1d.:

Ed Moody, Nashua, N.H.: Vyts Beliajus, Denver, Colo·.: and Jack
and Marge Hunter, Dayton, Ohio.

Stew Shacklette of Louisville is

the round and square dance caller.
Mrs. Sue Lucke, MSU assistant professor, is the local
coordinator.
7-21-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has scheduled
224 night and arranged classes for the fall semester opening next
month.
Part-time students enrolling in such classes register
Saturday, Aug. 26, from 8 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at Laughlin Health
Building.
Late registration continues through Tuesday, Sept. 5.
Nightclasses are being offered Monday through Thursday.

Arranged

classes meet when mutually convenient for instructors and students.
Copies of the 12-page night and arranged schedule

rna~

be

obtained by writing Director of university Services, Morehead
State University, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
j

They also are available in Room 101 of the Administration
Building.
Academic areas offering night and arranged classes include
accounting, agriculture, biology, business administration, business
education, chemistry, economics, education, fine arts, geography,
geoscience, health, history, home economics, industrial education,
journalism, English, library science, mathematics, music, physical
education, physics, political science, philosophy, psychology,
science education, Spanish, social welfare, sociology and
vocational industrial teacher education.
#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- More than two dozen teachers from high
schools and colleges are coming to Morehead State University next
week for a "PEP" workshop •.
Mrs. Adron Doran, founder and director of MSU' s Personal
Development Institute, will conduct the "Personal Enrichment Program"
training Monday through Thursday.
The workshop curriculum will equip each participant

wir~

skills and ideas for "PEP" classes at their own schools this fall.
The Personal Development Institute, opened at MSU in 1969,
is designed to sharpen social skills and improve other personal
qualities.
Mrs. Doran is the wife of the MSU president.
II 1111 II 1111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mrs. Adron Doran, wife of the president of
Morehead State University, has been named general chairman of the
most ambitious fund drive in the history of Girl Scouting in Eastern
and Central Kentucky
The campaign--to be conducted in late September--involves 39
of the 57 counties in the Wilderness Road Girl Scout Council.
Excluded are counties which give United Fund support to Girl Scouting.
Mrs. Doran's appointment 1.-1as announced at a campus press
conference by Mrs. Graydon A. Long of Lexington, president of the
Wilderness Road Council which serves more than 13,000 Girl Scouts.
The fund raising effort has a goal of $15,000 and will
consist primarily of residential and business canvasses.

Collec-

tions will be used to supplement cookie sales and United Fund gifts
in the council's 1972 budget.
Mrs. Doran, a former president of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, was cited by the Girl Scout official for "dynamic
leadership" in other civic projects.
"Her decision to lead this vitally necessary fund effort
virtually assures its success," Mrs. Long said.

"Probably more

than any other woman in Kentucky, Mrs. Doran embodies the current
Girl Scout emphasis on 'To Know, To Care, To Be Involved.'"
Mrs. Doran, the founder and director of MSU's Personal
Development Institute, was recognized this spring as "Outstanding
Woman of the Year" by Cardinal Key national honor sorority.
7-24-72
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at Morehead State University, is a cast member of "You're A
Good Man, Charlie.Brown," opening Saturday night.as the-final
production of 1972 MSU Summer Theater.

Performances of the musical based on the ".Pean,tits" comic
strip are scheduled July 29 and 31 and Aug. 1 through Aug. 4 in
the Little Theatre of the Combs Building.
Admission is free to MSU students and $1.50 for nonstudents.
7-24-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---James Ross Beane, associate professor of
music at Morehead State University, will conduct the Cincinnati
Youth Chorale on a European tour starting Aug. 2.
The three-week tour will include appearances in the
Netherlands, Italy, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, France and
England.
Beane is the director of the Kentucky All-State High School
Chorus which will perform at the Kentucky Music Educators
conference in January.

He also is vice-president of the Kentucky

chapter of the American Choral Directors Association for the next
two years.
Mrs. Anne Beane, wife of the conductor and a graduate
student at MSU, will be the chorale's accompanist.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. John E. Horner, president of Hanover
College, Hanover, Ind., will be the summer commencement speaker
Thursday, Aug. 3, at Morehead State University.
The 10 a.m. ceremony at Laughlin Fieldhouse will graduate
MSU's largest summer class, 433 persons.
MSU President Adron Doran will confer 167 master's degrees,
260 bachelor's degrees and six associate (two-year) degrees.
The Rev. Roy Roberson, pastor of the

Fi~st

Christian·

Church, will deliver the invocation.
Dr. Horner, president of Hanover since 1958, holds degrees
from Drew, Columbia and Ohio State.

A former Fulbright Exchange

Teacher-Scholar in 15 European countries, he served as a teacher
and administrator at Drew, Kansas Wesleyan, Ohio State and the

-·

University of Omaha before going to Hanover.
The 51-year-old educator is president of the Associated
Colleges of Indiana, a

merr~er

of the Indiana Constitutional

Revision Commission and is a ruling elder of the United Presbyterian
Church.
MSU's previous summer record was the 1970 class which had
401 graduates.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State university is offering 41

extension classes in 14 counties during the fall

semeste~

starting in

August.
The list includes two courses to be taught on commercial
television in Lexington and Cincinnati •.
With one·exception, all classes are organizing Wednesday,
Aug. 23, at 6 p.m.

A class at the Goldsmith School in Louis,Tille

will meet for the first time on Wednesday, Sept. 13, at 6:30 p.m.
MSU faculty members are teaching the off-campus classes

thi~

fall in Boyd·, Bracken, Carter, Fayette, Floyd, Grant, Greenup,
.J

Jefferson, Johnson, Letcher,

Let~is,

Mason, i'olontgomery and Pike

counties.
Fees for extension courses, including television, are $15
per semester hour for undergraduate and $22 per hour for graduate
students.
Televising ]I'..SU courses will be
~n~T-TV

in Lexington.

~'lLNT-TV

in Cincinnati and

Each starts Monday, Sept. 18.

Copies of the off-campus class schedule and registration
information can be obtained from Director of University Services,
MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
II IIIII/ If##
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Morehead State University came up with
two winners in recent regional beauty pageants.
Sally McClure, Ashland senior, is the new "Miss Ashland"
and Peggy Harrell, Morehead freshman, was crowned "Miss FlemingMason RECC. "
Miss Mcclure, 21, is the daughter of
of Ashland.
of Morehead.

¥~s.

Kathleen McClure

Miss Harrell is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Harrell
Her father is MSU's head basketball coach.

The new "Miss Ashland," an English major at MSU, will
compete next summer in the Miss Kentucky Pageant in Louisville,
3

preliminary of the Miss America Pageant.
Miss Harrell, 17, a 1972 graduate of MSU's University

Breckinridge School, goes directly to the "Miss Kentucky RECC"
competition next month at the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville.
111111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---William F. Buckley is hosting two
controversial figures next week on "Firing Line," heard on
WMKY, Morehead State University's 50,000-watt FM radio station.
Dr. Daniel Ellsberg will discuss his connection with the
-highly controversial Pentagon Papers Sunday at 1 p.m.
Buckley's guest Tuesday. will be Bernadette Devlin, leader
in the-Northern Ireland civil rights movement.

They will discuss

"The Irish Question" on the 7 p.m •. program.
Operating at 90.3 megahertz, WMKY is a member of National
Public Radio.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Roland L. Burns, a Morehead State University
graduate, has been appointed director of special services at NSU.
He will complete a doctoral degree in educational
administration this month at the,University of southern Mississippi.
His appointment is effective Aug. 1.
An Ashland native, Burns received bachelor's and master's
degrees from Jl:!orehead state.

He. served as a residence hall director

and instructor of geography at bSU"before starting doctoral study.
The 31-year-old Burns is a graduate of Ashland High School
and a Navy veteran.

He i·s married to the former Bonnie ·Burrell of

Glastonburg, Conn.

7-31-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---R. Donald Miller, assistant professor of
education at Morehead State University, has completed a doctorate
degree in secondary education at Indiana University.
The title of his dissernation is "Organization and Administration
of Student Teaching in the Seveh State Colleges in Kentucky."
Miller, who received his bachelor's and master's degrees from
MSU, has been a member of the faculty since 1966.

)

A native of Carr Creek,

he was an All-State basketball player and later won AllGOhio Valley
conference honors at Morehead State.
Miller coached basketball at Trimble county, Anderson Cofinty,
Pfeiffer College and Asbury College before joining the MSU faculty.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Miller, he is married to the
former Sue Watts of Carr Creek.

They have three children.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A graduate course in linguistics at
Morehead State University will be televised this fall by WKYT-TV,
Channel 27, in Lexington.
English 416-G, Reading and Linguistics, carries three
semester hours of graduate or undergraduate credit.

It will be

taught by Dr. Lewis W. Barnes, professor of English at MSU.
Starting Monday, Sept •.18, the course will be telecast from
6:30 a.m.

until~

a.m. each Monday, Wednesday and Friday for 15 weeks.

Fees are $22 per semester hour for graduate credit and $15
.;>er hour for undergraduates.
Persons enrolling for graduate credit must be admitted to
J

graduate study at MSU.

Undergraduate credit is restricted to persons

who have earned at least 60 semester hours.
Registration information is available from Director of
Services, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
llflllflllllll
'
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A graduate course in linguistics at
Morehead State University will be televised this fall by WLWT-TV,
Channel 5, in Cincinnati.
English 495-G, Linguistics Composition, carries three
semester hours of graduate or undergraduate credit.

It will be taught

by Dr. Lewis Barnes, professor of English at MSU.
Starting Monday, Sept. 18, the course will be telecast from
6:30 a.m. until 7 a.m. each Monday, Wednesday and Friday for 15

~leeks.

Fees are $22 per semester hour for graduate credit and $15
per hour for undergraduates.
Persons enrolling for graduate credit must be admitted to
graduate study at MSU.

Undergraduate credit is restricted to persons

who have earned at least 60 semester hours.
Registration information is available from Director of
University Services, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
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(Special to the Tell City News)

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Paul Sandage, Tell City, Ind. sophomore
at Morehead

Sta~e

University, has been awarded MSU's Kappa Pi Art

Scholarship for the 1972-73 school year.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Sandage, Rt. 1,
Tell City, and is a 1967 graduate of Perry Central High School.
Kappa. Pi.is an art honor society.
$Z50 for the year.

##UIHt
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is graduating its
largest summer class in history this Thursday.
MSU President Adron Doran will confer more than 400 degrees
during the 10 a.m. ceremony at Laughlin Fieldhouse.
Principal speaker will be Dr. John E. Horner, president
of Hanover College, Hanover Ind.
Special music will be provided by Karen Ross Ellis, a
soprano soloist and a graduating senior from Mays Lick.

She· will

perform "The Greatest of These Is Love" by Roberta Bitgood •.· Her
organ accompanist is Lucretia Stetler.
The Rev. Roy Roberson, pastor of the First Christian Church
of Morehead, will deliver the invocation.
1111111111 II I~
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A week of folk and square dancing begins
Sunday on the Morehead State University campus as more than 80
persons gather for the 19th annual Kentucky Dance Institute.
Instruction in round and international folk dancing, contra
dancing, dancing fundamentals, recreation program planning, square
dance calling and leadership will be presented.
The institute is open to both experienced and inexperienced
dancers.

Participants may receive one semester hour of university

credit for Physical Education 304, Folk Dance, by paying MSU
tuition.
Mrs. Shirley DUrham Fort of Louisville is the institute
director and Stew. Shacklette. o£ Louisville is the round antl squere
dance call:er.

Guest instructors will come from throughout the

country.
Mrs •. Sue Lucke, MSU assistant professor, is the local
coordinator.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering a
class by extension in Montgomery county during the fall semester.
The class will organize Wednesday, Aug. 23, at 6 p.m. in
the library at Mt. Sterling High School.

Fees are $15 per semester

)

hour for undergraduate credit and $22 per hour for graduate students.
MSU now accepts up to 10 hours of extension credit in graduate
study and a maximum of 32 hours of extension work in undergraduate
degree programs.
The course to be offered is Education 499-G, School Evaluation
)

Workshop, one hour.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Are you a senior citizen who would like
to enroll in free college courses at Morehead State University?
Kentucky residents may register for MSU courses under the
William M. Caudill Senior Citizens Fellowship Program which provides a waiver of fees for all Kentuckians 65 and older.
Interested persons should contact Mrs. Priscilla Gotsick
at MSU's Institute on the Aging before Aug. 28.

The telephone is

606/784-9229.
Program participants do not have to go through a formal
registration.

Enrollment coordination is made through the

Institute on the Aging.
_)
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's nursing
has been awarded a federal grant of $4,584 by the

u.s.

prog~am

Department

of Health, Education and Welfare.
Based on enrollment, the grant will be used to provide
nursing education opportunities for disadvantaged students.
MSU's two-year nursing program began in the fall of 1971
with 20 students.

The second class of 37 students will enroll

this fall.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's summer graduating
class was advised Thursday to take a positive outlook and to live
life to the fullest.
Dr. John E. Horner, president of Hanover College, compared
the modern United States with Alexander the Great's empire as he
addressed the largest summer graduating class in the institution's
50-year history.
"Be idealistic yet be very realistic," Dr. Horner said.
"Like Alexander, we face the problem of finding 'a sense of realism
to balance what is with what might be'."
"Let us condemn in our nation that which is not good l;lUt alsG
let us praise our nation for what is good," Dr. Horner said.

j

Quoting Alexander the Great and the late professional football coach Vince LOmbardi, Dr. Horner told the graduates that faith
)

in God, family and country are necessary elements for a great nation.
MSU President Adron Doran conferred degrees on 418
\

'

candidate~

including 161 master's degrees, 253 bachelor's degrees and four
associate (two-year) degrees.
The 161 master's are the most graduate degrees ever awarded
at an MSU commencement.
Graduating with high distinction were Debra Lynn Coyer of
Zebulon, Jeanne Dillon of Maysville, Karen J. Hilton of cecilia,
Suzanne c. Lane of Pleasure Ridge Park, Anne Elaine Leslie of Greenup,
Patricia Carolyn Sloan of Worthington and Linda Susan Bush Wiley of
Oldtown.
8-3-72
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J..IOREHEAD, Ky.---Fo:z:mer H.arlem Globetrotter. Howard Smith bas

traded his basketball jersey for a microphone and turntable.
Now a graduate student at Morehead State University, Smith
performs for an unseen audience as the host of "Jazz Scene, ... pre:sented each Sunday on WMKY, MSU's

p~blic

FM radio station.

Smith, a Birmingham, Ala. native, who was MSU's first black
varsity basketball player in 1963, completed his college eligibility
in I967 and signed with the Globetrotters a few months later.
"Smitty" spent the 1967-68 season touring the world with the
famed basketball troupe but lost the next two winters to Army service.
The 6-3 guard rejoined the

Trotte~s

in 1970 to finish th2 ·

second half of the grueling 180-game schedule.

He decided to call

it a career after the first half of last season.
"Playing every day didn't bother me so much, and I love the
game,'' he said.

"I liked entertaining and seeing the world, but I

had to prepare for my future •.

I

also married and wanted to settle

down."
The 27-year-old Smith returned to campus last spring to"finish his undergraduate degree and work on his master's· degree with
emphasis on physical education.
"~ look at my work with a rcidio audience as more of a one-

to-one communication rather than performing in front of a large
audience," Smith said.
"I try to create a r~laxing feelin~ ·by presenting various
jazz artists, .. Smith said about his program forma.,t.
~pportunity

to commun-icate \·:ith the audience ·and to share my kind

of music with them. 11
8-4-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The "Knob Tigers" are kicking up their
heels at the annual Kentucky Dance Institute this week at Morehead
State University.
The dancers, nicknamed "Knob Tigers" several years ago by
Institute director Shirley Durham Fort of Louisville, come from
as far as Paris, France, and range in age from teenagers to over
80.
)

During .the week-long institute, the 80 participants learn
new folk and square dances, practice traditional dances, plan
recreation programs and simply dance to have fun.
The program offers instruction for both experienced and
inexperienced dancers.

"Some of these people have been attending

the institute since it started 19 years ago," Mrs. Fort said.
"More than two-thirds of this year's group were here last year."

1111111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--··Morehead State University opens its doors
next Monday (Aug. 21) to an expected fall semester enrollment of more
than 6,000.
Classes begin Thursday, Aug. 24, and the last day to register
for credit is Sept. 5.

The Thanksgiving holiday is Nov. 22 until

Nov. 27 and final examinations are scheduled Dec. 11-15 with the fall
term closing Dec. 16.
The spring semester starts Monday, Jan. 8, with classes
convening Thursday, Jan. 11.

Spring vacation is set March 10-18.

Finals are May 7-11 and the semester ends Saturday, May 12.

Com-

mencement is Sunday, May 13.
Dr. Adron Doran is beginning his 19th year as president of
MSU.

He is the dean of Kentucky's college and university presidents.
The university is observing its Golden Anniversary this year

and many special events are planned, including a giant Homecoming
Celebration Oct. 20 and 21.
Returning students and alumni will find that MSU is continuing to expand its academic offerings.
j

A master's degree in art

with options in art education or studio art is now offered and
courses in social welfare have been increased.

A bachelor's degree

in journalism also is available for the first time.
Construction is moving steadily on the $3.5 million Appalachian Technical Institute, a five-story classroom, office and parking structure which will house most of the university's two-year
degree programs.

ltl!l---'

back to school 22222222
Fees have been increased by the Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education.

Undergraduate Kentucky residents will now pay

$180 tuition each semester, compared to $150 last year.

Tuition

for out-of-state undergraduate students is up from $400 to $438 per
semester.
summer personnel changes include the naming of Dr. Charles
A. Payne as dean of the School of Sciences and Mathematics.

New

repartment heads are Dr. David M. Brumagen in biological sciences and
Dr. Eugene Martin in business administration.
Roy M. Terry is beginning his first season as Eagle football
)

coach.

Xavier University has been added to the grid schedule and

will be MSU's opening game-opponent on Sept. 9.
The 1972-73 academic calendar includes:
Aug. 21---Fall semester opens.
Aug. 26---Registration for night and Saturday classes.
)

Oct. 20-21---Golden Anniversary Homecoming.
Nov. 22-26---Thanksgiving holiday.
Dec. 11-15---Final examinations.

)

Dec. 16---Fall semester closes.
Jan. 8---Spring semester begins.
March 10-18---Spring break.
May 7-11---Final examinations.
May 12---Spring

sem~ster

)

May 13---Commencement.

######

closes.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"I'm just dancing for my own enjoyment and
not trying to keep up with the youngsters."

Axel· Enholm, 79, is

the oldest dancer at the Kentucky Dance Institute, now in progress
at Morehead State University.
Enholm, a retired Marine corps major who lives in Clearwater,
Fla., is attending the week-long institute for the first time and
"thoroughly enjoying my first visit to Kentucky."
A native of New Jersey, Enholm said that he belonged to
dance groups in his younger days and learned about 140 different
folk dances.
"You might say that I'm trying a comeback," he said.

"I

dance once a week with a group in Tampa, Fla. and I do about 20
different dances now."
"Sometimes the youngsters ask me to teach them a few dances,"
the veteran of World Wars I and II said.

"One of my favorites is

'Cotton Eyed Joe," which originated in the Southwest.

You can

really relax and get to feeling good with that dance."
Enholm, who came to the Kentucky Dance Institute on the
recommendation of a friend in St. Petersburg, Fla., said he is
enjoying the institute as much as any he has ever attended.
"The people here are so congenial that I already feel like
part of a big family," he said as he danced away.

###111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Timothy M. Wells, director of the guided
studies and reading program at Columbia State community College
Columbia, Tenn., recently attended the Appalachian Junior and
community College Workshop at Morehead State University.
Representatives from 20 junior and community colleges in
six states participated in the two-week session which focused on
)

individual instructional objectives with emphasis on behavioral
objectives of Appalachian students.
11111111 111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Samuel Ade Adewoye of Ogbomoso, Nigeria, has
been awarded a graduate assistantship for the 1972-73 school year
at Morehead State University.
A 1972 graduate of MSU, Adewoye will be assigned to the
Department of Languages and Literature.
MSU graduate assistants receive a monthly stipend and work 20
hours weekly while enrolled as full-time students.
Adewoye's wife, Alice, also is an MSU student.

II 111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University opens its doors
Monday to an expected fall semester enrollment of more than 6,000.
Classes begin Aug. 24, and Sept. 5 is the last day to
register for credit.

Registration for night and saturday classes

is Saturday, Aug. 26.
Dr. Adron Doran is beginning his 19th year as MSU' s president
He is the dean of Kentucky's college and university presidents.
The university is observing its Golden Anniversary this year
and many special events are planned, including a giant Homecoming
celebration oct. 20 and 21.
MSU is continuing to expand its academic offerings.

A

master's degree in art is now offered and courses in several areas
are increased.

A bachelor's degree in journalism also is available

for the first time.
Summer personnel changes include the naming of Dr. ··Charles
A. Payne as dean of the School of Sciences and Mathematics.

New

department heads are Dr. David M. Brumagen in biological sciences
and Dr. Eugene Martin in business administration.
Roy M. Terry is beginning his first season as Eagle football
·'

coach.

Xavier University has been added to the grid schedule and

will be MSU's opening game ppponent on Sept. 9.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University faculty members have
been challenged to make academic programs more flexible to keep pace
with technology.
Dro Lyman Vo Ginger, state superintendent of public instruction, '
told more than 700 persons at MSU's annual faculty-staff luncheon that
colleges and universities should constantly review their curricula to
keep it relevant to modern career needso
"You need to spend more time studying your programs to make sure
they can produce persons to fill today' s and tomorrow' s jobs, " ·the
state's school chief saido
Ginger, a former college administrator, predicted that Kentucky's
public schools would receive proportionately larger legislative
appropriations in the future.
)

"We in Kentucky have done a great job of building our system of
higher education but we're near the bottom nationally in terms of
expenditures for secondary and elementary schools," he addedo
Ginger said more state funds will be directed into public schools
while the federal government becomes more active in the financing of
higher education.
11111111111111
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Morehead State University has appointed 41

persons to faculty and staff vacancies for the 1972-73 school year.
Additions by area include:
APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY -- Mrs. Janet Brumagen, instructc:
of nursing; Mrs. Louise Cassity, instructor of home economics; Debrah
Chandler, instructor of home economics; Mrs. Kay M. Holley, assistant
professor of home economics; Mrs. Marilyn Maud, instructor of mental
health; Dr. G. Douglas Minion, associate professor of agriculture:
and Mrs. Elizabeth Tapp, instructor of nursing.
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS --Edward J. Flynn, assistant professori:of
business administration;
economics; Stephen

Le\~is

Huntsbe~ger,

Freiberg, assistant professor of
assistant professor of accounting;

Billy R. Kirkland, assistant professor of business; and Dr. Eugene

'

~1artin,

head, department of business administration.

EDUCATION-- Bruce Bissmeyer, instructor of education (UBS);
Mrs. Laradean Brown, instructor of health, physical education and
recreation; JoAnn campbell, instructor of health, physical education
and recreation; Dr. Leslie Figa, associate professor of education;
Mrs. Nadine Griffith, instructor of education (UBS); Mrs. Bernice
Howell, instructor of education (UBS); Roy Lucas, assistant football
coach and instructor of health, physical education and recreation;

•

Mrs. Hazel Martin, instructor of education; and Dr. James Pruiett,
assistant professor of psychology.
(MORE)

new faculty and staff 2-2-2-2-2-2
HUMANITIES -- Dr. Donald Cunningham, associate professor of
/

English; G. Ronald Dobler, associate professor of English; Joe Figg,
assistant professor of music; Christopher Gallaher, assistant
professor of music; Marc Glasser, assistant professor of English;
Ryan Howard, associate professor of art; Richard Kunkel, instructor
of radio-television; Jackson P. Lewis, instructor of art; Robert
Pritchard, instructor of music; Gene Pyle, assistant professor of art.
SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS -- Ronald Fiel, assistant professor of
science education; Henry D. Muse, assistant professor of mathematics;
Dr. Ted Pass, assistant professor of biology; Dr. Ben Flora, associate
professor of mathematics.
SOCIAL SCIENCES -- Alban L. Wheeler, head, department of
sociology.
ADMISSIONS -- Jerry Gore, assistant to the director of admissionn.
LIBRARY -- Mrs. Elsie Pritchard, assistant librarian.
MILITARY SCIENCE -- Master Sgt. Harold R. Johnson, instructor
of military science.
SPECIAL SERVICES -- Roland Burns, director of special services.
STUDENT AFFAIRS -- Mary Keys Russell, associate dean of
students.
II 1111 II II##
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Morehead State University has appointed 41

persons to faculty and staff vacancies for the 1972-73 school year.
Additions by area include:
APPLIED SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY -- Mrs. Janet Brumagen, instructo:
of nursing; Mrs. Louise Cassity, instructor of horne economics; Debrah
Chandler, instructor of horne economics; Mrs. Kay M. Holley, assistant
professor of horne economics; Mrs. Marilyn Maud, instructor of mental
health; Dr. G. DOuglas Minion, associate professor of agriculture;
and Mrs. Elizabeth Tapp, instructor of nursing.
BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS --Edward J. Flynn, assistant professor':of
business administration; Lewis Freiberg, assistant professor of
economics; Stephen Huntsberger, assistant professor of accounting;
Billy R. Kirkland, assistant professor of business; and Dr. Eugene
Martin, head, department of business administration.
EDUCATION-- Bruce Bissrneyer, instructor of

~ducation

(UBS);

Mrs. Laradean Brown, instructor of health, physical education and
recreation; JoAnn campbell, instructor of health, physical education
and recreation; Dr. Leslie Figa, associate professor of education;
Mrs. Nadine Griffith, instructor of education (UBS); Mrs. Bernice
Howell, instructor of education (UBS); Roy Lucas, assistant football
coach and instructor of health, physical education and recreation;
J

Mrs. Hazel Martin, instructor of education; and Dr. James Pruiett,
assistant professor of psychology.
(MORE)

-.new faculty and staff 2-2-2-2-2-2
HUMANITIES -- Dr. Donald Cunningham, associate professor of
/

English; G. Ronald Dobler, associate professor of English; Joe Figg,
assistant professor of music; Christopher Gallaher, assistant
professor of music; Marc Glasser, assistant professor of English;
Ryan Howard, associate professor of art; Richard Kunkel, instructor
of radio-television; Jackson P. Lewis, instructor of art; Robert
Pritchard, instructor of music; Gene Pyle, assis'tant professor of art.
SCIENCES AND

MATHE¥~TICS

-- Ronald Fiel, assistant professor of

science education; Henry D. Muse, assistant professor of mathematics;
Dr. Ted Pass, assistant professor of biology; Dr. Ben Flora, associate
professor of mathematics.
SOCIAL SCIENCES -- Alban L. Wheeler, head, department of
sociology.
ADMISSIONS -- Jerry Gore, assistant to the director of admissions.
LIBRARY -- Mrs. Elsie Pritchard, assistant librarian.
MILITARY SCIENCE -- Master Sgt. Harold R. Johnson, instructor
of military science.
SPECIAL SERVICES -- Roland Burns, director of special services.
STUDENT AFFAIRS -- Mary Keys Russell, associate dean of
students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has been awarded
a $64,000 federal grant to support eight regional educational
planning workshops throughout the country.
The grant from the

u.s. Office of Education will be used

to provide specialized training for chairmen of state college and
university planning teams.
The series of workshops, developed by MSU in cooperation with
the American Association of State Colleges and Universities,
will be held during the 1972-73 school year.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A traveling collection of art works by
Morehead State University art students opens Thursday in MSU's
Johnson camden Library.
The show, entitled "Print Exhibition 1971-72," will be
shown in various schools, libraries and galleries throughout
Kentucky.
Included are woodcuts, etchings, engravings and lithographs
produced by

~ffiU

students during the 1971-72 school year.

The exhibit closes Sept. 9.
##111111 II#

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Art works by Maurice Strider, associate
professor of art at Morehead State University, are on display
!

at Southern Illinois University in Edwardsville, Ill.
Strider is one of 100 Afro-American artists invited to
submit works for a special Ethnic Studies Workshop sponsored by
SIU.
###Jill II#
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Ky.---starting this fall, bachelor•s degrees in

~~REHEAD,

university studies and in social welfare are being offered by
Morehead State University.

The university studies degree ·does not require students to
declare a subject major

o~

an area of specialization.

All studies

· beyond general education requirements may be concentrated in a
single discipline or in elective courses.
Persons desiring this degree must complete a minimum of
128 semester hours of credit with a cumulative gtade point average
of 2.0 or better.
The 128-hour total includes 46 hours of general

educ~tion

requirements and 43 hours of junior and senior courses.

At least one year in residence and One. semester immediately
preceding graduation must be completed at

I~U.

"The program leading to a baccalaureate degree in universi-ty
studies will provide opportunity for students who are undecided

on areas of specialization to

establis~

a broader base of investi-

gation and. to exercise greater freedom in selecting courses of
special interest,
11

11

said MSU President Adron Doran.

We believe this program will reduce the attrition rate at

the university level,

11

he added.

The bachelor of social welfare degree will prepare students
for employment as middle-range social t'lorkers and to enter graduate
schools of social welfare.
Requirements for the social welfare program include the·
general education requirements, 36 hours of social and behavioral
sciences courses and 26 hours of

8-22-72
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in social welfare.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Prizes are being awarded in 24 classes at
the seventh annual horse show sponsored by the Morehead State University Ag Club Friday and Saturday, Sept. 8 and 9.
The event begins Friday, Sept. 8, at the Morehead State University farm, located on Ky. 377, six miles north of Morehead.
Twelve classes will be shown Friday and 12 on Saturday, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
A total of $2,000 in prize money will be presented, including a $90 cash prize for the walking horse championship.
Admission is $1 for adults and 50 cents for children 12 and
under.

Proceeds from the show will be used for scholarships.
All entries in Class 1, for riders under six with adults

leading the ponies, will receive trophies.

There is no entry fee

for this class.
Trophies will be awarded to the winners of the other classes,
and the top four entries in these classes will receive cash prizes.
Some fifth place finishers will receive ribbons, while others will
receive cash.

Fred White, Sharpsburg senior, and Edward Ward, West Liberty
senior, are co-chairmen for the show.

Jimmy Richardson of Owings-

ville is the ring announcer and the ringmaster is Roger L. Wilson,
MSU's vice president for student affairs.
Mrs. Adron Doran, wife

o~

the MSU president, is the organist.

For further information about the show, contact the MSU Ag
/

Club, Box 1304, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351 or telephone 606/783-3306.
8-24-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three graduate courses· in education will
\

be offered by Morehead state University this fall on the campus
of Northern Kentucky State College.
The classes, all to be taught by NKSC faculty members,
are Education 500, Research Methods,
556, Principles of Guidance,

(Thursday, 7 p.m.)r Education

(Saturday morning)r and Education 580,

History and Philosophy of Education,

(Wednesday, 7 p.m.).

Registration for all three courses is scheduled Thursday,
Sept. 7, at 6 p.m. in the Student Lounge at NKSC.
Fees are $22 per semester hour and must be paid at the
time of registration.
Additional information may be obtained from "Director of.
University Services, MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351."
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two additional members have been appointed
to the Morehead State university Board of Regents under an act of
the 1972 Kentucky General

Asse~~ly.

Named recently by Gov. WendP.ll E. Ford to four-year terms
were William E. Justice of Pikeville and Crayton (Bo) Queen of
Mount Sterling.
Justice, 64, is a former state legislator, teacher and
principal.

He presently is involved in real estate development

and is a member of the Board of Directors of the First National
Bank of Pikeville.
Queen, 34, a former Morehead State university student, is
an automobile dealer a."ld has been active in Jaycee activities on
the local, state and national levels.
They were appointed to seats created this summer by a law
which also removed the state superintendent of public instruction
as a board member and chairman.
Elected to head the 10-member board was Dr. W. H. Cartmell,
Maysville surgeon.

The new vice chairman is Lloyd Cassity, Ashland

dairy executive.
## rr""I!
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of religious art works is being

displayed during the month of September in J.'l1orehead State University's
Claypool-Young Gallery.
~1e

collection, drawn primarily from the

J.'I~U

faculty and

Morehead community, is planned to coincide with a religious emphasis
week on campus Sept. 17-22.
The exhibition offically opens sunday, Sept. 17, from 2 p.m.
until 5 p.m.

Dr. Bill R. Booth, MSU art head, will discuss the

religious art of J.'ltichelangelo at a lecture-slide

p~esentation

Sept. 21.
Included in the exhibit are prints and paintings of various
periods, a group of carved santos from La·t.in America, an icon
collection and a number of missal or prayer book pages dating as
far as the 11th century.
The exhibit, which ITBY be vieNed Sept. 1 through Sept. 30,
is free and open to the public.
#######
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Ky.---A total of $2,000 in prize money is being

awarded at the seventh annual Morehead State University Horse Show
Friday, Sept. 8, and Saturday, Sept. 9.
The class-AAA event, sponsored by the MSU Agriculture Club,

)

begins Friday, Sept. 8, at 7:30 p.m. at the MSU Farm, located on
Kyo 377, six miles north of Moreheado
Twelve classes will be shown Friday night and 12 more on
Saturday, beginning at 1:30 porn.
Trophies will be awarded to the winners in each class with
a $90 cash prize going to the champion walking horse.
Admission is one dollar for adults and 50 cents for children
12 and under.

Proceeds from the show will be used for agriculture

club scholarshipso
Sunday, Sept. 10, is the show's rain dateo
Further information about the show may be obtained from the
MSU Agriculture Club, Box 1304, MSU, Morehead, Kyo 40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two additional members have been appointed
to the Morehead State University Board of Regents under an act of
the 1972 Kentucky General Assembly.
Named recently by Gov. Wendell H. Ford to four-year terms
were. William E. Justice of Pikeville and Crayton (Bo) Queen of Mount
Sterling.
Justice, 64, is a former state legislator, teacher and
principal.

He is a real estate developer and a member of the Board

of Directors of the First National Bank of Pikeville.
Queen, 34, a former Morehead State University student, is
an automobile dealer and has been active in Jaycee activities on
the local, state and national levels.
They were appointed to seats created this

su~~er

bY. a law

which also removed the state superintendent of public instruction
as a board member and chairman.
Elected to head the 10-member board was Dr. W. H. Cartmell,
Maysville surgeon.

The new vice chairman is Lloyd Cassity, Ashland

dairy executive.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sally Ann Shoemaker of Rt. 9, Chillicothe,
Ohio, has been awarded a graduate assistantship for the 1972-73
school year at Morehead State University.
An August MSU graduate, Miss Shoemaker is assigned in the
Department of Secondary Education.
MSU graduate students receive a.<monthly stipend for working
20 hours weekly while enrolled as full-time students.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dorita Coblentz wise of New Paris, Ohio
has been awarded a graduate assistantship for the 1972-73 school
year at Morehead State University.
A 1971 MSU graduate, Mrs. Wise will be assigned in the
Department of Languages and Literature.
MSU graduate students receive a monthly stipend for working
20 hours weekly while enrolled as fulltime students.
Mrs. Wise is the daughter of Emil Coblentz of 205 w. Cherry,
New Paris, Ohio.
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For Release Sunday, Sept. 3, or later.
MOREHEAD, Ky.---u.s. Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton (D-Mo.) is
appearing Oct. 20 at Morehead State University as part of the Golden
Anniversary Celebration, it was announced today by MSU President
Adron Doran.
The Missouri senator is scheduled to address a 2 p.m.
convocation at Laughlin Fieldhouse during the Golden Anniversary
Homecoming Weekend.

He will be introduced by Gov. Wendell H. Ford.

"We are honored to have Senator Eagleton visit the campus to
help us observe our Golden Anniversary," Dr. Doran said.
outstan~ing

"He is an

young man whose courage has endeared him to millions of

Americans of all ages."
The 43-year-old Eagleton was nominated for vice president at
the Democratic National Convention this summer but he resigned from
the ticket soon afterward in the wake of his voluntary disclosure
that he had undergone medical treatment.
"The appearance of Senator Eagleton is in keeping with our
tradition of bringing distinguished national leaders to the campus
during Homecoming and throughout the school year," Dr. Doran added.
"The entire university community is looking forward to his visit."
Sen. Eagleton's career in public service began in 1956 at
the age of 27 when he was elected prosecutor in St. Louis County, Mo.
He followed that victory by becoming Missouri's youngest. attorney
general and lieutenant governor before being elected to the Senate
in 1968.
9-1-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has been awarded
a federal grant of $18,000 to continue an environmental dissemination
program in 49 Kentucky counties.
The grant from the Office of Environmental Education in
the

u.s.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare will be

supplemented by $15,789 from MSU to finance the second phase of a
project started last year.
A federal grant of $25,000 and another $16,000 in university
funds were used to assess the environmental knowledge of Eastern
Kentuckians.
A test written by Dr. Jerry Howell, MSU's director of
environmental studies and project director, has been administered to
nearly 8,000 high school students and 450 area residents were
interviewed.
The test results have not been completely analyzed, Dr. Howell
said.

When they are finished, Dr. Howell and his staff will

distribute information intended to help correct deficiencies in
the area's environmental knowledge.
Ab9ut 50 half-hour television shows will be produced and
loaned to schools and civic and service organizations.

Steve Young

of MSU's instructional media staff has prepared almost 40 video tapes
for the series.
A variety of information packets will be sent to public
officials, school authorities and private organizations.

The material

will be tailored to suit the individual needs of the recipients,
Dr. Howell said.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's seventh annual
horse show is scheduled Friday and Saturday with·$2,000 in prize
money to be awarded in 24 classes.
Sponosred by the

~EU

Agriculture Club, the Class-AAA event

begins Friday at 7:30p.m. at the YSU Farm, located on Ky. 377,
six miles north of

~~rehead.

Twelve classes will be shown Friday night and 12 more on
Saturday, beginning at 1:30 p.m.
winners in

e~ch

Trophies will be a\"larded to the

class with a $90 cash prize-going to the champion

walking horse.
Proceeds from the show will be used for scholarships.

J

Adl'ltission is one dollar for adu).ts and 50 cents for children.
The show's rain date is Sunduy.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Hospital staff members from Central and
Eastern Kentucky will be attending a seminar in hospital management
techniques Sept. 13-15 at Morehead State University.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Hospital Association and MSU's
School of Business and Economics, the seminar deals with problems in
the development of hospital supervisors.
Topics to be discussed include hospital organization, the
supervisor's role in the hospital, training problems, motivation,
discipline and communication problems.
Dr. Robert

c.

Hill, head of MSU's Department of

is seminar director.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kathy Wright Orner of Tollesboro is
presenting a'senior music recital Friday, Sept. 22, at Morehead
State University.,
The 8 p.m. contralto recital in Baird Recital Hall includes
works by Peter Cornelius, Bach, Maurice Ravel and Aaron Copland.
Mrs. Orner's accompanists are Frances Deaton and Kathy
·Dodds.

The recital is free and open to the public.
A graduate of Mason County High. School, Mrs. Orner is

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Wright of Tollesboro.
She is a member of the Concert Choir and the Chamber Singers
and past president of Sigma Alpha Iota, professional. music

###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Charles A. Payne has been named dean
of Morehead State University's School of Sciences and Mathematics.
The 43-year-old chemistry professor has been a member of
the MSU faculty since 1966 and chairman of the Division of Physical
Sciences since 1967.
Dr. Payne holds bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees
from Auburn University and previously taught at Auburn, Southwest
Texas State College and the University of Southern Mississippi.
A member of several professional groups and honor
societies, he has published six articles in scientific journals
and currently is writing his second textbook.
Dr. Payne served three years as Kentucky director of
"This Atomic World," a traveling nuclear energy exhibit sponsored
by Oak Ridge Associated Universities.
The new dean is a native of Mobile, Ala. and is married to
the former Essie Crumpton of Tallassee. Ala.

They have two

children.
Dr. Payne is the son of Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Payne, Clubhouse
Road, Mobile.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Campus Ministers'
Association is celebrating MSU's Golden Anniversary Sept. 17-22 with
a week of religious activities.
"Religious Emphasis Week" begins Sunday, Sept. 17, at 2 p;m.
with the formal opening of a religious art exhibit in the ClaypoolYoung Gallery.
The exhibit, which runs through Sept. 30, includes prints
and paintings of various periods, a group of carved santos from
Latin America, an icon collection and a number of missal pages dating
as far as the 11th century.
In conjunction with the exhibit, Dr. Bill Booth, art department head, will present an illustrated lecture on "Religious Emphasis
in the Works of Michelangelo" Thursday, Sept. 21, at 8 p.m. in Room
111 of the Claypool-Young Art Building.
_,

A faculty prayer breakfast is scheduled Tuesday, Sept. 19,
7 a.m. in the Adron Doran University Center Cafeteria.
Grady Nutt, a professional entertainer, humorist and clergyman, \•Till appear Wednesday, Sept. 20, at 8 p.m. in Baird Recital
Hall.
The Gospel Turth group from Bowling Green will present a
gospel music concert Friday, Sept. 22, at 8 p.m. in the Baptist Student Center.
A speaker from the Fellowship of Christian Athletes will speak
at a 10:20 a.m. convocation Thursday, Sept. 21, in Button Auditorium.
The events are free and open to the public.
9-7-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Educational Talent Search" at Morehead State
University has received a federal grant of $52,000 for the 1972-73
fiscal year.
The grant will be used to employ counselors to visit schools
and agencies throughout Eastern Kentucky to identify and counsel
students concerning their career and educational goals.
Funded under the Higher Education Act of 1965, .uTalent Search"
personnel identify qualified youth with financial or cultural needs
and exceptional potential for post-secondary education.
age these students to continue their

They encour-

e~ucations.

Other goals of "Talent Search" are to publicize student
financial aid programs and to encourage high school and college
"dropouts" to return to school.
The program has operated at MSU since 1968.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's 52-voice Concert
Choir, conducted by James Ross Beane, is presenting its first concert
of the school year Tuesday, Sept. 19.
The 8 p.m. concert in Baird Recital Hall features Mozart's
"Missa Brezis in D Major."
A 14-voice group of Chamber Singers will sing three madrigals
by Thomas Weelkes, three lieder by Felix Mendelson and "The carols
of Death" by William Schuman.
Selected strings from the MSU Orchestra will accompany the
,~ ,.---

groups.
The program is free and open to the public.
The Concert Choir's next performance is Nov. 3 at MSU's
annual choral festival.
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Ky.---Motorists kept returning for a second look

this summer when they realized the traffice flagman was an attractive
young lady.
Donna Gulley, Sharpsburg senior at Morehead State University,
spent the summer flagging cars for a road construction company on
Interstate 75, south of Richmond.
A 5-foot, 4-inch brunette, Miss Gulley'.s interest in being a
flagman began the previous summer.
"I was working in the company's office when I read some
papers that said the company did not discriminate in hiring workers,"
she said.
"I decided I wanted to spend my next vacation working outside
with a construction crew," she added.

"It gave me a chance to get

a suntan and earn money to return to school."
She spent 10 weeks working nine to 10 hours daily.

Her

"work uniform" included a construction metal helmet, a brightlycolored vest and a red flag.
"Working in the rain was the worst part," Miss Gulley said.
"Sometimes this happened before we had completed a job, so I would
just tuck my hair under my hard hat and keep on flagging."
She carried her transistor radio with her "to make things
•

run a little smoother. "

"As long as I had my radio with me for

company, I could do almost anything," she said.
(liORE)

.
'

.
Girl Flagman 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
'

The female flagger attrac:ted more·attention than the
av"'rage flagman.
"One afternoon
~-

I

became suspicious after watching the same

car puss me several times," she said.
Vlhere

I

~'Finally,

the car stopped

was flagging. "
"One of the nicely dressed· gentlemen asked, 'Are you or

aren't you?'

I

removed my hat and assured them that I am really a

girl."
"Everyone was nice. to me," she said.

"A state policeman

even brought me cold drinlcs on the hot days. "
"It was one of my most enjoyable summers," she said.
•

r;J.an

001

~JOrkJng

""' <> flagmdn again next
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's award-winning
Jazz Ensemble is presenting a jazz concert Sunday, Sept. 17,
at the Kentucky Arts Festival at Shakertown.
Directed by Gene Deaton, the 21-member ensemble features the
"Intimate cyrcle" vocal group.
The three-week arts festival, sponsored by the Lexington
Philharmonic, includes a variety of performances by musical groups
and arts and crafts exhibitions.
The Jazz Ensemble captured four awards at the Mobile

Jazz

Ensemble and performed at Gov. Wendell H. Ford's Inaugural Ball.

II If II II If#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Targuin, ridden by Paul Henderson and owned
by the J. J. Adkins Stable of Sandy Hook, won top honors at the
seventh annual Morehead State University Horse Show.
j

The top prize, the Claude Brown Memorial Walking Horse
Championship, went to Targuin, winner of the walking stallion class.
A total of $2,000 in prize money was awarded in 24 classes
by the sponsoring MSU Agriculture Club.

A Class AAA event, the show

is sanctioned by the Central Kentucky Horse Show Association.
The show was dedicated to Roger L. Wilson, MSU vice president
.J

for student affairs.

He is a veteran ringmaster at area horse shows.

Classes, winners, riders and owners were:
Load-in pony---Red Pepper, ridden, and owned by Betsy Farris
of Versailles.
Three-gaited pony---Expresso, owned and ridden by Andrea
Workman of Georgetown, Ohio.
Road pony---starlite Queen, ridden by Adrian Doran and owned
by Doyle Mobile Homes of Flemingsburg.
Saddle-seat equitation---Mr. Billionaire, ridden and owned
by Karia Miller of Hurricane,

w.

Va.

Amateur pleasure horse---spark Around, ridden and owned by
Pat Coles of Lexington.
Amateur three-gaited horse---Step-A-Side, ridden and owned
by Corky Stephens of Ewings.
Road horse under saddle---Talk Of The Town ridden by Lucky
Wallingford and owned by Warren Rouse of Maysville.
(MORE)

HORSE SHOW---2-2-2-2-2-2Amateur five-gaited horse---My Siiver Dawn, ridden by Ron
Schneider and owned by Rebel Ridge Stable of Cynthiana.
Western pleasure horse---Green Tree Birdie, ridden and owned
by Connie Davis of Rio Grande, Ohio.
Three-gaited horse championship---The Deputy, ridden and
owned by Susc:.n Martin, Charleston, W. Va.
Road horse stake---Sentry Boy, ridden by Lucky Wallingford
)

and owned by Warren Rouse of Maysville.
Five-gaited horse championship---Lottie Ottie, ridden by Bob
Davis and owned by Wing May Farm of Paris.
Ladies walking horse---Sundust Sally, ridden by Debbie Wells
Hamilton, owned by Tripel W Stables of carrollton.
Pleasure Pony---Little Miss A-Bomb, ridden by Angie Price and
owned by Price Farms of Ewing.
Junior walking horse---Go Boys' Big Son, ridden by Eddie
Martin and owned by Vernon Hamilton of Morehead.
Rowan County pleasure horse---Gold Dust Reflection, owned
and ridden by Ada Ruth Derrickson of Morehead.
Juvenile walking horse---April's Masterpiece, ridden by Emily
Hanningan of Hanninghan

St~bles

of Rush.

Walking mare---Special's Fair Lady, ridden by Gary Kissick·
and owned by Billie Jo Caudill of Morehead.
Amateur pleasure horse---Harm's Go Boy, ridden by Ellen Longshore and owned by Tora Long Farm of Alexandria.
Amateur walking horse---Spirit's Black Night, ridden by DebM
bie Wells Hamilton and owned by Triple W Stables in carrollton.
(MORE)

HC~SE

SHOW---3-3-3-3-3-3

Walking pony---Shadow's Co-Pilot, ridden and owned by James
Farris of Winchester.
Two-year-old walking horse---Midnight War Lord, ridden by
Eddie Martin and owned by Ben Tackett of Morehead.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jesse Kenney of crittenden and
Kathy Thornbury of Ashland are presenting a joint senior recital
Sunday, Oct. 1, at 2 p.m. in Morehead State University's Baird
Recital Hall.
A percussionist, Kenney will perform selections by
Yvonne Desportes, Eugene Bigot, Eloise Matthies and Dr. Frederick
A. Mueller of MSU's music faculty.

His accompanist is Ruth Danks.

Miss Thornbury will present bassoon selections by von Weber
and Mozart.

Kenney and she will perform "Septet for Bassoons and

Percussion" by Dr. Mueller.
Kenney is a graduate of Grant County High School and a
member of Phi Mu Alpha music fraternity.

Miss Thornbury, a grad-

uate of Paul Blazer High School, is a member of MSU's Symphony
Band and Symphony Orchestra and an Eaglette drill leader with
the MSU Marching Band.
The recital is free and open to the public.

llllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of handmade wall hangings by
Dennis Shaffner, a 1971 graduate of Morehead State University, is
now on display in MSU's Johnson camden Library.
Featured in the show are nine primitive hangings hooked
and knotted on burlap.

Some were produced on a horizontal backstrap

loom, the most ancient form of weaving.
The works are of unusual colors and textures and are for
sale.
Shaffner teaches at Bullitt Central High School in
Shepherdsville.
An exhibit of religious art works is on display in
Claypool-Young Gallery until Sept. 30.

Included in the show are

prints and paintings of various periods, collections of santos and
icons and a number of missal pages dating as early as the 11th
century.
The formal opening of the religious art show is Sunday,
Sept. 17, from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. in the gallery.

'
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Prof. Larry Austin of the University of South
Florida is appearing Sept. 29 as guest conductor at the Golden Anniversary American Music Forum at Morehead State University.
Head of the Department of Music at the University of South
Florida, Austin is editor of "Source" music magazine. His works have
been performed by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra under the direction of Leonard Bernstein.
Prof. Austin will present a 9 a.m. lecture to students and
faculty in Baird Recital Hall.

From 10 a.m. until noon he will con-

duct private counseling and critique sessions with composition students.
More counseling sessions are scheduled for the afternoon.
A concert of Austin's music and an audio-visual composition
by the guest conductor will be presented at 8 p.m. in the recital
hall.
Pianists Karl Payne and Larry Keenan of the MSU faculty and
the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Chamber Ensemble, directed by James Ross
Beane, will be featured in the concert.
The concert is free and open to the public as an event of
~ffiU's

Golden Anniversary Celebration.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three juniors at Morehead State University
are participating in the Army ROTC flight program.
They are James Cassity of Morehead, James Cooksey of Louisa
and Vaughn Caudill of Grayson.
To qualify for the program students must complete one year
of the advanced ROTC program, pass the Army aviation physical and
flight

ap~itude

tests and be recommended by the professor of military

science.
The Army pays for all instruction, textbooks, equipment and
transportation to and from the flying school.
Each student receives 35 hours of ground training and 36~
hours of in-flight training.

Students learn the principles of

flying small, fixed-wing aircraft, fundamentals of navigation, map
and compass reading, takeoffs and landings and solo flying.
The potential pilots began training this semester at Mt.
Sterling.

They recently completed ground training at MSU and are

now taking in-flight instruction.
They will be eligible to apply for private pilots' licenses
upon completion of the program.

9-14-72
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MOREHEAD, KY·---John H. Allen III, of Grove City, Ohio
has been awarded a four-year Army ROTC

s~holarship

at Morehead

State University.
The scholarship provides tuition, fees, textbooks and·a
monthly cash allowance of $100 •
. upon graduation and completlon of the Army ROTC program,
Cadet Allen will be commissioned a second lieutenant in the Army
1

and serve four-years on active duty.

#-####
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Ashland students at Morehead State
University have been selected as members of the MSU Concert Choir.
They are Mike Acord, son of Gerald P. Acord of 2744 Terrace
Blvd.; Kenton Cooper, son of Bruce Cooper of 3435 Slem St.; Stanley
Hoskin, son of Stanley T. Hoskin of 2581 Bradley Dr.; and Kathy
King, daughter of Mrs. Frank King of 2125 Phelps St.
Cooper is a senior, Miss King and Acord are juniors and
Hoskin is a sophomore.
The choir, directed by James Ross Beane, is presenting its
first concert of the school year Sept. 19.
scheduled Nov. 3-4 at MSU's Choral Festival.
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Another performance is

"Rhonda Cooper---2-2-2-2-2-2

The clinics provide "opportunities to meet other cheerleaders,
to share ideas, to develop new techniques and to get motivated."
"I brought back lots of new ideas for our cheerleading squad
to try," she said.

"Even though I attended the camps as an instruc-

tor, I learned a lot myself."
She said she has gained much from her cheerleading experiences.
"Cheerleading develops one's personality and leadership abilities,"
she said.
"Cheerleading is time consuming and could interfere with
studies," Rhonda said.

"But I have just had to learn to budget my

tirne.n
Cheerleading apparently has not interfered with her other
activities since she was selected last spring, as outstanding female
student in health, physical education and recreation·.
She is also a member of Chi Omega social sorority and Cwens
and Gamma Phi Beta honoraries and is an Army ROTC sponsor.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Cooper of Cynthiana,
she plans to work as a cheerleader again next summer.
Rhonda likes jumping and yelling.

1111111111#
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Special to the Cynthiana Democrat

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Rhonda Cooper, Cynthiana junior at
Morehead State University, spent the summer jumping and yelling.
The brown-eyed varsity cheerleader was an instructor-counselor
for the Amer.1.can Spirit Association, which conducts summer cheerleader
camps and clinics throughout the country.
As one of 12 instructors, she traveled through 17 states
and conducted 11 clinics for cheerleaders ranging from junior-high
to college level.
A ve.teran of nine such clinics herself, the 20-year-old coed
has been cheering since the fifth grade.

She is in her second year

on the MSU varsity squad and also was a freshman cheerleader.
She helped conduct clinics from Sunday through Thursday
teaching gymnastics, cheers, skits, porn porn routines, chants, pep
rally planning and uniform selection.
During afternoon sessions she conducted remedial work or
gave individual instruction.

Nights were filled with skits and pep

rallies.
"I felt like a preacher, teacher, mother and doctor," Miss
Cooper said.

"I stayed with the girls as a counselor and, of course,

they came to me with all kinds of problems."
(MORE)
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Central Kentucky Youth Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Joseph Ceo, is performing Sunday, Oct. 1,
in Morehead State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 4:30 p.m. concert will feature selections by Aram
Khachaturian, Antonio Vivaldi, George Gershwin and Peter Tchaikovsky.
The orchestra, which is celebrating its 25th anniversary
this year, is the second oldest youth orchestra in the country.
It has appeared at Carnegie Hall and the White House.
Each year the orchestra tours the state under the
sponsorship of the Kentucky Arts Commission.
The concert, which is one of many cultural events scheduled
during MSU's Golden Anniversary Celebration, is free and open to
the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt will be
featured Sept. 28 at the Golden Anniversary Rural Development Conference at Morehead State University.
Breathitt, a Hopkinsville attorney, will discuss "Government and Rural Development---Local, State and National" at 10 a.m.
in the University Center.
MSU President Adron Doran will deliver the welcoming address
and discuss "The Role of Morehead State University in Rural Development" at 9:30 a.m.
Breathitt's speech will be followed by a symposium composed
of Billy Joe Hall, president of the Mt. Sterling National Bank, Dr.
Tom Ford of the UK Department of Sociology and Montgomery County
_,

Judge Caswell Lane.
Special interest group sessions are scheduled during the
afternoon.

Francis Morovitz, deputy director of the Appalachian

Regional Commission in Washington, D.C., will conduct a session on
"Housing Developing in Rural Areas."
Laurel True of Frankfort, administrator of the Kentucky
Program Development Office, will moderate a panel on his office's
role in rural development.
The conference is primarily for public officials but all
interested citizens may attend, said Dr. Jack Bizzell, conference
coordinator and an MSU political science professor.
9-14-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of art works by Molly Eubank,
a 1969 graduate of Morehead State University, is on display at
Chowan College in Murfreesboro, N.C •.
The show in the college art gallery runs through Sept. 26.
Mrs. Eubanks' husband, Douglas Eubanks, is a member of
the Chowan College art faculty and an MSU graduate.
Lafollette., Tenn.

#II '1 " '1 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has a fall semester
enrollment of 6,438, a three per cent increase over the foll semester
of 1971 when 6, 255 students

1~ere

enrolled.

The total does not include 420 students in extension classes
at 13 locations, 822 students taking correspondence courses, and
546 students enrolled at University Breckinridge School.

Including

these figures, Morehead State's total fall enrollment is 8,246.
Freshman enrollment accounts for 1,871 students.

There are

1,236 sophomores, 1,205 juniors, 1,192 seniors, and 934 graduate
students.
"We are very pleased with the continued growth of all areas·
of the university," said l·1SU President Adron Doran, "as the increased
enrollments indicate the university is doing a better job of meeting
the career needs of the students in ·this region and the

Commom~e<:>.lth."

The fall semester totals in extension and correspondence are
subject to further increases as additional off-campus classes are
formed and as more persons enroll in home-study courses.
Morehead State University also serves the region by offering
two courses over commercial television stations in Lexington and
Cincinnati this semester and by broadcasting adult education courses
over WMI<Y, the university's 50,000-watt FM radio station.
9-18-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Can you guess how two Morehead State University
cheerleaders spent the summer?

Leading cheers, of course.

Rhonda Cooper, Cynthiana junior, an9 Donna Kitchen, Ashland
sophomore, worked·as cheerleader instructors at clinics throughout the
country.
A 20-year-old brown-eyed brunette, Miss Cooper toured 17 states
while conducting_ 11 camps for the American Spirit Association.

After

a week's training in Kansas City, she worked mostly in the South.
Miss Kitchen, a 19-year-old

brunette, spent her second summer

as a teacher for the National Cheerleader Association.

She worked

eight clinics in five states.
A veteran of nine such clinics as a student, Miss cooper has been
cheering since the fifth grade.

She is in her second year on the MSU

varsity squad and was also a freshman cheerleader.
Miss Kitchen was a varsity cheerleader for four years at Boyd
county High School.

She worked with the clinics during the summer of

1971 before entering MSU, where she was a freshman cheerleader.
Both of the coeds worked from sunday through Thursday teaching
gymnastics, cheers, skits, porn porn· routines, chants, pep rally planning
and uniform selection.
Afternoon sessions wer.e filled with inditridual instruction and
remedial work.
(MORE)

'

MSU Cheerleaders 2-2-·2-2-2-2-2

"I felt like a preacher, teacher, mother and doctor at times,"
said Rhonda, who also roomed with the girls as· a counselor.

"They carne

to me with all kinds of problems."
The girls agreed that the clinics provide opportunities to meet
other cheerleaders, to share ideas and to 'develop new techniques.
"We brought back lots· of new ideas for our cheerleading squad
to try," Miss Kitchen said.

"Even though I attended the camps as an

instructor, I learned a lot."
"Cheerleading develops one's personality arid leadership abilities,"
Miss cooper said.

"It can be time consuming and could interfere with

studies, but I"ve learned to budget my time."
Both Miss Cooper and Miss Kitchen are physical education majors
and participate

~,....
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selected as

out~

female student in health, physical educaticn and recreation last

can ding

spring~

Both girls plan to work as cheerleading instructors again
next summer.
Rhonda is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. charles R. Cooper of
cynthiana.

Donna's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Kitchen of Rt. 3,

Ashland.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A senior exhibit by carol S. Winters, Ft.
Thomas art major at MOrehead State University, opens Tuesday,
Sept. 26, in MSU's Johnson camden Library.
The show, which runs through oct. 8, includes ceramics,
prints and drawings.

Some of the works are for sale.

Miss Winters last spring won a print-making scholarship
presented annually by Kappa Pi art fraternity.

Several pieces

of her work were selected for a traveling show of works by MSU
students.
The exhibit is open to the public.
UUIIUUUII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Terry Ensor of Mt. Sterling and James
Fitzpatrick of Hazard are presenting a joint junior organ recital
Sunday, Oct. 8, at the First Christian Church in Morehead.
Ensor will perform selections by Mendelssohn, Brahms and
Walcha during the 2 p.m.

performanc~.

Fitzpatrick will present

works by Bach, Hidemith and Vaughan Williams.
Both Ensor and Fitzpatrick are members o-f the American
Guild of Organists, the MSU Concert Choir-and the Student Music
Educational National Conference.
A graduate of I'4ontr:•Jlnery Hig11 s~~')..C'J_. Ensor is' the son cf

j

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney A. Ensor of Durbridge Drive, Mt. Sterling.
Fitzpatrick, a graduate of Hazard High School, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. Fitzpatrick of 729 Eversole St., Hazard.
The recital is free and open to the public.
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Ky.---Morehead State University is inviting high

school students and their teachers to attend two Eagle football games
this fall as guests of the University.
The first game is Saturday, Sept. 30, when coach Roy Terry's
team hosts Ohio Valley Conference rival Murray State.

Kickoff time

is 7:30 p.m.
Another guest day is scheduled Nov. 11 when MSU meets
Illinois State University at 2 p.m. in Breathitt Sports center.
Tickets for campus guests will be available at Gate No. 4.
Persons desiring further information about the guest days
may contact Charles MYers, MSU's director of school relations.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jo Ann Keenan

Cambridge, Ohio graduate

student at Morehead State University, has been select-ed as a member
of the MSU Concert Choir.
An organ major, Keenan is the daughter of Mrs. Hazel
Ray of 924 Byesville Rd., Cambridge ..
The choir, directed by James Ross Beane, is scheduled to
perform Nov. 3-4 at MSU's Choral Festival.
appears at high schools and churches.

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University Theatre opens its
Golden Anniversary season Oct. 5 with a three-day production of
"The

~1irror

Man," a children's play.

The play, directed by Paul Jolly, Cold Spring junior at MSU,
will be presented at 7 p.m. Oct. 5 and 6 in the Little Theater.
nee performances are scheduled for 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on

Mati-

Saturd~y,

Oct. 7.
Cast members are Vicki Brunker, Carlisle
Conn,

Shelby~ille

sophomore~

freshman; Mark Manger, Louisville

Keith

fres~man;

Audrey

Philips, Morehead freshman; Melody Trosper, liarlan junior; and Violet
Webster, Butler fres~~an.
Admission is 75 cents for adults and 35 cehts for children
.1

under 12 •
Other productions scheduied for this year are "Matchmaker,"
Nov. 2-4; "Birds," Nov. 28-30 and Dec. 1, 2 and 5-8; "Summer Tree,"
Jan. 23...;27; "Send Me No Flowers," Feb. 14-17 and 21-24; and "Guys
and Dolls" in April.
Season tickets may be

purchased for $6 from MSU Theatre,

UPO 740, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has received a
federal grant of $11,852 for equipment and materials in the Department
of Instructional Media.
The grant under Title VI of the Higher Education Act will be
matched by university funds.

It will be used to provide a comprehen-

sive audiovisual laboratory for teacher education.
The Department of Instructional Media, now in its 21st year
of operation at MSU, produces educational television films and provides instructional media for the university and the region.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Miss Georgia Lewis of Big Laurel, Ky. soon will
become Professora Georgia Lewis of Madrid, Spain.
The 23-year-old Harlan countian, a summer graduate of Morehead State University, is going to Spain to teach English for one year
at the Briam Institute, a special language school.
Her appointment was arranged by Dr. Olga Mourino, professor of
Spanish at MSU, who hopes to fill the position each year with an MSU
graduate.
"This has been a four-year dream for our Spanish faculty, "
Dr. Mourino said.

"Teaching in Spain will do so much to improve

Georgia's Spanish and also will give her an opportunity to see a
great deal of Europe."
Miss Lewis, a graduate of Redbird High School in Bell county,
hopes to teach Spanish on the high school or college level when she
returns to the

u.s.

"I'm scared to death by the prospects of being that far away
from home for so long but I'm also really excited about living in
Spain and improving myknowledge of the language," she said.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Berry Lewis of Big Laurel, also are
excited about the trip and plan to visit Spain at Christmas.
"We all realize it's a great opportunity," Miss Lewis added.
J

"No one can really master a language until they live it every day."
"Senorita" Lewis was graduated from MSU with honors with a
degree in Spanish and history.
9-21-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's highly successful
debate team, coached by Mrs. Julia Webb, opens its season Oct. 5 at
Middle Tennessee State University.
Three varsity teams will represent MSU in the three-day
invitational tournament.

The annual event attracted 70 teams last

year.
MSU debaters competing at Middle Tennessee are Kathy Crusie,
Lyndon, Ohio senior1 Joe Fowler, Louisville sophomore1 Dan Grigson,
Maysville seniorr Ron Mather, Hodgenville senior1 Pam Todd, Madisonville sophomore: and Susan Washburn, Greenfield, Ohio junior.
This year's debate topic is "Resolved:

That the federal

government should provide a program of comprehensive medical care
for all citizens."
Miss Crusie, Miss Todd, and Miss Washburn and Mather will
compete in the Henry Clay Debates Oct. 13-15 in Lexington.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Golden Anniversary
Celebration swings into high gear this fall with 33 events ranging from
~ationally-known

figures to rural development conferences.

The observance, which officially began last March, builds up
to the Golden Anniversary Homecoming weekend on Oct. 19-21 and
concludes on Nov. 17 with a banquet by the Morehead townspeople to
salute MSU's contributions to the community.
Headlining the fall phase of the celebration is an appearance
Jet. 20 by U.S. Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton (D-Mo.) at a 2 p.m. convocation
in the Fieldhouse.
Senator Eagleton will be introduced by Gov. Wendell Ford.
Other

state. and national leaders who will be on campus for homecoming

events include

u.s.

Senators John Sherman cooper and Marlow cook:

congressmen carl D. Perkins, Tim Lee Carter and Romano Mazzoli: Lt.
Jov. Julian Carroll; State Senate Majority Leader Walter (Dee)
J

.Iuddleston: and former Governor Louie B. NUnn, who along with Mrs. Nunrq

will participate in a reception at Nunn Hall on Saturday, oct. 21, at
10:30 a.m.
J

Other key events in the commemoration of MSU's creation in
1922 include performances by pop singer Stevie Wonder on oct. 19,
Danish pianist-comedian Victor Borge on Oct. 20, television star Ann B.
uavis from Nov. 2 through Nov. 4, the Preservation Hall Jazz Group on
:;rov. 10 and the oxford University debaters on oct. 27 and 28.
(MORE)

Golden Anniversary 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Two statewide meetings are scheduled in connection with the
observance, the Kentucky Association of Communication Arts on Oct. 26
and 27 and the Kentucky Academy of Science on Nov. 3 and 4.

Both will

feature national speakers.
Events involving off-campus students include High School Guest
Day on Sept. 30, High School Guest Weekend on Nov. 10 and 11, a concert
by the Central Kentucky Youth Orchestra on Oct. 1, "Sciences in the
70's" career day on Oct. 11, KMEA Marching Band Festival on Oct. 14,
debate clinic on Oct. 27, cheerleading clinic on oct. 28, ·Personal
Enrichment Program (PEP) on Nov. 1 and 2, High School Drama workshop
on Nov. 3, Choral Festival on Nov. 3 and 4, and performances of "The
Matchmaker" from Nov. 2 through Nov. 4.
Rural development conferences are devoted to government on
Oct. 28, to environmental problems on Oct. 5 and to education on Nov. 9.
J

Other events include American Composers Forum on Sept. 29,
EKEA Reception on Oct. 19 and a business education conference

onNov~

10

The Homecoming Weekend calendar starts with Stevie Wonder on
Thursday, Oct. 19, and picks up Sen. Eagleton, Victor Borge and a
candlelight dinner on Friday. Oct. 20.

It winds up Saturday, oct. 21,

with alumni registration, open houses and receptions, smorgasbord
luncheon,

the MSU-Tennessee Tech football game, a post-game buffet and

the traditional dances .

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kathy Justice of Ashland is one of
four frP.shman joining Morehead State University's highly
successful debate team this school year.
Freshman debaters practice with MSU's varsity team
and will participate in eight novice debate tournaments including MSU's Golden Anniversary Invitational Debate Tournament
Oct. 27-28.
Under the direction of Mrs.

~ulia

Webb, MSU's debaters

have won 87 per cent of their debates during the past seven
vears.

If 111111 If If If
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A day devoted to career opportunities in the
sciences is scheduled Oct. 11 at Morehead State University.
"Sciences in the '70's," a day-long program for selected high
school, students and science teachers, is a special event of MSU's
Golden Anniversary Celebration.
The day

b~gins

with registration at 9 a.m. in Lappin Hall.

Exhibits, demonstrations and tours are scheduled until 11 a.m.
Dr. Madison E. Pryor, MSU professor of biology, will speak at
a noon luncheon in the ballroom of the Adron Doran University Center.
Career information sessions far students are scheduled in the
af·ternoon.

Teachers will participate in a concurrent science fair

seminar.
Dr. Pryor, former chairman of MSU' s Division of BiologicaJ.
I~

Sciences, is the faculty representative on MSU's Board of Regents.
"~<mrked

as an exchange scientist in the Antarctic and a glacier was

named in his honor.

llllllllllllll
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MOREH~D

MOREHEAD, Ky.---A conference dealing with environmental
problems and implications for rural development is scheduled Oct. 5
at Morehead State University.
The day-long session is the second in a series of three Rural
Development Conferences sponsored by MSU as part of its Golden Anniversary Celebration.
Registration is scheduled at 9 a.m. in the Adron Doran
University Center ballroom.

MSU President Adron Doran will present

welcoming remarks at 9:30 a.m.
Martin Pedigo, chief of public affairs for the Louisville
District of the

u.s.

Army Corps of Engineers, will discuss

"Environmental Problems in Rural Development" at 10 a.m.
Dr. Jerry F. Howell, Jr., MSU's director of environmental
studies, will moderate a panel discussion from 11 a.m. until noon.
Concurrent discussion groups on solid-waste disposal problems,
rural water resources and energy resources and the future are scheduled
~·

from 1 p.m. until 2:45 p.m.
Dr. Howell will
speak on "An Environmental Information Program
.
'

'

for Eastern Kentucky" at 2:45 p.m.
The conference is open to interested citizens.
II 1111:: 11##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Covington students and two Ft. Thomas
students at Morehead State University are among 89 students
participating in the MSU Honors Program this year.
They are Deborah Bell, covington junior; William Hesch,
Ft. Thomas, junior; Deborah Tibbs, covington junior and Carol
Winters, Ft. Thomas senior.
Honors program participants are selected on the basis of
grades made during their freshman and sophomore years and on
recommendations of instructors.
Students in the program may enroll for up to 21 semester
hours of undergraduate credit each term.

However, participants

must maintain a grade of B or higher in each course.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The operation of development districts and
revenue sharing

wil~be

of inestimable value to local communities,

former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt said Thursday.
Breathitt, who is chairman of the coalition for Rural
Developmer.t, was the keynote speaker at Morehead State University's
first Golden Anniversary Rural Development conference.
Regional leaders must get involved with agencies to identify
and solve problems of the Appalachian area, he added.
"Kentucky is not and has never ·been a depressed area," said
MSU

Presi.de~4.:...

;;.Jron Do:i. 6i.4.

··_:..;...

.i.o j

.

uQ....

i..:U:tderdeveloped in sp0 ;_o.

It is encouraging that we are talking about developing instead of
recovery. "
Dr. Thomas R. Ford, professor of sociology at the University
·Of Kentucky, reminded the conference that programs can move no
faster ·than people are prepared to move.
"Development programs are for the people; they are sometimes
by the people; and perhaps less ofteri, they may ·be of the people,"
Dr. Ford said.
Mt. Sterling banker Billy Joe Hall said local financial
structures must work together in ordgr to obtain effective results
in rural development.
(MORE)
.'

Rural Development 2-2-2-2-2-2
Montgomery County Judge Caewell Lano

~aid

the roles of

·county government officials are changing because of revenno

ch:u:-.i,~,

'

home rule and the

Ru~al

Development Act.

Although more than 10,000 low cost housing units

w~re

built

in the nation within the past year, only about 200 units were
constructed in Eastern Kentucky, said Francis Morovitz, deputy
directgr of the Appalachian Regional Commission.
-

Morovitz and Laurel True, administrator of the Kentucky
Program·nevelopment Office, told an afternoon session that explicit
plans for housing development must be formulated.
The day-long conierence

J.S

1;;ne iirst in a series.

A

conference dealing with environmental problems and implications for
rural development is scheduled Oct. 5.
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Special to the Falmouth Outlook
A 20-member,faculty visitation team from Morehead State
University spent las.t Wednesday at Pendleton County High School
consulting with teachers, administration, and students on careers
in academic areas, conducting demonstrations, and teaching classes.
"The faculty visitation at Pendleton County High School is
the first of a series which will be held in high schools this year,"
said Morehead State University President Adron Doran, "and it is a
good example of the service being extended by our faculty to schools
in the region."
The faculty visitation program was developed at Morehead
State University after a number of pilot projects last year which
proved to be highly successful.
Faculty members from each of MSU's six academic schools
were represented Wednesday at Pendleton County High School.

Each

faculty member spent some time discussing the most recent trends in
career education in.their respective fields.

The Morehead faculty

members attended classes as regularly scheduled and consulted with
teachers and students on subject matter areas currently being studied
in the high school classes.

(MORE)

Faculty Visitation Team 2-2-2-2-2-2
The Morehead State University faculty generally agreed that
the opportunity to work with teachers and high school students better
enabled them to unders.tand the needs of the high school in many
areas including the preparation of high school teachers.
Charles Myers, Director of School Relations, and Dr. Harry
C. Mayhew, Director of University Services at Morehead State University, schedule the visitation teams and coordinate the project with
MSU faculty and the high schools.

They meet with the Principal and

Curriculum Director of high schools and faculty at the University
before each visitation in order to schedule meaningful activities
on subjects currently being studied in the schools.
Cliff Wallace, the Principal at Pendleton County, said he
felt the visitation was a very meaningful activity for his teachers
and students.

An enthusiastic response was received by the high

school teachers participating in the program Wednesday.
Morehead State University faculty members who participated
Wednesday were:

Dr. Paul Randolph, associate professor of history;

Gary Cox, assistant professor of political science; Clyde James,
assistant professor.of accounting; Helen Northcutt, assistant professor of business education; Dr. Matt Pryor, professor of biology;
Jim Chaplin, associate professor of geosciences; Ben Flora, associate
professor of mathematics; Dr. Jack Whidden, associate professor of
physics; Dr. Lewis Barnes, professor of English; and Jack Lewis,
instructor of art.
(MORE)

Faculty Visitation Team 3-3-3-3-3-3-3

Others attending were:

Ron Debler, associate professor

of English; Dr. Fred.Voigt, Chairman of the Division of Communi-.
cations and professor of speech; Dr. Olga Mourino, professor of
Spanish; Gene Norden, instructor of music; Jim Beane, associate
professor of music; Dr. Betty Bailey, Head of the Department of
Home Economics; Dennis Karwatka, associate professor of industrial
education; Robert Wolfe, assistant professor of agriculture; and
Dr. Harry Sweeney, Director of the Program in Health Education.

flflflflfll:'
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A tractor pulling contest is scheduled
Saturday, Oct. 14, on the Morehead State University Farm, six miles
north of Morehead on Ky. 377.
The competition, which begins at 6 p.m., features two garden
tractor classes and five farm-weight classes.
Sponsored by Alpha Gamma Rho social fraternity, the contest
is open to all tractor owners in the region.

Entry fee is $5 per

driver.
Cash prizes will be awarded to the top three finishers in
each class.

First-place winners will receive $20 and a trophy.

Second-place finishers will receive $15 and third-place money is
$10.
Further information may be obtained from Robert Wolfe,
assistant professor of agriculture, UPO 1304, MSU, Morehead, Ky.
40351

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An official for the

u.s.

Army Corps of

Engineers Thursday is keynoting a conference at Morehead State
University with environmental problems in rural development.
Martin Pedigo, chief of public affairs for the Corps'
Louisville District, is speaking at 10 a.m. in the Adron Doran
University Center ballroom.
Registration is scheduled at 9 a.m. in the ballroom and MSU
President Adron Doran will present welcoming remarks at 9:30 a.m.
Dr.

J~rry

F. Howell, Jr., MSU's director of environmental

studies, will moderate a panel discussion from 11 a.m. until noon.
Concurrent discussion groups on solid waste disposal problems,
rural water_resources and energy resources are scheduled from 1 p.m.
until 2:45 p.m.
Dr. Howell will speak on "An Environmental Information
Program for Eastern Kentucky " at 2:45 p.m.
The conference is open to the public.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Robert

c.

Walshe, Morehead State University

instructor of music, is presenting a faculty horn recital

Tuese~y,

Oct. 10, in MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program features works by carl Maria von Weber,
Samuel Adler and Francis Poulenc.
Walshe will be assisted by Earle Louder, John K. Stetler
and Karl Payne of the MSU music faculty.
The recital is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Army is working to "cure hard-core
people problems" Mrs. George S. Patton, wife of a Ft. Knox general,
said Tuesday at Morehead State University.
The wife of the commandant·of the

u.s.

Ar~'Armor

Schobl at

Ft. Knox was addressing more than 200 persons at a national security
class meeting.
Mrs. Patton explained that the Army has more than 470,000
'

married men with more than 861,000 children.

"We have the same

problems as society as a whole and we are trying to solve them,"
she said.
She cited the "Big Brother" program, language courses for
wives, budget planning courses and race relations programs as.
efforts to ease the problems.
"The typical Army matriarch is long gone from the scene,
and women are now encouraged to do their own thing," Mrs. Patton
said.
The national security class is an elective class to inform
incoming freshmen of their obligations and options regarding
national security.
Thursday's guest speaker will be Air Force Maj. Gen. Daniel
James.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibition of drawings by Maceo Mitchell
and poetry by Bill Harris opens Saturday, Oct. 7, in Morehead State
University's Claypool-Young Art Gallery.
Mitchell and Harris, both of Detroit, will attend the show's
opening Saturday at 7:30p.m. in the gallery.

The reception includes

a poetry reading by Harris and music by MSU's Jazz Ensemble.
The show, which will run through October, consists of 25
large charcoal and pencil drawings of jazz musicians.
is accompanied by a poem.
The exhibit is free and open to the public.
UHIIIIUUII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Comprehensive planning with a professional
approach is necessary to provide workable solutions to the
environmental problems of rural development.
Speaking was Martin Pedigo, public affairs officer for the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, Thursday at Morehead State University's
second Golden. Anniversary Rural Development Conference.
"Pollution is a people problem," the keynote speaker said.
"Rural development offers us a new chance, a new frontier in which
we can benefit from previous mistakes."
"Rural Development may shift some of our society's problems
from the cities but it can also solve some of the problems," Pedigo
said.

"Some developed areas with green space may be established on

marginally productive farm land."
Increased public participation with emphasis on obtaining
results is needed, he concluded.
Karl Patterson, director of the Solid Waste Training Program
of the Kentucky Health Department, said that the least expensive
method of solid waste disposal is using sanitary landfills.
(MORE)

t.

Rura~ Development 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

"Environmental problems are not restrictd to rural Kentucky
but are shared by our entire society," said Ed1-1ard N. Wilson, head
of the oil and gas section of the Kentucky Geological Survey•
Coal bur.ning

p~ants

contribute 20 per cent of air poll'l!tion,

said Gilbert E. Smith, head of the coal section of the Kentucky
Geologica~

Survey.

Dr. Jerry F. Howell, Jr., MSU's director of environmental
studies, discussed MSU's role in solving environmental problems in
the region.
He is conducting an environment awareness project in 49
Kentucky counties.

Through a series ot tests and interviews, his
..·
research team has compiled opinions and information pertaining to
the residents' knowledge level of the environment.
After the results are compiled, television programs and

informational packets will be distributed to schools, community
leaders and civic groups in the 49 counties.
The day-long
conference
is the second in a series.
.
.
conference

dea~ing

with edunation

j.n

Nov. 9 •

•
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Victoria Ricketts, Mt. Sterling sophomore,
and Pam Walters, Mt. Sterling freshman at Morehead State University,
have been selected for the 66-member MSU Women's Chorus.
Directed by Mrs. Vasile Venettozzi, the group performs at
campus functions and makes off-campus appearances in the region.
The chorus will make its first appearance in concert
Tuesday,· Nov. 14, at 8 p.m. in Baird Recital Hall.

The program

includes a "Mass" by Villa-Lobos, "The Water-Cresses" by Niles
and "The Look, the Kiss and Joy" by Kennedy.
Miss Ricketts is the daughter of John Ricketts of Mt.
Sterling and Miss Walters is the daughter of James Walters of
Mt. Sterling.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Almost 2,500 junior and senior high school
bandsmen from 38 schools are marching Saturday, oct. 14, at Morehead
State University.
The bands will be participating in the seventh annual
Kentucky Music Educators Association Marching Band Festival,
beginning at 11 a.m. in Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.
Each band will present a seven-minute show and be rated
on playing and marching ability.
Judges are Harry Hart and Larry Johnston of Evansville,
Ind. and Elwyn Brown of Columbus, Ind.
MSU's Marching Band, directed by Dr. Robert Hawkins, is
scheduled to perform at 5:15p.m., followed by announcement of the
ratings.
The festival is open to the public.

Admission is $1 for

adults and 50 cents for children.
Dr. Glenn Fulbright, chairman of MSU's Department of Music,
is coordinating the festival.
1:111/1111111/
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A former polar research scientist is speaking
at a science career opportunities day Wednesday, Oct. 11, at Morehead
State University.
Dr. Madison E. Pryor, MSU professor of biology who worked as
an exchange scientist to Antarctica, will speak at a luncheon for a
"Sciences in the '70's" program for high school students and teachers.
The day begins with a 9 a.m. registration in Lappin Hall.
Exhibits, demonstrations and tours are scheduled until 11 a.m.
Dr. Pryor will speak at noon in the Adron Doran university Center.
career information sessions for students are scheduled in
the afternoon.

Teachers will participate in a concurrent science

fair seminar.
Dr. Pryor is the faculty representative on MSU's.Board of
Regents and former chairman of MSU's Division of Biological Sciences.
A gl'acier is named in his honor.
II II II II II II#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is hosting a
reception for officers of the Eastern Kentucky Education Association
Thursday, Oct. 19, in Ashland.
The reception will be in the Elks Lodge following the general
EKEA session.

MSU President and Mrs. Adron Doran will head the

MSU delegation.
MSU also will have a display booth in the lobby of the
Henry Clay Hotel.
#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Morehead State University fraternity
collected more than a half ton of food for the needy during its
recent "sorority kidnap."
Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity kidnapped all MSU sorority
presidents and held them for a ransom of at least one pound of food
for each member.
A total of 1,026 pounds of food was collected during the
fifth annual "kidnap."

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority contributed 261

pounds to take the lead for the second straight year.
The food will be distributed within the next two weeks.
#######
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Special to the ·Paintsville Herald

An 18-meffiber faculty visitation team from Morehead State
University spent last Monday at Johnson Central High School.
The faculty team consulted with teachers, administration,
and students on careers in academic areas, teaching classes, and

..

•

conducting demonstrations •
"The faculty visitation team at Johnson Central High School
is the third in a series which will be held in the high schools
this year," said Morehead State Universit-y Presjdent Adron Doran,
"and it is a good example of the service being extended by our
faculty to schools in the region."
Each of MSU's six academic schools were represented last
Monday at Central.

Each faculty member spent some time discussing

the most recent trends in career education in their respectiva
fields.

Morehead faculty members attended classes as regularly

scheduled and consulted with students and teachers on subject matter
areas currently being studied in the high school classes.

(MORE)

Faculty visitation team 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

Charles Myers, Director of School· Relations, and Dr. Harry
C. Mayhew, Director of University Services at Morehead State University,
schedule the visitation teams and coordinate the project with MSU
faculty and the high schools.

They meet with the Principal and

Curriculum Director of high schools _and fac'ulty at the University
before each visitation in order to provide meaningful activities
on subjects currently being studied in the schools.
"The opportunity to work with teachers and high school

•

students better enable

ou~

faculty to understand the needs of the

high school in many areas including the preparation of high school
teachers," Dr. Mayhew said after Monday's visit.

Johnson Central High School by Willis Conley, the Principal, and
Harold Preston, the Curriculum
Director.
I
"The visitation was a very meaningful program," Preston said,
"and our teachers and students were very enthusiastic to have the
team from Morehead State University."
The faculty visitation program developed at Morehead State
University after a number of pilot projects last year which proved
to be highly successful.

(MORE)

c

•.

Faculty visitation team 3-3-3-3-3-3-3

A faculty team will visit
Thursday, November 16.

Paintsvill~

High School on

Paul Trimble, the Principal, is in charge

of arrangements at the high school.
Morehead State University faculby members who participated
Monday were:

Dr. Olga Mourino, professor of Spanish; Captain Don

Bovais, assistant professor o•f military science; George T. Young,
associate professor of history; Charles Holt, assistant professor
of history; Victor Venettozzi, associate professor of English;

•

Frances Helphinstine, assistant professor-of English; Dr. Glenn
Johnston, associate professor of mathematics; Gorden Nolen,
assistant professor of mathematics; Dr. Harry Mayhew, associate
pr.ofessor o:f educat:ioc.: Woodrow Barber. assistant professor
of
.
.
biology; Dr. Russell Brengelman, associate professor of physics;
Dr. Marcella Kocar, associate professor of business education;
Dr. Eugene Martin, professor of business; Dr. Earl Bentley, professor
of health, physical education and recreation; Dr. Mohammed Sabie,
professor of health, physical education and recreation; Mike Brown,
associate professor of health, physical education and recreation;
Sarah Gilbert, instructor of home economics; and Louise Cassity,
instructor of home economics.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of mixed media by Waldo Dingus,
Martin graduate student at Morehead State University, opens Monday,
Oct. 9, in MSU's Johnson Camden Library.
The exhibit, which runs through Oct. 22, includes oils,
water colors, drawings and photograms.

Some of the items are

for sale.
A showing of charcoal and pencil drawings by Detroit artist
Maceo Mitchell and poems by Detroit poet Bill Harris will be in
Claypool-Young Gallery through October.
· Mitchell's drawings are of jazz musicians and are
accompanied by Harris' poetry.
The exhibits are open to the public.
I
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Woman's Club
is sponsoring a Golden Anniversary Concert Thursday, Oct. 12, at 7:30p.m.
in the Adron Doran University Center ballroom.
MSU's award-winning Jazz Ensemble, directed by Gene Deaton,
will perform selections depicting the life and history of MSU's 50 years.
The concert is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Orchestra,
conducted by Douglas G. Engelhardt, is presenting its first concert
of the school year Tuesday, Oct. 16 in Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. performance includes selections by Georges Bizet,
Erik Satie, Achilles

c.

Debussy, Camille Saint-Saens and Francis

Poulenc.
Larry Keenan and Karl Payne, MSU music faculty members, will
)

be featured pianists.

They will perform Poulenc' s "Concerto for

Two Pianos and orchestra" with the orchestra.
The concert is free and open to the public.

r: 11111111 ##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has received
international recognition for its work in combating illiteracy.
The MSU Appalachian Adult Education Center has been selected
for one of eight honorable mention awards in this year's united Nations
Economic Social and Cultural Organization's competition for ine:z:it•:z:ious
work in world literacy.
MSU' s program was the United States' entry in the 193-nation
competition.
Since its creation in 1966, the center has received nearly $2
million in federal financing.

It has initiated numerous educational

and research projects througbout the 13-state Appalachian region.
Through the university's Department of Adult and Continuing
Education, teachers and officials have been trained to initiate
literacy programs in all of the Appalachian region states.
Currently seven graduate students from Thailand are taking
adult education classes at MSU through the Agency for International
Development program.
George Eyster, executive director of the AAEC, said that the
center is the nation's oldest research facility

c~eated

to combat

rural illiteracy.
Some of the center's research findings are now being utilized
J

by federal agencies in their own programs to combat illiteracy in
urban areas and among minority groups, Eyster said.
(MORE)

MSU Award 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
The AAEC includes an adult learning center available to
educationally disadvantaged persons in the Morehead area. It offerspreparatory

work leading to high school equivalency certificates and it

is used to test new teaching methods.

One of the AAEC's recent projects was to conduct a follow-up
study of 79 students in the Huntington,

w.

va., area three years-after

they earned their high school equivalency certificates.
The study showed that they were employed and contributed
$430,000 to the economy.

Prior to their training, most were welfare

recipients.
Eyster pointed oUt that the cost for training the 79 persons
studied waE ;only. $22;000.
111111NNNII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A record turnout of alumni and other friends
of Morehead State University is expected Oct. 19-21 for MSU's Golden
Anniversary Homecoming.
The three-day observance is billed as "Kentucky's Greatest
Collegiate Weekend" and is the high point of MSU's year-long Golden
Anniversary Celebration.
Tickets for all events may be ordered through the Office of
Alumni Affairs.
The schedule starts with a concert Thursday night by pop
singer Stevie Wonder.

The 8:30 p.m. performance at Laughlin

Fieldhouse is sponsored by the MSU:.-Student Government Association.
J

Friday, Oct. 20, features a 2 p.m. convocation at the
Fieldhouse with
speaker.

u.s.

Sen. Thomas Eagleton (D-Mo.) as the principal

He will be introduced by Gov. Wendell Ford.

Afterward,

the MSU Young Democrats will host a reception for State Sen. Walter
(Dee) Huddleston, Democratic nominee for the

u.s.

Senate.

Other featured guests will include Lt. Gov.

u.s.

Sens. John Sherman cooper and Marlow w. cook;

Julia~

u.s.

Carroll,

Reps. Carl

Perkins, Tim Lee Carter and Romano Mazzoli and other state and
national dignitaries.
The annual candlelight Dinner runs from 6 p.m. until 8 p.m.
Friday at the Adron Doran University center.

world-famous pianist-

comic Victor Borge entertains at 8:15 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
(MORE)

Homecoming 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Saturday's calendar-starts with registration at 8 a.m.
Receptions and open houses are scheduled during the morning with a
10:30 a.m. reception at NUnn Hall honoring former Gov. and Mrs.
Louie B. Nunn, the Republican nominee for the

u.s.

Senate.

A smorgasbord luncheon starts at 11 a.m. and MSU's Eagles
take on league-leading Tennessee Tech at 2:30p.m. in the Homecoming
Day football battle.
A post-game buffet is set from 5:30p.m. until 8 p.m., also
at the University Center.

The traditional dances, featuring music

by MSU's Jazz Ensemble, begin at 9 p.m. in the Fieldhouse and Health
Building.

Coronation of the 1972 Homecoming Queen will highlight

the evening.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Ten Morehead residents have been selected
as members of the Morehead State University Orchestra, conducted by
Douglas G. Engelhardt.
They include Stephen Engelhardt and Stephan Charles, MSU
seniors: Frances Deaton, MSU graduate student: Cheryl Beane, Kathy
Figg, Phil Figg and Leslie Engelhardt, university Breckinridge students:
Dr. J.E. Duncan, Suanne Blair and Keith HUffman, MSU faculty members.
The orchestra's first performance of the school year is Monday,
Oct. 16, at 8 p.m. in Baird Recital Hall.
Free and open to the public, the program includes

selections

by Georges Bizet, Erik Satie, Achilles Claude Debussy, camille Saint-Saens
and Francis Poulenc.
Larry Keenan and Karl Payne of the MSU music faculty will be
featured pianists.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A distinguished geoscientist is presenting
two lectures Oct. 26 at Morehead State University.
Dr. Robert L. Nichols, professor emeritus at Tufts University
and distinguished professor of geology at Eastern Kentucky University,
-~ill

present a public lecture at 3 p.m. in Room 129 of Lappin Hall.
His topic is "Geologic Exploration in the Shadow of the

South Pole."
At 7 p.m. he will present a more technical lecture on the
geology of Grand Canyon at a meeting of the MSU Geoscience Club,
sponsor of his MSU visit.
Dr. Nichols has conducted geological studies in canada,
Mexico, Greenland, Antarctica and the United States.
##1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A recital of piano and vocal selections by
Franz Liszt in honor of the composer's l6lst birthday is scheduled
Sunday, Oct. 22, at Morehead State University.
Larry Keenan, an MSU faculty member and pianist, and his
wife, Jo-Anne, a graduate student and alto, will perform Liszt's
works in Baird Recital Hall.
The 3 p.m. program is free and open to the public.

10-10-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Faculty

.·

Woodwind Quintet is performing in concert Tuesday, Oct. 24, in MSU's
Baird Recital Hall.
Free and open to the public, the 8 p.m. concert includes
works by Taffanel, Karl Stamitz, Handel and Nielsen.
Members of the quintet are Robert Pritchard, flute; Dr.
)

William Bigham, clarinet; Mary Albers, oboe; Dr. Frederick Mueller,
bassoon; and Robert Walshe, horn.

The group_ will be assisted by

pianist James Bragg of the MSU music faculty.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---wanda Park, Lexington junior at Morehead
State University, has been selected to attend the National Girl
Scout council Oct. 22-25 in Houston, Tex.
Miss Park, .. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Waller Park of 160
Rosemount Garden, Lexington, and Hannah Helm, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Helm of 174 Jesselin Dr., Lexington, will represent
the Wilderness Road Council.
Miss Park is a member of Campus Gold, the college-level Girl
Scout organization.

She has worked at the Judy Layne Girl Scout

Camp the past two summers.
A graduate of Lafayette High School, Miss Park is the
social coordinator of the MSU Baptist Student Center and a member
of Sigma Delta honorary.

She is majoring in recreation.

"I believe scouting has been beneficial because I've gotten
to do a lot of things I wouldn't have done otherwise," she said.
"Scouting gives a girl a chance to get to know nature,
other people and herself," she said.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Christopher

s.

Gallaher, assistant professor

of music at Morehead State University, is touring with the Henry
Mancini orchestra in October and November.
He will be a member of the trumpet section in a series of
college concert dates in Ohio, Indiana,· Illinois, Oklahoma and Iowa.
In addition to performing with Mancini, Gallaher has appeared
with Eddy Arnold, Glenn campbell, Vikki carr, Petula clark, Sonny and
Cher, Bob Hope, Englebert Humperdinck, Jack Jones, Barbara McNair,
Jim Nabors, Andy Williams and Nancy Wilson.
A 1962 MSU graduate, Gallaher joined the MSU music faculty
this fall.

He is currently completing his doctoral dissertation in

music theory at Indiana University.
Gallaher is married to the former Linda Swearingen and they
have two children.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs •. A. Frank Gallaher

of 2419 Bradley Dr., Ashland.
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!V'AlREHEAD, Ky.---"It must be recognized that solving the
environmental problems o·f our planet will require total international
cooperation," a former polar research scientist said Wednesday at
Morehead State un;yersity.
Dr. Madison E. Pryor, MSU professor of biology who worked as
an exchange scientist in Antarctica, was addressing 700 high school
students at MSU's science career opportunities day.
"Scientific pursuits of the 1960's were primarily space
oriented but those of the '70's must be earth oriented," Dr. Pryor
.said.
Space exploration was

achiev~d

with almost no international

cooperation, but total cooperation is needed to solve environmental
/

'

problems, he said.
Dr. Pryor pointed out the Antarctic research as an example
of international cooperation.
The "Sciences in the '70's" program included tours,
scientific demonstrations and career information sessions.
an event of the MSU's Golden Anniversary celebration.
111111 11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---MOrehead State University's Golden
Anniversary Homecoming Queen will be elected Tuesday by the
student body.
The queen competition was narrowed from 72 nominees to
\

finalists in elections earlier this week.

~1

The queen will have a

court of 10 eods.
candidates are:
Debbe Andres, Cincinnati junior: Brenda Barlow, Coal
Grove, Ohio sophomore: Rhonda Cooper, Cynthiana junior: Marsha
Griffith, Greenup junior: Kathleen Kearns, Russell junior: Jackie
Kees·, Alexandria sophomore.
Diane Kellogg, Gates Mills, Ohio junior: Joyce Kennedy,
Danville, Ind. junior: Barbara Kuhn, Erlanger senior: Sally
McClure, Ashland senior: and Kathy Parkes, Wheelersburg, Ohio
senior.
The Homecoming Queen will be announced at a Thursday night
pep rally, appear at all Homecoming festivities and be crowned
Saturday ·night_at the Homecoming

Dance~

1J IJ 11111111 I!
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The identity of Morehead State University's
Golden Anniversary Homecoming Queen will be announced Thursday
night at a campus pep rally.
She will be elected Tuesday by the MSU student body.

The

competition has been narrowed from 72 nominees to 11 finalists.
The queen will have a court of 10 coeds.
candidates are:
Debbe Andresj Cincinnati junior~ Brehda Barlow, Cdai Grove,
Ohio sophomore; nhonda Cooper, cynthiana junior; Marsha Griffith,
Greenup junior; Kathleen Kearns, Russell junior; Jacltie Kees,
Alexandria sophomore.
Diane Kellogg, Gates Mills, Ohio junior; Joyce Kennedy,
Danville, Ind. junior; Barbara Kuhn, Erlanger senior; Sally
McClure, Ashland senior; and Kathy Parkes, Wheelersburg, Ohio,
senior.
The queen will

~ppear

at Homecoming festivities and be

crowned Saturday night.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Mr. and Mrs. Dewie Dowdy of Catlettsburg
are presenting a joint senior recital

Su~day,

Nov. 5, in Morehead

State University's Baird Recital Hall.
The 3 p.m. recital is free and open to the public.
A percussionist, Dowdy will perform selections by Maurice
Jarre, Sam Raphling, Serge DeGastyne and Paul Crestow.
Mrs. Dowdy, a mezzo soprano, will sing works by Purcell,
Thomson, Ferguson, Cui, Manning, Montaine and DeGastyne.

Ha~del,

Her accompanist

will be Jo Ann Henderson, Dover senior.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Dowdy are graduates of Boyd County High
School.

She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James R. Keach of Rt.l,

Catlettsburg.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ray Dowdy, of

Rt. 2, Catlettsburg.
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When Dr. Perry LeRoy, professor of history

at Morehead State university, tells his classes about faraway places
like Casablanca and zanzibar, he speaks from experience.
Dr. LeRoy, who organized MSU's courses in African history,
has spent the past two summers visiting and studying Africa.
In 1971 he toured Ethiopia, Tanzania, Kenya and

Uganda~.

His 1972 visit included Nigeria, Liberia, Gambia, Ghana, Morocco
and Senegal.
"When one mentions Africa, the average student thinks of big
wild animals and Tarzan," Dr. LeRoy said.

Many African cities have

modern convenience but the countryside is still primitive, he

~aid.

Some of the African cities have problems similar to those
American cities, he said.

~f

Lagos, Nigeria, is trying to develop a

tourist attraction around its Tinubu Square but must deal with
problems of beggars and open sewers near modern skyscrapers, he
added.
Dr. LeRoy has taken thousands of color slides of Africa.

)

"In Lagos I was whisked away by secret police for taking pictures
of harbors and public buildings which appear on post cards," he said.
He also had to be cautious with a camera in zanzibar in 1971.
"Tourists are watched closely and are only allowed in certain areas,"
he said.
(MORE)

'

"'<· .i'·S Cr.:

Dr. LeRoy 2-2-2-2-2-2
In Tangiers, Dr. LeRoy was greeted by the chief educational
advisor and also met some government officials.

While riding in an

official car in Tangiers, he saw one man chasing another with a
knife through the city streets.
He visited African universities, including the University of
Ibaden in Nigeria.

"It has the best university book shop I have seen

anywhere," he said.

"Each major Nigerian university has a branch of

the national archives."
In 1971 he met Gideon Hailemaskel, who was working in a bank
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and recruited him for MSU.
Gideon enrolled at MSU in January, 1972, and persuaded his
former classmate, Samson Bekele, to attend MSU.
ambassador to zaire.

Samson's father is

Both young men are business majors.

"Because education is scarce and difficult to obtain,
Africans value it very highly," Dr. LeRoy said.

He distributed MSU

catalogs throughout Africa and has received inquiries from potential
students.
"I encountered good people wherever I went," said Dr.
LeRoy, who plans to return to Africa in two or three years.
111111 UII II#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has received an
unrestricted grant of $1,000 under Eastman Kodak's 1972 Educational
Aid l?t'ogram.
MSU is among 129 four-year colleges and universities to
receive Kodak grants this year.

The aid is based on $250 for each

year of academic work completed at the school by Richard T. Hull,
a Kodak employee.
MSU President Adron Doran announced that the grant would be
used for scholarships to new freshmen in Kodak's name.

Hull, an

employee of Eastman Chemical Products, Inc. was graduated from MSU
in 1967 with a bachelor's degree in chemistry.

He presently resides

in Kingsport, Tenn.
Kodak's 1972 contribution to colleges and universities
amounted to $3.3 million.

The firm's support of higher education

has exceeded $30 million and benefitted nearly 500 institutions.
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(Special to the Lewis.· county Herald)
MOREHEAD, Ky.---A scholarship fund in memory of the late
Marguerite 0. Hinson, formerly of Hohenwald, has been created at
Morehead State University.
Mrs. Hinson was the wife of Ernest E. Hinson, assistant
professor of business education at MSU.

She served five years on

the university's administrative staff before her death last August.
The "Marguerite Hinson Memorial Scholarship" is being
administered by the MSU Alumni Association.

Additional contributions

are welcome and should be forwarded to the Office of Alumni Affairs,
MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
Mrs. Hinson's son, Jim, is the first recipient of the
scholarship.

He is a junior at MSU.

Mrs. Hinson was the daughter of J. Herbert Overbey Sr. of
Hohenwald.
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Morehead State University expects to award its first
associate degrees in pursing next spring.
The Class of 1973 had 21 members when the fall term
opened this year.

Another 31 enrolled as the Class of 1974.

Since its inception in the fall of 1971, the program has
grown to include four full-time faculty members and two part-time
instructors.
Classes are conducted on campus with clinical training
at St. Claire Medical Center and Daniel Boone Convalescent Center,
both in Morehead, Eastern State Hospital in Lexington and Hayswood
·Hospital in Maysville.
MSU's nursing degree has been approved by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing Education and Nurse Registration.

Persons who

satisfactorily complete the two-year course of study are awarded
an associate of applied science degree and are eligible for the
state examination to

b~come

registered nurses.

New on-campus facilities for nursing are included in the
$3.5 million Boyd F. Reed Hall which is now under construction.
Mrs. Doris McDowell is head of MSU's Department of Nursing
and Allied Health.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---National and state political leaders are
expected Friday and Saturday at Morehead State University's
Golden Anniversary Homecoming.
U.S. Sen. Thomas Eagleton (D-Mo.) will speak at a 2 p.m.
convocation Friday in the Fieldhouse.

He will be introduced by

Gov. Wendell Ford.
Following Eagleton's speech, the MSU Young D.:mocrats will
host a reception for State Sen. Walter (Dee) Huddleston, Democratic
nominee for the U.S.

Senat~.

Other featured guests will include Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll,
U.S. Sens. John Sherman Cooper and Marlow W. Cook;

u.s.

Reps. Carl

Perkins and Romano Mazzoli and other state and national dignitaries.
A 10:30 a.m. reception Saturday at Nunn Hall will honor ,
former Gov. and Mrs. Louie B. Nunn.
for the

He is the Republican nominee

u.s. Senate.
Widely celebrated pianist-comedian Victor Borge will appear

in concert Friday at 8:15 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.

MSU's Eagles

take on league-leading Tennessee Tech at 2:30 p.m. in the Homecoming
Day football battle.
The traditional dances, featuring music by MSU's Jazz
)

Ensemble, begin at 9 p.m. in the Fieldhouse and Health Building.
Coronation of the Golden-Anniversary Homecoming Queen Nill
highlight the evening.
10-17-72
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Fourteen· bands .:t;e§aived·

superior ratings at the recent KMEA Eastern Kentucky Marching Band
Festival at Morehead State University.
MOre than 2,500 musicians in 35 junior and senior high school
bands appeared in the annual day-long event at MSU's Breathitt Sports
Center Stadium.
Judged superior were Harrodsburg, Williamstown, Mt. Sterling,
Bracken County, Boyle County, Mercer County, Paris, Henry County,
Pikeville, Bourbon County, Rowan county, Ft. Thomas Highlands, Simon
Kenton and Ashland Paul Blazer.
Excellent ratings went to university Breckinridge, -- .... ·
Williamstown Junior High, Dayton, catlettsburg, Walton-verona, Hazard,
owen county, Elkhorn city, Shelby county, Grant county, Fleming
county, Lee county, Greensburg, Scott county, Boone county, Western
High of Louisville and Dixie Heights.
Receiving good ratings were Breathitt county. Ludlow, Bath
county and Nicholas county.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Works by Douglas Adams, assistant professor
of art at Morehead State University, are included in the

Ken~ricky

Heritage Artists exhibit opening Nov. 14 in Washington, D.C.
Adams is one of 16 Kentucky artists whose works are included
in the show sponsored by Appalachian Regional Hospitals.
)

The exhibit

at George Washington university runs through Nov. 30.
A Letcher county native, Adams is an MSU alumnus.

He

taught art at Danville before joining the MSU faculty in 1967.
A former president of the Kentucky Art Education Association,
Adams has shown works throughout Kentucky.
have been sold at state park gift shops.
1111111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The famed Oxford University debaters,
celebrating their 50th year of international debating, will participate
Oct. 27-28 in Morehead State University's Golden Anniversary
celebration.
Two Oxford University debaters will debate with members of
MSU's varsity team during the Eagle Invitational Debate Tournament
for varsity, junior and novice debaters.
A member of MSU's squad and an oxford debater will be paired
against another MSU debater and an Oxford debater in exhibition
debates Friday and Saturday.

The exhibitions begin at 10 a.m. each

day in Button Auditorium.
The tournament opens Friday, Oct. 27, with registration in
the combs Building.

Five rounds of debate in each division is

'

'

scheduled Friday.
Saturday's program includes a brunch, the final rounds of
debate and presentation of awards.
Awards will be presented to the top individual speakers in
the novice, varsity and junior divisions.
In conjunction with the debate tournament, a regional high
school debate clinic is scheduled' Friday.
II IIIIII II II#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.--- More than 200 Kentucky and Ohio high school
students have been invited to audition Friday, Nov. 3, at the 13th
annual Morehead State university Choral Festival.
The two-day festival opens Friday with auditions from 8 a.m.
to 10 a.m. in Baird Recital Hall.

The remainder of the day will be

filled with rehearsals for a Saturday night performance.
Morehead State university's concert Choir, Women's Chorus and
Chamber Singers will present an 8 p.m. concert Friday.

James Ross

Beane is the conductor.
Dr. Morris J. Beachy, guest conductor from the University of
Texas, is auditioning the high school singers and will conduct a
concert of MSU and high school festival choruses saturday at 8 p.m.
Both concerts in Baird Recital Hall are free and open to the
J

public.
The Kentucky chapter of the American Choral Directors
Association (ACDA) will meet Saturday, Nov. 4, at MSU in conjunction
with the festival.
Dr. Beachy is a professor of music and administrative
director of choral organizations at the University of Texas.

He

supervises the graduate programs in applied conducting and advises
doctoral programs in choral literature and conducting.
)

Beane is the festival manager.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University has been selected
as the Kentucky Instructional Development Agency in the federallyfunded National Special Media Institutes Program.
MSU will conduct 40-hour Instructional Development Institutes
in 10 Eastern Kentucky school districts during the 1972-73 school
year.
The institutes are designed to assist school board members,
instructional supervisors and administrators in solving learning
and instructional problems.
Dr. Russell Bowen, Dr. John Payne, Dr. Robert Needham and
William Rosenberg of MSU's School of Education attended a week-long
training program last week in Washington, D.c.
They will attend the second phase of the training program
Nov. 13-15 in Washington.

Afte~

completing the training, they will

be qualified to conduct Instructional Development Institutes
throughout Kentucky.
Dr. Bowen is directing the project.
#######
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to the Lexington Herald

S~ecial

MOREHEAD, Ky.---A special halftime show featuring antique
autOI!lObiles was presented at Morehead

Stat~

University:s Golden

Anniversary Homecoming.
Retiring U.s·. Sen. and Mrs. John Sherman Cooper rode in a
Brass Model-T Ford.

Riding in a Model-A Ford Roadster were Mrs. D. M.

-Shankland of Lexington, daughter of MSU's first president; and Mrs.
Jane Holbrook of Morehead, daughter of former·State
Sen. Allie Young
..
who played a major role·in the location of the school at Morehead •
. Russ Williamson, the only living member of MSu's first graduating

Students dressed in the costumes of the 1930's occupied a
1930 Ford and the decade of the 40;s was represented by a 1948 Lincoln.
The historic cars were provided by the Bluegrass Antique and
Classic Car Club of Lexington and by Noah Logan of Morehead.

Other

autos were supplied by Estill Reed and Agnes Williams of Morehead and
Muncie Buick of Winchester •
. ·MSU President and Mrs, Adron Doran rode in a 1966 Chevrolet
convertible.

The school became a university in 1966.

Homecoming Queen Kathy Parkes, Wheelersburg, Ohio senior, and
her escort were presented in a 1972 Buick convertible.
The last car in the parade was a "moon buggy" occupied by
students from MSU's University Breckinridge school.
10-23-72
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MOREHEAD Ky. ---Francine Krieger, c;:hangewater sophomore
at Morehead State University, is a member of the 25-member MSU
Pershing Berets, a girls' drill team.
Supervised by the Department of Military Science, the team
performs in area drill competition, at sports events, Army ROTC
programs and visits rest homes.
The group's first appearance of the school year will be
Nov. 11 at the MSU-IDinois St. football game at MSU.
Miss Krieger is the daughter of George N. Krieger of
P. 0. Box 6, Changewater.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State university's Women's Chorus,

directed by Vasile Venettozzi, is performing in concert Nov. 14 in
MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program includes selections by Kennedy, Niles,
Villa-Lobos and Handel.

The 65-member group will be accompanied by

Jo Ann Perkins, Georgetown senior, on the piano.
The concert is free and open to the public.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---More than 2,000 high school cheerleaders from

·-

the eastern half of Kentucky are scheduled to participate in the
YMCA Cheerleaders Clinic Oct. 28 at MOrehead State University.
Cheering squads will compete in three different classes
based on enrollment of their schools.

Each group will be judged on

appearance, formations, execution and attitude.
The cheerleaders will be guests of the university for MSU's
2 p.m. football game against Ohio Valley conference Western
Kentucky.
John D. Journey of Louisville is executive director of the
competition.

Jo Anne Campbell, MSU cheerleader sponsor, is the

local coordinator.
II II II 1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A well known Kentucky historian and a
distinguished geoscientist are speaking Thursday at Morehead
State University.
Dr. Tom Clark, distinguished professor of history at
Indiana University and a noted authority on Kentucky history, will
speak at a banquet of Phi Alpha Theta history honorary at 7 p.m.
in the Adron Doran University Center.
Dr. Robert L. Nichols, professor emeritus at Tufts University
and distinguished professor of geology at Eastern Kentucky
University, will present a public lecture at 3 p.m. in Room 129 of
Lappin Hall.
The author of numerous books and articles on Kentucky's
past, Dr. Clark taught· Kentucky history at the University of
Kentucky.
Dr. Nichols, who has conducted geological studies in
Canada, Mexico, Greenland, Antarctica and the United States, will
discuss "Geologic Exploration in the Shadow of the South Pole." ·
Dr. Nichols'visit is sponsored by the MSU Geoscience Club.
He will present a technical lecture on the geology of Grand Canyon
at the club's 7 p.m. meeting.
10-23-72
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MSU

ROTC 2-2-2-2-2-2
"The profile of the 60 juniors is particularly impressive

and gratifying," Col. Kelly said.
Four men are in the Honors Program and 32 per cent have
been on the Dean's List.

Eleven have a grade point average of

3.0 (B) or better and 36 have at least a 2.50 standing.
Four juniors ranked in the top seven per cent in the
national academic achievement tests and 20 ranked in the top third.
Six ROTC juniors are members of the MSU football team and
18 have earned high school athletic letters.
Thirteen men won ROTC scholarships and two entered the
program through the ROTC two-year program.
Three members of the group hold Student Government
Association leadership positions.

Three are veterans and one won

the Silver Star.

111111111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky. --- U. S. Commissioner of Education Sidney
P. Marland Jr. will be among the guest panelists during a 90-minute
radio special, "Of, By and For the People,

11

to be broadcast Tuesday,

Oct, 31, by WMKY, the public broadcasting service of Morehead
State University.
The 1:30 p.m. program will originate at the convention of the
National Association of Education Broadcasters in Las Vegas, Nev.,
and will be carried by National Public Radio, America's only
nationwide non-commercial radio network.
The program is designed to bring the public into the decisionmaking process of such issues as urban growth, failure of education,
decay of the cities, environment and other areas of common concern.
Other panelists are San Diego Mayor Pete Wilson, the Rev.
Jesse Jackson of Operation PUSH (People United to Save Humanity);
Mrs, Lucy Benson, president of the League of Women Voters; Carl
Holman, president of the National Urban Coalition; Jack Conway, president
of Common Cause; and David Brower, president of Friends of the Earth.
Following the 90-minute special, WMKY staff members will be
available to talk privately with listerners about local concerns and programs.
Listerners are urged to call 783-3371 or write UFO 903, Morehead State
University, Morehead, Ky.

40351.

WMKY operates at 90.3 on the FM dial with 50, 000 watts .of power.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Television and movie star Ann B. Davis is
appearing Nov. 2-4 in "The Matchmaker" in Morehead State University's
Button Auditorium.
Miss Davis, who appears as "Alice" in "The Brady BUnch" on
ABC-TV, will portray Dolly Levi in Thornton Wilder's turn-of-thecentury comedy.

She is a special guest actress in r.esidence during

MSU's Golden Anniversary Celebration.
Ronnie Harris, Fairdale sophomore at MSU, will appear in the
lead role of Horace Vandergelder.
Dr. William J. Layne is directing the play and c. Lance
Brockman is technical director.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m.

Admission for non-students is

$1.50 for adults and 50 cents for children.
A high school drama workshop featuring special instruction
by Miss Davis is scheduled Friday, Nov. 3.
Miss Davis won an Emmy Award for her characterization of
"Schultzy" the secretary on "The Bob cummings Show."

She also

was a regular on "The John Forsythe Show."
Tickets may be ordered by writing MSU Theater, UPO 740,
Morehead, Ky. 40351.
il II II 11111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"The most significant question to emerge
from the Vietnam debate---who decides when and where America goes to
war---remains unanswered,"

u.s.

Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton said here

last weekend.
The Missouri Democrat was speaking at Morehead State
University's Golden Anniversary Homecoming convocation.

He was

introduced by Gov. Wendell Ford.
The power to declare war and the power of the purse belong to
the Congress instead·of the President, Eagleton said.
Eagleton said that President Nixon has "strongly urged that
he be given what amounts to an item veto power over appropriations
made by Congress."
"This means, very simply, that President Nixon would be
empowered to spend funds appropriated by Congress when he approves
of the purpose of the expenditure but to withhold such sums when he
disapproves," Eagleton said.
By the end of this year, President Nixon will have added
nearly $74 billion to the national debt, the senator said.
He closed by praising the legislative abilities of Kentucky
Congressman Carl D. Perkins, who attended the speech.
(MORE)

Eagleton 2-2-2-2-2-2-2
Other Kentucky Democratic leaders on hand were State Sen.
Walter (Dee) Huddleston, former Gov. Bert Combs and former Lt. Gov.
Harry Lee Waterfield.
Later, in a press conference, Eagleton said that Kentucky is
among three states where the Democrats expect to win previously
Republican Senate seats this fall.

He also listed South Dakota

and Michigan.
Eagleton reported he did not agree with polls which show
President Nixon getting a majority of America's new young voters.
"Most of the students support George McGovern," he added.
The former vice presidential nominee said his departure from the
McGovern ticket hurt the campaign at first but that McGovern and
running mate Sargent Shriver have recovered and are "climbing
steadily."
Eagleton said he planned to seek reelection to his Senate
seat in 1974.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of theatre costume and set designs
is being displayed during November in Morehead State University's
claypool-Young Art Building.
Winning designs from a competition sponsored by Southern
Illinois University will be shown from Monday, oct. 30, through
Nov. 18.
A set design for "Romeo and Juliet" by Greg Bell, ;,Louisville
junior at MSU, is included in the exhibit.
An exhibit of watercolors, oils and prints by Sammy McKinney,
Neon senior at MSU, is on display through Nov. 4 in Johnson camden
Library.
Both exhibits are free and open to the public.
1111111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead Alumnae Association of Kappa
Delta.sorority is sponsoring its second annual Benefit Art Show,
Nov. 5-18, in the Claypool-Young Art Gallery at Morehead State
University.
The formal opening will Be Sunday, Nov. 5, with a reception
from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m.

All participants, their guests and art

fanciers are invited.
Proceeds from the show go to The Gateway Day care center.
Paintings by area artists will be awarded cash and ribbons
for first prize in each of three categories1 oil and acrylic,
watercolor, and drawings and prints.

Ribbons will also be awarded

for second and third prize in each category.
Additional information is available from Mrs. Paul J.
Reynolds, 438 Knapp Av., Morehead, Ky. 40351.

111111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Steve Blaine, Russell senior at Morehead
State University, has been cast in "The Matchmaker" being presented
Nov. 2-4 at Morehead State University.
Television actress Ann B. Davis, a regular on ABC-TV's
"The Brady Bunch," will be a special Golden Anniversary guest star
in the MSU Theater production.
Miss Davis, who won an Emmy for her role as "Schultzy" in
"The Bob cummings Show," will portray Dolly Levi in the Thornton
Wilder eomedy.

Ronnie Harris, Fairdale sophomore at MSU, will play

the male lead.
Dr. William
)

J~

Layne is the director and c. Lance Brockman

is the technical director.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Marlin Blaine of Russell, Blaine
has designed sets for "You Can't Take It with You" and "Summer Tree."
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two exhibition debates by the famed oxford
university debaters are highlighting Morehead State University's
Eagle Debate Tournament opening Friday.
Celebrating their 50th year of international debating, the
Oxford debaters are appearing at MSU as part of the university's
Golden Anniversary celebration.
A member of MSU's squad and an Oxford debater will be

;

paired against another MSU debater and an Oxford debater in exhibition
debates Friday and Saturday.
day~in

The exhibitions begin at 10 a.m. each

Button Auditorium and are open to the public.
The tournament for varsity, junior and novice debaters

opens Friday with registration in the Combs building.

Five rounds of

debate in each division is scheduled Friday.
Saturday's program includes a brunch, the final rounds of
debate and presentation of awards.

Almost 50 teams are expected to

compete.
Awards will be presented to the top individual speakers in
the novice, varsity and junior divisions.
In'conjunction with the
~

deb~te

school debate clinic is scheduled Friday.
nu
""IJIJIJIJ'I,
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The annual meeting of the Kentucky Academy
of Science opens Friday, Nov. 3, at Morehead State university as
part of the Golden Anniversary celebration.
The meeting begins with a 4 p.m. registration in the Adron
Doran university center.
MSU President Adron Doran will welcome the group at a
7 p.m. banquet.

Dr.

Justin

w.

Leonard of the Department of Natural

Resources at the University of Michigan, will discuss "Man and His
Environment."
Scholarly papers will be presented Saturday at ll
technical sessions.
Dr. Louis Krumholz of the university of Louisville is
president of the group.

or. John c. Philley, associate professor

of geosciences at MSU, is the conference coordinator.
l
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---For the fourth time in five years, Morehead
State University has been cited for

architec~ual

excellence in its

campus building program.
The renovation of Rader Hall has been recognized by the
Kentucky SOciety of Architects with an honor award for "achievement
of excellence in architecture."
MSU shares the award with the Frankfort architectual firm of
Hugg, Carter and Blakeman, Inc.

Three earlier winning projects on the

MSU campus were designed by the firm's predecessor, Lee Potter Smith,
Pritchett, Hugg and Carter, Inc.
A jury of four prominent Chicago architects selected the Rader
project for one of eight statewide awards.
The jurors said the renovation of the 46-year-old classroom
and office building:
"A very difficult problem of adding to an existing structure
of strong character.

The solution is very sensitive and compliments

the original detail and texture."
The structure was rebuilt and enlarged at a cost of $1.8
million by c. H. Jimison and Sons of Huntington,

w.

Va. Completed in

1970, the project transformed MSU's oldest building into a modern
home for the School of Social Sciences.
_}

MSU's other design awards included Claypool-Young Art Building
in 1968, Lyman v. Ginger Hall in 1969 and the second addition to
Baird Musi9 Hall in 1970.
10-26-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A group of 64 selected high school coeds are
visiting Morehead State University Wednesday and Thursday as
participants in the Personal Enrichment Program (PEP).
The girls, accompanied by their guidance counselors, will
arrive on campus Wednesday evening.

A reception hosted by MSU

President and Mrs. Adron Doran is scheduled from 8 p.m. until 10 p.m.
PEP presentations, a tour of the campus and a"luncheon
featuring television star Ann B. Davis are scheduled Thursday.
The girls will receive PEP citations at a 5:45 p.m. banquet
'

Thursday in the ballroom of the Adron Doran University Center.

Dr.

Doran will be the banquet speaker.
Later, the girls will attend the opening performance of "The
Matchmaker" in MSU's Button Auditorium.
Miss Davis, who appears as "Alice" on ABC-TV's "The Brady
Bunch," will portray Dolly Levi in the Thornton Wilder comedy.

She

is the Golden Anniversary actress-in-residence.
The Personal Enrichment Program is conducted by Mrs. Mignon
Doran, founder and director of MSU's Personal Development Institute.
II :·: 1111 111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A workshop for members of the Kentucky
student Home Economics Association is scheduled Nov. 10 and 11
at Morehead State university.
The purpose of the workshop is to train new state officers
and to screen nominees for the office of first vice chairman for
the national association.
Carolyn Mullins, Mt. Sterling junior at MSU, is president
of the state association.

Dr. Betty B. Bailey, head of MSU's

Department of Home Economics, is the group's adviser.
II II 1: II f,' II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Author Robert Short is presenting a slide
lecture on "The Theology of Peanuts" Wednesday, Nov. 8, at Morehead
State University.
Short, who wrote "The Gospel According to Peanuts" and "The
Parables of Peanuts," will speak at 8 p.m. in Baird Recital Hall.
The program is sponsored by MSU's United Campus,Ministry.
"The Gospel According to Peanuts" topped .the non-fiction best
seller list in 1965 and "The Parables of Peanuts" was among the best
sellers in 1968-69.
A native of Texas, Short has a bachelor's degree from the
University of Oklahoma, a bachelor of divinity degree from southern
Methodist University and a master's degree from North Texas State
University.
He is doing doctoral work at the University of Chicago.

He

has traveled extensively in the United States, Canada and Europe,
lecturing on the religious values in the "Peanuts" comic strip and in
other forms of art.
The program is free and open to the public.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Brenda Blevins of Olive Hill and Linda
Raymer of 4725 Van Hoose Rd., Louisville, are presenting a joint
senior recital Sunday, Nov. 12, at Morehead State University.
The 3 p.m. program in Baird Recital Hall is free and open
to the public.
Miss Blevins will play piano selections by Bach, Harries,
Schumann and Poulenc.

She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota music

fraternity.
A contralto, Miss Raymer will perform works by Vivaldi, Brahms,
Strauss, Bizet, Menotti, Barber, Holst and Kalmanoff.

She was recording

secretary of Sigma Alpha Iota last year and is a member of the Chamber
Singers and concert Choir.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Did you know that Abraham Lincoln opposed the
Republican Party for two years before joining it?
This little Rnown fact about Lincoln was turned up by a
Morehead state University history professor and helped him win an
award for historical research and writing.
Dr. Victor B. Howard, a native of Harlan county, received the

Harry E. Pratt Memorial Award for his two-part article on the
evolution of the Illinois Republican Party.

The work was published

by the Illinois state Historical Society and was picked as its
outstanding article of 1971.
Dr. Howard, a professor of history at MSU since 1966,
produced a documented manuscript which revealed that Lincoln,
originally, a Whig, tried to preserve his old party for two years
before becoming a Republican in 1856.
The research, financed in part by an MSU grant, also turned
up new evidence to support claims that Lincoln was not as strongly
anti-slavery as certain historians and GOP politicians have portrayed
him.
Dr. Howard, who may expand his lengthy article into a book,
found the material about

Lincoln~in

his investigation of the life of

Ichabod Codding, an Illinois abolitionist.
In presenting the Pratt award, the Illinois State Historical
Society's executive director, Dr. William K. Alderfer, said:
(MORE)

HISTORY PROFESSOR

2-2-2-2-2-2

"The article was written from manuscripts newly discovered
by Professor Howard, who presented a new interpretation of the origin
of the Republican party in Illinois and of Lincoln's early position
concerning the party and the institution of slavery."
The Society said the award was made "in recognition of the
exceptional value of his article as a contribution to Illinois and
American history and as an acknowledgement of the general excellence,
style and accuracy of the original manuscript."
Dr. Howard said he became interested in the Illinois GOP
and Codding while serving 17 years as a high school and junior college
teacher in Chicago.
A former principal of Harlan High School, he is a 1940

graduate of MSU and holds a master's degree from George Peabody
college and a doctorate in American history from Ohio State.
The professor, who published 18 works in 1971, is married
to the former Wilma Bissert of Chicago.

They have two children.

)

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Howard of London, Ky.
IIIII/ 111111 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Debaters from the University of Kentucky
won two speakers' trophies and the junior division at the recent
Morehead State University Eagle Invitational Debate Tournament.
Karen Greene of UK received the Golden Anniversary
Speaker's Trophy in the junior division and Susan Konschek of
UK won the Mignon Doran Trophy in the novice division.
The Adron Doran Trophy for the top speaker in·the varsity
division went to Mike Thomas of Capitol University.
Capitol University won the varsity division, UK the
junior division and Wooster College the novice division.
A total of 44 teams from 22 schools in 10 states entered
the two-day event.
The tournament featured exhibition debates between a
debater from Oxford University and an MSU debater on one side
against another British debater and an MSU student.
Representing MSU were Kathy Crusie, Lyndon, Ohio, senior;
Ron Mather, Hodgenville senior; Pam Todd, Madisonville sophomore;
and Susan Washburn, Greenfield, Ohio, junior.
MSU will enter the Kentucky Colonel Classics Nov. 10-11
at Western Kentucky University.
###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two Morehead State University faculty
members have received faculty research grants totaling more
than $4,500.
Dr. Ted Pass, assistant professor of biology, has
received a grant of $2,870 to conduct a spore germination study.
Robert Wolfe, assistant professor of agriculture, was
awarded $1,716 to study the growth and yield of greenhouse
tomatoes.
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MOHEHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Lyman v. Ginger, Kentucky superintendent o1 public instruction, will be featured Nov. 9 at
A~niversary

a Golden

Rural Development Conference at Morehead

State University.
He will discuss "Government and Educational Development" at 11 a.m. in the Adron Doran University Center.
MSU President Adron Doran will deliver the welcoming
address at 10 a.m.

Eugene Hoyt, director of the Education

Activities Staff of the Appalachian Regional Commission, will
discuss rural education in Appalachia at 10:20 a.m.
Maurice Seay of the College of Education at Western
Michigan University will speak on "The Challenge of Rural
Education in the '70's" at 2 p.m.
Special group sessions are also scheduled during the
afternoon.

Thomas A. Gentry, executive director of The Clinch--

Powell Educational Cooperative, and George Eyster, executive
director of MSU's Appalachian Adult Education Center, are the
moderators.
The conference is the last in a series of three rural
development conferences in MSU's Golden Anniversary Celebration.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Hundreds of high school seniors are
visiting Morehead State University Friday and Saturday, Nov.
10 and 11, for High School Guest Days.
Registration is scheduled Nov. 10 in the Adron Doran
University Center.

Participants will be the University's

guests for dinner.
Saturday's schedule includes campus tours and sessions
with academic interest groups.

The visitors will attend the

MSU - Illinois State football game at 2 p.m.
Residence hall rooms will be provided both nights
for students wishing to receive a preview of campus life.
"This informal weekend will give seniors an insight
into the many facets of college life and we invite all interested seniors to attend," said Charles M. Myers, MSU's director of school relations.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Performances by a well known television
actress, the annual meeting of the Kentucky Academy of Science,
a choral festival and a drama workshop highlight the weekend
schedule at Morehead State University.
Ann B. Davis of ABC-TV's "The Brady Bunch" will portray
Dolly Levi in "The Matchmaker" Thursday through Saturday at 8:15
p.m. in MSU's Button Auditorium.
)

Friday

She will be featured during a

theatre workshop for high school students.
The annual meeting of the Kentucky Academy of Science

opens Friday with registration in the Adron Doran University
Center.

Scholarly papers will be presented Saturday during 11

technical sessions.
Also scheduled Friday and Saturday is the 13th annual
MSU Choral Festival.

More than 200 Kentucky and Ohio high school

singers have been invited.
MSU's Concert Choir, Women's Chorus and Chamber Singers,
directed by James Ross Beane, will present a 8 p.m. concert
Friday in Baird Recital Hall.
Dr. Morris J. Beachy, guest conductor from the University
of Texas, is conducting a concert of MSU and high school choruses
Saturday at 8 p.m.
The Kentucky chapter of the American Choral Directors will
meet Saturday in conjunction with the festi va 1.
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.MOREHEAD, Ky.---Seven third-year Army ROTC cadets at
Morehead State University have returned from an orientation trip
to The U. S. Military Academy.
They are Manzel Bush of Lexington,Robert Justice of
)

Miamisburg, Ohio, Alleson Lake of Morehead, John Lambert of
Sebastiaw, Fla., Samuel Miller of Corinth and Raymond Reed and
Steve Tabor, both of Louisville.
The purpose of the three-day session was to allow the
MSU cadets to become aware of the training procedures and life
style of the West Point cadets.
The visih included orientation sessions in training, the
honor system and academic briefings.

The group toured the USMA

Museum, library, gymnasium and trophy point and attended the
Army-Penn State football game.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---James Cooksey, Louisa senior at Morehead
State University, recently tied for the first runner-up in the
nomination for the national Meyer-Raeburn Award.
The N.

s.

Meyer-Raeburn Foundation annually awards a $200

scholarship to· an outstanding Army ROT.C cadet.

Nomination forms

are sent to each of the Scabbard and Blade companies and each
company is eligible to enter one cadet.
Cooksey, who is a cadet lieutenant colonel in ROTC, was
among 280 nominees.
Cooksey's other awards include the Professor of Military
Science Award·'and the Milii.:ary Proficiency Award:

He has also been

a member of the Scabbard and Blade military honorary for two years.
He is presently managing the Scholarship Assistance Program
which identifies outstanding young men from this region and assists

..

them in applying for the four-year Army ROTC scholarship which pays
for tuition, fees, and books plus $100 per month for about ten
months per year.
A mathematics major,· Cooksey is married to the former Deborah
Lynn Shart of Louisa.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A group of Morehead State University students
is presenting an oral interpretation program for the Kentucky Association
)

of communication Arts Thursday through Saturday at Richmond.
The script and selected music, written by Marvin J. Philips,
MSU associate professor of ppeech and drama, deals with theological
and philosophical arguments pertinent to communication in teaching
church workers and ministers.
The readers are David Allen, Pamela Ayres, Raymond Clem,
Shirley crisp,

James Hammond, Peter Hawley, Patricia Jones, Mary

Quinlin, Douglas Whitson, Paul Wright, Cheryl Yarber and Donald
zemmer.

Ronald Boord is the pianist.
HIIIIHHHII
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MOREHEAD, KY---Three Morehead State University Army
ROTC cadets represented the MSU Eagle Company of the Association
of the United States Army

(AUSA~

at recent conference in Washington,

D.C.
Those cadets who attended the conference

we~e

Don

Nicholls, Mike Harrell and Steve Kinney.
During their visit they attended two ROTC luncheons
and a reception honoring the Secretary of the Army and the Army
chief of staff.
The cadets invited Lt •. Gen; .~e~vin Zais, commanding

•

general of the Third

u.s.

Army, to speak at MSU's AUSA banquet in

March.
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MOREHEAD, KY---Daetha J. Rankin, Lexington' junior,
and Doug McCarter, Jenkins-junior, were recently sworn into the
Army ROTC advanced corps at Morehead State University.
Rankin is a business administration major and McCarter
is an education major.
To be admitted to the advanced corps one must complete
the two-year ROTC basic course or the basic"summer camp held at
Fort Knox, be-recommended by the professor of military science
and achieve the proper grade point average.
After completing the advanced course and being
graduated from the university, both cadets will be commissioned
second lieutenants in the U.S. Army.
11111111111111111111
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MOREHEAD, KY---Ken Gallaher, Louisa senior at Morehead
State University, is presenting a percussion recital Nov. 16 in
MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program includes selections by Serge Baudo, John
Bergamo and J.B. Accolay.

It is free and open to the public.

Gallaher, a graduate of Louisa High School, is treasurer of
Phi Mu Alpha music fraternity.

He is the son of Mason Gallaher Jr.

of Louisa.
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MOREHEAD, KY---Linda Case of Ripley, Ohio, and Rebecca Mowery
Climer of Lucasville, Ohio, are presenting a joint senior recital
Nov. 19 at Morehead State University.
The 3 p.m. program in Baird Recital Hall is free and open to
the publ:1c.
Miss Case, a mezzo soprano, will sing works by Handel, Beethoven,
Schumann, Bemberg, Saint-Sains, della Joio, Campbell and Spross.
'

'

Mrs. Climer will play piano selections by Shostakovitch, Chopin
and Beethoven.
Both aEe members of the MSU Concert Choir.
member of the MSU Marching Band.

##II 11111111#
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KY---John M. Perry, Louisa junior at Morehead

State .. University, along with four other Army ROTC cadets, attended
an orienteering meet recently at St. Bonaventure, N.Y.
Orienteering is a cross-country race in which the
competitors navigate across unfamiliar terrain, usually traveling
in groups of two or three.

A group moves from point to point,

racing against time.

_,

A member of the Army ROTC Raider Company, Perry is
majoring in political science and minoring in history and military
science.
He is married to the former Rose Lynn Wells and is
the son of Mrs. Elizabeth Perry of Louisa.
IIIIOHIIIIIIHHII
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MOREHEAD, KY---Stephen H. Kinney, Williamstown junior at Morehead
State University, recently attended the annual convention of the
Association of the United States Army (AUSA) at Washington, D.C.
He is the son of Paul and Evelyn Kinney of Rt. 2,
Williamstown.

He and two other MSU cadets invited Lt. Gen. Melvin

J

Zais, commanding general of the Third

u.s.

Army, to speak at an

AUSA banquet at MSU.
During his visit he attended two ROTC luncheons and

'_,

a reception honoring the Secretary of the Army and the Army chief
of staff.
Kinney is a member of the ROTC Raider

Comp~ny,

an

extracurricular military organization.
He has received the Henderson Outstanding Freshman
Award, the Military History Award and a three-year Army ROTC
Scholarship.

He is majoring in political science and upon graduation

will be commissioned a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army.
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MOREHEAD, KY---Dona1d H. Nicholls, Greenup senior at
Morehead State University recently attended the annual convention of
the Association of the United states Army (AUSA) at Washington, D.C.
Nicho·lls and two other MSU cadets invited Lt. Gen.
Melvin Zais, commanding general of the Third U.S. Army, to speak
at MSU's AUSA chapter banquet.
Nicholls is a member of the Army ROTC Raider Company.
An industrial technology major, he is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Nicholls of Greenup.
Upon graduation and successful completion of the ROTC
program, Nicholls will be commissioned a second lieutenant in the
U.S. Army and serve on active duty for two years.
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NEWS BRIEFS
MOREHEAD, KY---An article by Dennis Karwatka, assistant
professor of industrial education at Morehead State University, has
been published in a magazine for industrial arts teachers.
The article dealing with the construction of a small and
inexpensive wind tunnel for laboratory use appeared in a recent
issue o'f "School Shop Magazine."

###llllllllllll
MOREHEAD, KY---A power mechanics class taught by Dennis
Karwatka, assistant professor of industrial education at Morehead
State University, recently visited

in Cincinnati and Ashland.

In Cincinnati, the class toured a jet engine maintenance
area at the Greater Cincinnati Airport.

The class toured the Ashland

Oil Co. refinery at Ashland.

#########
MOREHEAD, KY---Debrah

Chandle~.

instructor of home economics

at Morehead State University, recently attended the national con.

.

vention of the American Dietetic Association in New Orleans, La.
Approximately 6,000 dietitians attended the meeting.
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MOREHEAD,·Ky.---Two business education specialists from
Central Michigan University are being featured Nov. 10 in a
conference at Morehead State University.
Dr. Richard Featheringham of CMU will demonstrate high
speed typewriting and high speed shorthand writing in sessions
at the Adron Doran University Center.
The luncheon speaker will be Dr. Helene Zimmerman., an
expert in international business education.

She will conduct

a slide presentation relating to vocational business education
in the European Common Market countries.
The conference opens with an 8:30 a.m. registration.
MSU President Adron Doran welcomes the group at 9:30 a.m.
Dr. Featheringham will then speak on "Improvement of

Instruction in the Teaching of Typewriting."

"A Profile of

Business Education at Morehead State University'.' will be presented by Dr. George Montgomery, head of MSU's .Department of
Business Education.
At 1:30

p.m~

Dr. Featheringham will discuss "Improvement

of Instruction in the Teaching of Shorthand."

A .panel discussion

of "Issues and Trends in Business Education" is scheduled at
2:30 p.m.
The day-long conference concludes with a tour of MSU's
business education facilities.
The conference is an event of MSU's Golden Anniversary
Celebration.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"It's fun to work with young people because
they have the enthusiasm without the cynicism," television actress
Ann B. Davis said this week at Morehead State University.
Miss Davis, who appears as Alice in ABC-TV's "The Brady
Bunch," is starring as Dolly Levi in an MSU Theatre production of
"The Matchmaker" through Saturday in Button Auditorium.

curtain

time is 8:15 p.m.
"The students are in a position where everything's possible--they don't know their limits because they haven't tried many things
yet," she said.
The role of Dolly is not new to Miss Davis.

She has appeared

in about a dozen productions of "The Matchmaker" and has starred in
a

production of "Hello, Dolly I, " the musical version of "The

Matchmaker."
This is
students.

....

the~;third

time she has appeared in a play with college

She performed at the University of Miami and at a Florida

junior college.
"Part of what I think I can do in a situation like this is
to show what a professional is," she said.

"You hear a lot about

the deviations from the norm, the stars and starlets who thrive on
-·

'

controversy and publicity--you don • t hear as much about the actors
and actresses who quietly go about their business."
(MORE)

Ann B. Davis· 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
During the rehearsals for "The Matchmaker, " Miss Davis offered
a few suggestions about the directions.

"Directing is a different

talent, and I don't feel that I have it.

I directed some one-acts

a few years ago, but I really didn't get any satisfaction from it."
Does she do many serious parts?
because people don't ask ·me to do it.

"I don't go for heavy drama
I took a swing at a couple

dramatic things when I was in an actors' workshop, but I'm a comic
person and don't do heavy things that well."
To be a success in show business takes "everything far
exceeding good sense---talent, luck, stubbornness, survival," she
said.
Miss Davis·, who won an Emmy Award for her performances as
"Schultzy" on "The Bob cummings Show," offered this advice to young
actors:
"You have to learn how to be bad for a while.

You have to

work with bad directors as well as good directors in order to improve
yourself.

If

you;~re

lucky, you can become a passable actor, maybe

get one or two jobs, maybe even
business.

make a living at it.

If we knew what the formula is, we'd all be stars."
r.· """" ##
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MOREHEAD, Kyl---Harold L. Vick, Alexandria junior at Morehead
State university, recently attended an orienteering meet at St. Bonaventure, N. Y.
Orienteering is a cross country raee

in which the competitors

navigate across unfamiliar terrain, racing against time.
Vick is a member of the Raider Company, a campus military
organization.

He is majoring in psychology and minoring in sociology.

He is the son of Maj. and Mrs. Harold L.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Violet Severy, assisted by members of
the Morehead State University faculty, is presenting a harpsichord
recital Thursday, Nov. 9, in MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 8 p.m. program is free and open to the public.
Assisting in works by Bach, Buxtehude, Luening and Mrs.
Severy will be Vasile Venettozzi, Robert Pritchard, Mary Albers,
William Bigham, Frederick Muexler and Robert Walshe.
Mrs. Severy will perform solo harpsichord selections by
Farnaby, conperin, Dondrien, Scarlatti, Gelles, Hindemith, Pinkham
and one of her own

co~positions.

A member of the MSU music faculty since 1956, Mrs. Severy
was commissioned last year by the Kentucky Music Teachers Association
to write a major work for choir, organ and soloists.
compositions have been performed in MSU recitals.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---An exhibit of prints and drawings
by A. G. Smith, Morehead State university art ·instructor,
is being displayed Nov. 5 through Nov. 30 at the Greenville
Art Center, Greenville, N.c.
The show includes 30 pieces of Smith's work done
between 1968 and 1972.
A member of MSU's art faculty since 1971, Smith
received his bachelor's degree in fine arts at East Carolina
College and his master's degree and master's of fine arts
degree at the University of Iowa.
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Joseph W. Fischer, Louisville junior

at Morehead State University, recently attended an orienteering
meet at St. Bonaventure, N.Y.
Orienteering is a cross country race in which the

competi~

tors navigate across unfamiliar terrain, racing against time.
Fischer is a member of the Association of
States Army,

the United

He is majoring in history and minoring in physical

eduaation.
He is the 5-on of Mrs. Helen

F~scher

Dr., Louisville.

###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Alfie Louis Plummer, Walton junior at Morehead
;

State University, has joined the Army ROTC advanced corps.
A Vietnam veteran, Plummer is an industrial arts major and
a Raider Companyppledge .•
While on active duty, he received the Bronze Star Medal, the
Army commendation Medal with one oak leaf cluster and the Good Conduct
Medal.
Plummer hopes to graduate in May, 1974, and receive his commission as second lieutenant..

Next summer he will attend summer camp

at Indiantown Gap Military Reservation in Pennsylvania.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A Morehead State University novice debate
team tied for top honors at the recent nall state cardinal Debate
Tournament at Muncie, Ind.
Freshmen Debbie Poore of Hodgenville and Steve Hohmann of
Louisville won all of their debates to tie for first place in the
annual event.

Teams were enuered from 30 schools.

Miss Poore and Laura Willi.tt, Morganfield freshman, were
classified as debaters with excellent qualifications, while Kathy
Justice, Ashland freshman, missed the excellent ranking by one
point.
The debate topic was:

"Resolved: That the federal government

should provide a program of comprehensive medical care for all citizens."
Mrs. Julia Webb, MSU debate coach, and Ron Mather, Hodgenville
senior debater, accompanied the MSU team.
The varsity team competes Friday through sunday in the
Kentucky Colonel Classics at Western Kentucky University.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Vicki Keith, Carrollton sophomore
-'

at Morehead State University, has been elected coed sponsor of
Scabbard and Blade military honorary at MSU.
Miss Keith, a business education major, is the daughter
of Marvin W. Keith of 310 Park Ave., Carrollton.
A 1971 graduate of Carroll County High School, she is a

-'

student employee in MSU' s Department of Military Science.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Preservation Hall Jazz Band from New
Orleans is performing Friday night at Morehead State university.
The 8 p.m. performance in Wetherby Fieldhouse is

.•.-

co-sponsored by the MSU Student Government Association and the
Golden Anniversary Concert and Lecture Series.
Admission is $2.50 in advance and $3 at the door.

Tickets

are available at the SGA office in the Adron Doran University Center.
Full-time students and concert and Lecture Series members will be
admitted free.
The band is named for Preservation Hall, a building built
/

'

in 1750 and used as a home, a tavern, and an art gallery.

The

club is located in the French Quarter and groups from Preservation
Hall tour "the country.
The six-member band scheduled to perfqrm at MSU in~~udes
.,
-.:··

Kid Thomas· valentine, trumpet; Joseph (Twat)nButler, bass: :Emanuel
Paul, saxophone; Alonzo Stewart, drums and vocals: Albert Burbank,
clarinet: and Charles Hamilton, piano.
111111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A conference on rural education, two state-

•

wide conferences, a jazz concert and senior weekend highlight the
week's activities at Morehead State University.
The last of a series of Golden Anniversary Rural Development
conferences is scheduled Thursday from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. in the
Adron Doran University Center.
Dr. Lyman

v.

Ginger, Kentucky superintendent of public

instruction, will be the featured speaker at 11 a.m.
The Golden Anniversary Business Education conference

_,

featuring Dr. Richard Featheringham and Dr. Helene zimmerman, both
of Central Michigan University, is set Friday in the University
Center.
The Kentucky Student Home Economics Association will have
a statewide meeting Saturday from 8:30 a.m. until 2:30p.m. in
the University center.
The famed Preservation Hall Jazz Band of New Orleans is
performing in concert Friday at 8 p.m. in Wetherby FieDdhouse.
The performance is sponsored by the Student Government Association
as part of the Golden Anniversary concert and Lecture Series.
Hundreds of high school seniors have been invited to visit
the campus Friday and Saturday as guests of the University.
will attend the MSU-Illinois State football game Saturday at
2 p.m.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Donald K. Kazee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burns
H. Kazee of Rt. 2, Ashland, is attending Morehead State University
on foursscholarships.
A 1972 graduate of Boyd county High School, he was selected
J

for a national scholarship from Armco Steel and was one of six
persons to receive a Modern woodmen of America scholarship.
He was selected for a National Merit Scholarship and a
Morehead State University grant.
A freshman pre-law major, Kazee attained a perfect straight
A record in high school and was valedictorian of his class.
He won honors in biology, chemistry, English and social
studies classes and was selected as the Elks "Most Valuable Student."
He was a member of his high school yearbook and newspaper staffs.
Kazee served as chairman of the Area Youth Development council
and chaired a cerebral palsy fund drive.

He was a member of Boyd

County High's marching, stage and concert bands and sang in the
school choir.
He is a member of the MSU Marching Band.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A senior exhibit by James D. Werline,
West Union, Ohio, senior at Morehead State University, is on display
in MSU's Johnson Camden Library.
The show, whichwill run through Nov. 21, includes drawings,
water colors, oils and ceramics.
A joint exhibit by Betty and Elmer Klaber will be shown
•

Nov. 27 through Dec. 13 in the library.
The show consists of mixed media.

Klaber is a Covington

senior and Mrs. Klaber is an Owingsville senior.
On display through Nov. 18 in MSU's Claypool-Young Gallery
are a theater costume and set design exhibit from Southern Illinois
University and the Kappa Delta Sorority Alumnae Inivitational Art
Exhibit.
The exhibits are free and open to the public.
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NEWS BRIEFS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Larry Keenan, assistant professor of music
-'

at Morehead State University, has been elected president of the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association.

)

He has previously served the organization as state piano
chairman and first vice president.

Mrs. Keith Huffman of Morehead

was elected secretary for the upcoming biennium.

#######
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Robert Gould and Dr. Gary C. Cox of
Morehead State University's Department of Geography presented papers
at the recent meeting of the

Kent~cky ~pademY.

qf, Sciences at MSU.

Dr. Gould's paper dealt with "The Evolution of Small
Population Centers Along the

Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad and

U.S. Highway 60 in Northeastern Kentucky."
"The Development of Commercial catfish Farming in the
Southeast" was Dr. Cox's topic.

#######
MOREHEAD, Ky.---An article by Dr. Stuart Sprague, associate

'

professor of history at Morehead State University, has been
published in "The Register" of the Kentucky Historical Society.

.J

"Jefferson, Kentucky and the Closing of the Port of New
Orleans, 1802-1803" appears in the December issue.
##II 1/1111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky---Raymond Michael (Mike) Belknap, a 1972 graduate
of Morehead State University, is attending the University of Georgia
'_j

Medical School where he is training 'to become a medical illustrator.
After receiving his B. S. degree in biology, Belknap, formerly
of Independence, was commissioned a second lieutenant in the

u.s.

Army

Reserve and assigned to the Medical Service Corps in the Regular Army.
While a student at MSU, Belknap was a member of Scabbard and
Blade.

He received the Distinguished Military Student certificate and

badge in 1971 and the Veteran of Foreign Wars Award in 1972.

He was

chosen for "Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities."
Mike was one of 30 students

select~d

fOr admission to the

medical school.
There are only two medical illustrator positions open in the
Army and Belknap is competing for one of these slots.
Lt. Belknap is on an educational delay and will begin active
duty after completing school in the spring of 1975.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Twenty-one Morehead State University
students and a faculty member have been initiated as members of
Phi Alpha Theta, a history honorary.
The new members are:

David Booth, Emma Carol Brown, Jim

Cassity, George Clarkson, Jeff Davidson, Karen Davis, Margaret Ellison,
Jerry Fultz, William H. Gaunce, Clinton Gilbert, Donna Gulley,
Elizabeth Latham.
Winford Lowder, David Malloy, Richard McGinnis, Leslye Murray,
Terry Mouser, Charles Perry, Nina Poynter, Elizabeth Tutt, Susan
Washburn and George T. Young, MSU associate professor of political
science.
Dr. Thomas D. Clark, noted Kentucky historian and

'

distinguished professor of history at Indiana University, spoke at
the initiation banquet.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Eight Morehead State University Army ROTC
cadets have been initiated as members of the Pershing Rifles military
society.
They are Steve Engels, Florence freshman; Barry Fannin,
John Hershberger, and Charles Pennington, Ashland freshmen; Harold
Moore, Bowling Green freshman; Philip Queen, Springfield, Ohio,
freshman; Sammy Miller, Morehead junior; and Mike Freeman, Salvisa
sophomore.
Col. Arthur L. Kelly, MSU professor of military science, spoke
at the initiation banquet and became an honorary member.
Captain John Vititoe is the company adviser and Diane Engels,
~.

Florence junior, is the coed sponsor.
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Special to the Ashland Daily Independent
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Ashland students at Morehead State
University are members of the MSU Orchestra.
They are Kenton Cooper, senior, son of Bruce Cooper,
3435 Glen St.: Kathy King, junior, daughter of Frank King, 2125
'
Phelps St.: William E. Koury, freshman, son of Clarence
Koury,

2114 Waymouth Dr.: and Barbara Matney, junior, daughter of Martha
Matney, 821 17th St.
Conducted by Douglas Engelhardt, the orchestra performs
in campus concerts and at special events.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---State School Supt. Lyman V. Ginger called
Thursday for improvement in the state's vocational education program.
Appearing at a Morehead State University Golden Anniversary Rural
Development Conference, Ginger said he is going to recommend to the
State Board of Education that the entrance age for vocational schools
be lowered to 15 and that departments of vocational education be
established in isolated areas.
"There is a great void in vocational education and in special
education," Ginger told the more than 300 persons attending the
day-long session.
He stressed the need for smaller classes, more teacher aides
and more individualized instruction.
MSU President Adron Doran said the formation of the
Appalachian Regional Commission has meant much to Eastern·Kentucky
and brought national attention to the problems of the 13-state
Appalachian region.
"The line of distinction between formal and informal education
should be blurred so one is indistinguishable from the other," said
Dr. Eugene Hoyt, director of the education activities staff of the
ARC.
(MORE)

Education conference 2-2-2-2-2-2

Dr. Hoyt referred to regional education service agencies
tools to help "rural education in Appalachia take its place among
any in the nation."
Dr. Maurice Seay of Western Michigan University challenged
educators to "observe and apply the law of individual differences
to Appalachia."
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Men's Glee
Club and Jazz Ensemble are presenting a pops concert Nov. 21 at
8 p.m. in MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The Glee· Club will sing a medley of songs by Jay Flippin
of MSU's music faculty and two Burt Bacharach songs, including
Flippin's arrangement of "What the World Needs Now."
The Jazz Ensemble will perform "Thetis" and "Turkish Bath"
by Don Ellis and "Groove Merchant" by Thad Jones.

A selection of

vocal numbers will also be featured.
Both groups are directed by Flippin.
and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Elizabeth Ann Latham, West Union, Ohio,
graduate student at Morehead State University, has been initiated
as a member of Phi Alpha Theta, a history honorary.
Miss Latham, who is a graduate assistant in history at
MSU, was among 22 persons initiated at the group's recent banquet.
Dr. Thomas D. Clark, noted Kentucky historian and
distinguished professor of history at Indiana University, was the
banquet speaker.

#fill fill II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The .citizens of Morehead and Rowan County
will pay tribute to Morehead State University this Friday evening with
a

11

Morehead Salutes Morehead State University 11 banquet.

More than 1,000 persons are expected for the dinner which is
being held in conjunctio_n with the MS.U Golden Anniversary Celebration.
T~e

7 p.m. banquet will be staged in the ballroom of the

University Center on campus.

A~ron

Doran

Tickets are $2 and may_be purchased from

members of the Jaycees or at the Citizens or Peoples banks.

Morehe!!\d Mayor William H. Layne and W. E. Crutcher·, Publisher
of The Morehead News, are co-chairmen of the event.

joint. statement:

They said, in a·

"Morehead State University has been good for our

community and we are asking the people of Morehead and Rowan County to
turn ou_t in large numbers to honor our great university on the
... ·...
;. .~,·;····•.'~.
;.>--·~
occasion of her. S~th a17niv~rs·arY. ·~
... '
. ·'
The program will

"cons~st

of

presenta~ions

Harvey Pennington and City Attorney Paul Blair.

by County Attorney

The toastmaster

~ill

be George Cline, local attorney who formerly served as United States
Attorney for the Eastern District of Kentucky.
Larry Buskirk, pastor of the Morehead United

~ethodist

Church_,

will deliver the invocation, and Roy Rober5on, pastor of the Morehead
Christian Church, \'lill offer the benediction.·
Highlight of the evening will be the presentation of a large
bronze plaque, costing nearly $1,400.

The ceremony will be conducted

by Crutcher with Mayor Layne and Rowan County Judge Ott

participating.

Dr. Adron Doran, President of Morehead

Caldwe~ 1.
Sta~e

:;o. . :>-·

-:'

University, will accept the plaque on behalf of the University.
The plaque, which will be located on-the southwestern edge of
the campus, reads:
'The citizens of Morehead and Rowan County proudly-

1

convey their congratulations and gratitude to President
Adron Doran, the ,faculty, staff_ and students of
Morehead State University on the ocCasion of .t~e
institution's Golden A.nniverscii'y, fully _realizing that
the university is the economic lifeblood. of our community
and has made Morehead ~he educational and cultural center
of No1;theastern- ~eil.tucky.
11
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KY----classes at Morehead State University are i.eing

dismissed Wednesday, Nov. 22, at 11:20 a.m. for Thanksgiving.
Classes wi11 resume .Monday, Nov. 27, at 8 a:.m.
Administrative

offic~s

will close Wednesday at noon and reopen

Monday, Nov. '27, at 8 a.m.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Alumni
Association is sponsoring an extended weekend trip to New York city
in conjunction with the MSU-Illinois state basketball game on Monday,
Jan. a.
The Eagles of Coach Bill Harrell play the opening game in a
Nassau County Coliseum doubleheader with Cincinnati and Southwestern
Louisiana in the second tilt.
The three-night, four-day trip, costing $199 per person,
starts from Louisville on Saturday, Jan. 6, and includes all

'
transportation, double occupancy
rooms at the Americana Hotel,
orchestra seats for the musical comedy
Leone•~

"Sugar," an evening at Mamma

and tickets to MSU's pre-game reception and both basketball

games.
j

"We sincerely feel we've planned an exciting series of events,"
said MSU Alumni Director Don Young, "and we are pleased that the cost
has been held to a reasonable figure.

we invite faculty, students,

staff, alumni and other friends of the University to join us."
Young said 40 flight and hotel reservations have been made
and persons wishing to make the trip should contact the Alumni office
immediately.
is Dec. 20.

A $50 deposit is required and the reservation deadline
Space allocations will be made on a "first come, first

serve" basis.
(MORE)

Alumni trip 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
The complete itinerary includes:
Departure from Louisville on Jan. 6 at 8:05 a.m. on American
Airlines flight No. 294 with breakfast served in flight.

Ground

transportation will be provided from LaGuardia Airport to the
,

J

Americana Hotel.

orchestra seats for the musical comedy "Sugar",

starring Robert Morse, will be provided for Saturday evening.
Tickets for a Sunday afternoon performance at Radio City Music
Hall are part of the $199 package, along with dinner at the world
famous Mamma Leone's on Sunday evening.

Participants wilt have

tickets for selected Monday television shows, when available, and
transportation will be provided that night to the Nassau county
Coliseum.
The tour group will return to Louisville Tuesday, Jan. 9, on
American Airlines flight No. 840, arriving at 10:41 a.m.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Marcella Kocar, associate professor of
business education at Morehead State University, has returned from
the Fourth National Research conference of Delta Pi Epsilon in Louisville.
Delta Pi Epsilon is a national honorary graduate professional
fraternity for men and women in business education with chapters at
63 colleges and universities.
Dr. Kocar is a former president of Alpha Nu chapter at the
University of North Dakota.
Participants spent three days developing research designs for
studies to be conducted on the national level by the fraternity and on
the local level by the chapters.
Dr. Kocar joined the MSU faculty in 1969.
llllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Greg Saunders, Newport junior at MOrehead State
University, won the "Best in Show" award in the MSU Kappa Delta A],.umnae
Association Annual Benefit Art Show.
saunders also wonffirst prize in the drawing and prints category.
First place in the oil and acrylic painting category went to Emmer
Fairchild of Ashland and Audra Clark of Catlettsburg won first prize
in the water color competition.
Receiving second prizes were Clifford Johnson of MOrehead, oil
and acrylic painting; Mirian Murphy of HUntington,

w.

va., watercoiliors;

and Betty Cutts of MOrehead, drawing and prints.
Third prizes were awarded to Rosalyn Lawson of La Grange, oil
and acrylic painting; Gary Akers of Grethel, watercolors; and Don Key
of MOrehead, drawing and prints.
Receiving honorable mention were:
Ted Koerner of Valley station, Russell Brengelman of MOrehead,
Mildred Colvin of Greensburg, Clifford Johnson of Morehead, Polly
Trumbore of Ashland, Eddie Horton of Danville.
Jennifer Sandage of MOrehead, James Lord of LOuisville, Diane
Smith of Asliland and James Werline of West Union, Ohio.
The exhibitiis on display in MSU's Claypool-Young Gallery through
Friday, NOV. 18.

II ll II t: II II II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's Student
Government Association and the MSU Student Art League are sponsoring
an invitational art exhibit open to all college artists in Kentucky.
Collection for the exhibit will be from Jan. 6 through
Jan. 9.

The works will be displayed in MSU's Claypool-Young Gallery

Jan. 11-31.
Approximately $750 in prize money will be awarded.
Dr. Joseph Strother of the art department at the University of
Georgia will judge the show.
Students interested in further information and entry forms
should contact Miss Candy Barbee, MSU Student Art League, UPO 714,
MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The annual Student Christmas Art Sale is
scheduled Dec. 4-8 at Morehead State University's Claypool-Young
Gallery.
Works available for purchase will include water colors,
prints, drawings, oils, photographs, ceramics and sculpture.
Gallery hours are from 9 a.m. through 5 p.m. weekdays and
from 1 p.m. until 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

The gallery also is

open from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---David Williams, South Shore freshman
at Morehead State University, has been cast in the MSU Theatre
production of "Bell, Book and Candle."
The three-act comedy will be presented Nov • .28-30
and Dec. 1, 2 and 5-8 at 8:15 p.m. in the Little Theatre.
The play will be directed by Brad Fahrney, Dayton, Ohio

c.

junior.

Lance Brockman is the set designer.

Written by John Van Druten, the play ran on Broadway in
the 1950's and was produced as a movie starring Kim Novak and
Jack Lemmon.
Williams is the son of David L. Williams of South Shore.
)
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is coordinating
eight regional training workshops for planning chairmen from more
than 200 state colleges and universities.
MSU is responsible for national coordination of the five-day
workshops in eight states.

A different topic will be discussed each

day during the sessions.
The workshops are open to representatives of campus planning
teams at public colleges and universities.
Topics to be discussed include goal analysis, decision making,
issues and alternatives in higher education, problem solving and
methods of improving the quality of education.
MSU is contracting with regional institutions to host each
program.

Host institutions are MSU, Salem State College, State

University of New York at Brockport, Morgan State College, Chicago
State University, Southwest Texas State University, The University of
Northern colorado and California Polytechnic College.
MSU has been awarded a $64,000 grant by the
Education to support the workshops.

u.s.

Office of

MSU developed the sessions in

cooperation with the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities.
Other nat_ional organizations participating in the program
include the

u.s.

Office of Education, the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education and the Educational Testing Service,
(MORE)

MSU Planning Workshops 2-2-2-2-2-2
MSU President Adron Doran and Dr. Morris Norfleet, MSU vice
president for research and development, are co-coordinators of the
program.

Dr. Doran will appear at MSU's workshop and either he or

Dr. Norfleet will attend the others.
"We at MSU are happy to be a part of a national effort to
identify new goals and directions for state-supported institutions
of higher education," Dr. Doran said.
"This program will assist the participating institutions in
further identifying their role and scope as regional, state-supported
institutions which are attended by one out of every four students in
the United States," Dr. Norfleet said.
The next workshop is scheduled Nov. 26-29 in San Antonio,
Texas, with Southwest Texas State University acting as host.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Future Farmers of America from Louisa,
Salyersville and Sandy Hook high schools recently toured the
Morehead State University Farm.
An

overview of the farm operations and future development

of the farm was presented by Dr. Douglas Minion, associate professor
of agriculture.

The MSU beef herd of 50 purebred animals was

discussed by Farm Manager Roger Eckstein.
Kenny Wade, assistant professor of agricultune, discussed the
poultry operation consisting of 20,000 caged layers, and the swine
facilities-were discussed by MSU agriculture major Rudolph Ousley.
Robert Wolfe, assistant professor of agriculture, discussed
the out-of-season production of flowers and vegetables in greenhouses.
The primary purpose of the 212-acre laboratory farm is to
give students first-hand experience and to give region farmers an
opportunity to view useful demonstrations.
11111111111111
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MORE~D

NEWS BRIEFS
MDRE~D,

Ky.---Morehead State University's chapter of the

American Chemical Society has been cited for excellence during the
1971-72 school year.
The MSU chapter is among 41 (campus chapters) honored by the
society.

Toney C. Phillips, associate professor of chemistry, is

the group's advisor.
II II II II##
MORE~D, Ky.---Dr. ~etty Bailey, head of ~he Department of

Home Economics at Morehead State University, has been appointed to
the Task Force for Family Planning.
Her appointment was made at the recent National Council on
Family Relations at Portland, Ore.
######

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Verne A. Simon, head· of the Department of
Chemistry at Morehead State University,

p~esented

a paper at the

recent Southeastern Regional meeting of the American Chemical
Society in Birmingham, Ala.
The paper, concerning nuclear magnetic resonance, was based
on research by Mrs. Nancy Toole Tucker, who received her master's
degree from MSU in,May.

######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A set design by Gregory Bell, Louisville
junior at Morehead State Univers,ity, was among 11 winners in the
Southern Illinois Collegiate Costume and Set Design Competition.
Bell's winning design, a stage set for "Romeo and Juliet,"
is included in a nationwide touring exhibit.

The show was displayed

at MSU.
Bell was shop foreman for MSU productions of "The Innocents"
and "Idiots' :Pe:!-ight" and played the lead in "Idiots' Delight."
His design for "The Boy Friend" won an award last year.
His wife, Debbie-, is active in the MSU Theatre as a
costume designer_.

He_ is the son of Mrs. Mary Bell of 302 Kenwood

Hill Rd., Louisville.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six concerts and recitals in six days begin
Nov. 29 at Morehead State University.
Larry Tipton, Mt. Sterling eenior, is presenting a clarinet
recital Wednesday, Nov. 29, at 8 p.m.
MSU' s Percussion En.seinble, directed by Robert schietroma,
is performing Thursday, Nov. 30, at 8 p.m.

The program includes

works by Schiffman, Charkovsky, Davis, Chabrier, Hooper, Christian,
Stone and Leonard.
Sara Studebaker of Tipp city, Ohio, and Barbara Matney of
Ashl~d

are presenting a joint junior recital Friday, Dec. 1, at

8 p.m.

Miss Studebaker plays bassoon and Miss Matney is a flutist.
A senior piano recital by John Demic of Louisville is

scheduled Saturday, Dec. 2, at 3 p.m.
A Christmas Concert featuring the MSU Orchestra, Women's
Chorus, Men's Glee Club, Chamber Singers and Concert Choir will be
Sunday, Dec. 3, at 3 p.m.
Charles Dewees of Russell is presenting a senior trumpet
recital Monday, nee. 4, at 8 p.m.
All performances will be in Baird Recital Hall.
free and open to the public.
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Ky.---A giant plaque, a new car and a host of

commendations changed hands here last weekend as Morehead State
University climaxed its Golden Anniversary Celebration.
"Morehead Salutes MSU" was the theme of the banquet
)

attended by nearly 1,000 persons as Morehead and Rowan County
honored the university's contributions to Eastern Kentucky.
A bronze plaque, measuring four feet by eight feet, was
unveiled by Morehead Mayor William H. Layne and Rowan County Judge
Ott Caldwell.
The plaque, a memorial to the university's first 50 years,
will be permanently erected on the

southwe~tern

edge of the campus.

It was purchased with public donations.
The monument was formally presented by W. E. Crutcher,
publisher of The Morehead News and the banquet's co-chairman.
Highlighting the evening was the presentation of a 1973-model
automobile to MSU President and Mrs. Adron Doran.

The keys were

delivered by Fola Hayes, former president of the MSU Alumni
Association and now a Nashville, Tenn. businessman.
(MORE)

- ..

~

salutes banquet 2-2-2-2-2-2
Hayes said the auto was provided by alumni, faculty
members and other friends of MSU as "a gift of love" for Dr. Doran's
"great contributions to the people of this region during his 19
years as president."
Dr. Doran announced that scholarships named for Crutcher
and Layne had been created by the MSU Board of Regents and would
be awarded to freshmen entering next fall.
Also praising the university and Dr. Doran's leadership
were County Attorney Harvey Pennington and City Attorney Paul Blair.

1111111:1111
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MOREHEAD, KY.---Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Dehart of olive Hill
received posthumously Nov. 18 the Army commendation Medal for their
son, Jay D. Dehart, who was killed in a helicopter crash in Korea
in March, 1972.
The citation read in part:
"In recognition of his exceptionally meritorious service in
the Republic of Korea, as crew chief on Chinook CH-47 #65-7973, 27lst
Aviation company, United States Army Korea Support command Aviation
Battalion (Provisional).
Through untiring efforts and professional competence, Specialists
Four Dehart consistently achieved outstanding results.

He demonstrated

acute professional knowledge, enthusiasm and meticulous attention to
detail in the daily performance of his reponsibilities.
The professional application of his extensive knowledge
contributed materially to the efforts of this command in the
accomplishment of its mission."
Other awards presented include the Armed Forces Expeditionary
Service Medal, the National Defense Medal and the crew Chief Aviation
Badge.
The awards were presented by Maj. Billy D. Williams of
Morehead State University's Army ROTC Detachment.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Sara Studebaker of Tipp City, Ohio, is
presenting a junior recital Friday, Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. in Morehead
State University's Baird Recital Hall.

Miss Studebaker will perform bassoon selections by Fasch,
Neumann and Dr. Frederick Mueller of the MSU music faculty.
A graduate of Bethel High School, Miss Studebaker is a
member of the MSU Symphony Band and Orchestra and the MSU Student
Woodwind Quintet.
She is the daughter of Sam Studebaker, Jr. of 4835 E.
Studebaker Rd., Tipp City.
The recital is free and open to the public.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four Morehead State University choral
organizations and the MSU Orchestra are presenting the Christmas
Concert Sunday, Dec. 3, at 3 p.m. in Baird Recital Hall.
The Women's Chorus, conducted by Vasile Venettozzi, will
sing works by Kodaly, Reger and John Jacob Niles.

Soloists will

be Mary Mahon and Cheryl Melloan.
Conducted by Joe w. Figg, the Men's Glee Club will sing
arrangements of traditional carols.

MSU's Chamber Singers, conducted

by James Dash, will sing 16th century Christmas carols and "Christmas
Day" by Holst.
The combined choirs of the Women's Chorus, Men's Glee Club,
and concert Choir, directed by Douglas Engelhardt, will sing "Abram
in Egypt" by Elinor Remick warren.
MSU Orchestra.

Accompaniment_ will be by the

Baritone James Ross Beane is the featured soloist.

"Abram in Egypt," copyrighted in 1962, is based on an
ancient Dead Sea Schroll and the Book of Genesis.
The concert is free and open to the public._
11111111 /IIIII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Students from area two-year colleges have
been invited to Morehead State University Friday and Saturday,
Dec. 1-2, for "Tt'an'sfer

W~ekend."

Visiting students may spend Friday and Saturday nights in
MSU residence halls.

They have been invited to attend the MSU

Theatre presentation of "Bell, Book and Candle" Friday at 8:15 p.m.
in the Little Theatre.
Representatives from all academic schools, admissions,
housing and financial aids will be available in the Adron Doran
University Center ballroom Saturday from 9 a.m. until noon.
The visitors may attend the MSU-Mercer University basketball
game Saturday at 7:30p.m.

MSU's junior varsity hosts Lees College

nt 5:30p.m.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A group of 68 potential ROTC scholarship
applicants attended a recent cadet-conducted orientation sponsored by
the Morehead State University Department of Military Science.
The program, called "Scholarship Assistance," is designed
to acquaint outstanding high school seniors from Eastern Kentucky with
the ROTC program and

u.s.

Army life.

The students represented 23 high

schools.
"There are a number of exceptionally outstanding young men in
this region who are competing for these scholarships," said col. Arthur
L. Kelly, MSU professor of military science.
"They have two of the prime requisites for the scholarship-academic performance and leadership potential,." Col. Kelly said.

"We

can assist them in obtaining additional information about scholarships."
He emphasized that the high school seniors participating in the
orientation program were not obligated to join the ROTC program,nor
apply for the scholarship.
The group of students will visit Fort Knox Dec. 7 to acquaint them
with the lifestyle of an Army officer.
Following the orientation, the high school seniors attended a
luncheon, where they were welcomed by MSU President Adron Doran.

Of the

68 students present, 42 indicated an intent to apply for the scholarship
and to attend Morehead State University.
(MORE)

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS 2-2-2-2-2-2-2

This is the second year for the Scholarship Assistance Program.
Last year 22 students visited MSU and 19 applied for the scholarships.
Seven won scholarships and are attending MSU.
IIUUIIUUU
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Six concerts and recitals are

schedu~ed

next.

week at Morehead State University's Baird Recital Hall.
Four MSU choral organizations and the MSU orchestra are
presenting a Christmas Concert Sunday at 3 p.m.
The program includes the singing of "Abram in Egypt" by
combined choirs of the Women's Chorus, Men's Glee Club and concert
Choir, directed by Douglas Engelhardt.

Accompaniment will be by the

MSU Orchestra and baritone James Ross Beane is the featured soloist.
The MSU Men's Glee Club and MSU Jazz Ensemble, directed by Jay
Flippin, are performing in concert Monday at 8 p.m.

Selections by

Burt Bacharach and Flippin are featured.
The Jazz Ensemble, directed by Christopher Gallaher, will
present a "big-band" jazz concert Tuesday at 8 p.m.
A joint senior concert by Ronald Grassl of Canada, Ky. and
Ronald Lester of Sidney is scheduled at 8 p.m. Wednesday.

Grassl

plays trumpet and Lester is a saxophonist.
Cheryl Claypool of Newark, Ohio, and Theodore Denman of
zanesville, Ohio, are sharing a senior recital Friday, Dec. 8, at
8 p.m.

Miss Claypool plays the oboe and Denman plays trumpet.
Upshaw Briggs of

Uopld..nsvj.} ~~

i.s

sche<lnl AQ t.o vx·esent a. senior

clarinet recital Saturday at 4 p.m.
All of the recitals are free and open to the public.
111111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Jules R. DuBar, head of the Department
of Geoscience at Morehead State university, has been selected for
inclusion in the "Dictionary of International Biography."
Dr. DuBar, who j.oined the MSU faculty in 1967, also was
selected for."American Malacologists," a national registry of
American malacologists.

H~

recently was invited to membership in

the New York Academy of Science.
He is also listed in "American Men of Science" and "Who's
Who in the South and Southwest."
Dr. DuBar received his bachelor's degree from KentSState
University, his master's degree from Oregon State University and his
doctoral degree from the University of Kansas.

#######
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Kathy Uhrig, Pikeville senior at
Morehead State University, is presenting a flute recital
Sunday, Dec. 10, in MSU's Baird Recital Hall.
The 3 p.m. program, which is free and open to the
public, includes selections by Chaminade, Honegger and Bach.
Mrs. Uhrig will be accompanied by Ruth Danks.
Mrs. Uhrig, a graduate of Louisa High School, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl

c.

Hampton of Rt. 3, Pikeville.

She is an Eaglette in the MSU Marching Band and a member
of the Symphony Band and Sigma Alpha Iota honorary music fraternity.

flflllllflfl
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Jo-Anne Keenan, Cambridge, Ohio,
graduate student at Morehead State University, is presenting
an organ recital Thursday, Dec. 7, at the Morehead Christian
Church.
The 7:30 p.m. program includes selections by Bach,
d'Acquin, Purvis, Liszt and Vierne.
Mrs. Keenan, who received a bachelor of music degree
from MSU, has been a member of Sigma Alpha Iota music honorary.
She has taught elementary music in the Boone County School
system in Florence, Ky.
She is married to Larry Keenan, assistant professor
of music at MSU.

They work with the "The Stephen Foster Story"

summer drama production in Bardstown, Ky.
They serve as ministers of music for the First Presbyterian
Church in Ashland, Ky.
She is the daughter of Weldon Ray of 927 Byesville Rd.,
Cambridge, Ohio.
I.'llllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Cheryl Claypool of Newark, Ohio, and
Theodore Denman of zanesville, Ohio, are presenting a joint
senior recital Friday, Dec. 8, at 8 p.m. in Morehead State
University's Baird Recital Hall.
Miss Claypool will play oboe selections by Handel and
Hummel.

Denman will present works by Haydn and Mozart.

They

will play "Quiet City for English Horn and Trumpet" by Aaron
Copland.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Claypool, Miss Claypool
graduated from Utica Senior High School.
and Mrs. Kenneth

w.

Denman, the son of Mr.

Denman, is a graduate of West Muskingum High

School.
The recital is free and open to the public.

llllllllllllll
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Wendell P. Butler, Kentucky commissioner of
agriculture, is speaking Thursday, Dec. 7, at Morehead State
University.
He will address an open meeting of the MSU Agriculture Club
at 7 p.m. in the United Nations Room of the Adron Doran University
Center.
Area farmers are welcome to hear Butler discuss Kentucky's
agricultural programs.
Butler, who owns and operates a 400-acre farm in Metcalfe
County, also served as commissioner of agriculture from 1964 to
1968.

He launched work that freed Kentucky from hog cholera, started

a cattle testing program to control brucelloses and improved
limestone testing.
He served as chairman of MSU's Board of Regents during his
three terms as superintendent of public instruction.

1111111111#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---"Since we spend almost every day and night
working on theatre projects, it's nice to be together."
Speaking was by Steve Blaine, Russell senior at Morehead

)

State University, who summarized his feelings and those of his wife,
Donna, and Debbie and Greg Bell, the two student families in MSU
Theatre.
The couples, among the most active students in MSU's theatre
program, feel that being married has helped, rather than hindered,
their work and studies.
Greg Bell of Louisville met Debbie Patterson
of covington while working on a theatre production in 1970.

"We

took off a weekend from technical rehearsals to get married in 1971,"'
Debbie said.

"But we were back to work on Monday."

The Bells, who are juniors, have a 10-month-old daughter,
Melissa, who is getting an early start in theatre.

"I ·bring her to

work with me every afternoon and all day saturday, " Debbie said.
"She plays in the costume room and enjoys all the attention from the
students."
Steve and Donna Blaine, both seniors, transferred last year
from Ashland Community College, where they were active in theatre.
Bell and Blaine have similar interests with both working in
set design and construction.

Their wives are both concentrating on

costume design.
(MORE)

"We got our first chance to really work together last year,"
Bell said.

"I designed the set and Debbie designed the costumes

for 'The Boyfriend.'"

Debbie's costumes won a best design award

from the Morehead Players.
"We were both excited to see our work on stage," Debbie
said.

She has often taken costume work home with her or gone back

at night after the baby went ' to sleep.
'We have arranged our'classes so that.one of us is with the
baby while the other is in class," Greg said.~

•

The Blaines, like the Bells •. have been very active in drama
productions since coming to MSU.

Donna designe·ci costumes for "Bell,

Book and candle" this fall and designed the set'and appeared in
"Mary, Mary" during summer school.
"There are seve:r;al advantages of being in the same field, "
Blaine said.

"We share copunon interests so we use the same books

and supplies."
Both couples plan to
college level.

enter·grad~ate

school and teach on the

Bell, whose design for ."Romeo and Juliet" is among

11 designs in a touring exhibit sponsored'by southern
Unive~sity,

~llinois

has not ruled out working as a P,rofessional designer.

"All four are exceptional students who show potential,"

.

.

..

said C. Lance Brockman, MSU' ;;· technical director.

'

"They have

confidence in 'their abilit.ies and have done well in ,positions of
leadership·. "

########
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Special to The Kentucky Restaurateur
MOREHEAD, Ky.---In an effort to supply personnel to fill
middle-level food management positions, Morehead State University
is offering a food service technology degree.

The two-year program emphasizes food management, production,
purchasing and personnel management.

Students receive practical work

at MSU's Institutional Foods Laboratory.

They prepare for a faculty

dining room which serves about 100 meals each day.
Students enrolled in food service must finish 30 semester
hours of course work during the freshman year and 30 hours the second
year.

During the summer between the two years, they are involved in
I

a field experience which involves working for a food establishment and
must complete related class assignments.
The ppogram

includes courses in nutrition, food sanitation

and safety, food management, meal management, school lunch, quantity
food purchasing, organization and administration of food service, problems
in management and quantity cookery, dining. room procedures and advanced
food production management.
Class projects include preparing special meals for the faculty
dining room.
(MORE)
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For a recent class project in a management and quantity cookery
class, a student presented a "Creole carnival" featuring jambalaya,
rosemary steak and other Creole dishes.
the food and supervised the preparation.

He planned the menu, purchased
The project included selecting

background New orleans jazz music and festive decorations.
currently 17 students are scheduled to graduate in the spring of
1974.

About 40 are listed as majoring in food service.
The two-year program is designed so that a student may return to

school and complete the four-year food service administration program
with a bachelor's degree.

Graduates of the four-year program may enter

an internship to become registered dietitians.
The MSU Department of Home Economics is currently surveying
Kentucky hotels and motels to determine needs for middle-level management
personnel.

In addition, community-related seminars for Kentucky food

service operators are being planned.
The program is under the supervision of the Department of Home
Economics in the School of Applied Sciences and Technology.
FUll-time teachers in the food services program are Debrah
Chandler and Mrs. Kay Holley, who are registered dietitians and experience·
in the food service field.

Miss Chandler, who supervises the foods lab,

has worked in hospitals, restaurants and vending areas.
"This program is really needed because trained middle management
people are the hardest to find," Miss Chandler said.
Morehead State University is making an effort to fill that void
by preparing trained food.service managers.
l
illi
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The first annual Kentucky College Art
Students Show is being presented in January by the Morehead State
University Student Government Association and the MSU Art Students
League.
Open to all college-level art students in the state, the
exhibit will run Jan. 15-31 in MSU's Claypool-Young Gallery.

Works

will be collected from Jan. 6 through Jan. 10.
A $200 "best in show" award will be presented and a $100
prize will be given in the categories of paintings, graphics and
drawings and sculpture.

Each artist may enter up to three works.
'tl

Entry fee is $1 per work.

Second place awards ·:o.f $50 will be given in each category
and honorable mention awards also will be presented.
Dr. Joseph Strother, professor of art at the University
of Georgia, will judge the show.
Students interested in further information and entry forms
should write Miss Candy Barbee, MSU Art Students League, UPO 714,
MSU, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
#II II fill#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---High school seniors have until Dec. 31 to
request Army ROTC four-year scholarships.
Col. Arthur L. Kelly, professor of military science at
Morehead State University, announced that applications may be
obtained from the commanding General, First

u.s. Army,

ATTN: Army

ROTC Scholarships, Fort Meade, MD 20755.
MSU's voluntary Army ROTC program is considered one of the
finest in the country.

The junior class is the largest of the 90

schools in a 15-state area offering ROTC, excluding military
institutions.
MSU's ROTC enrollment of 327 ranks third in First

u.s.

Army,

which is larger than two other regional institutions combined.
·More than 1,000 four-year Army ROTC scholarships paying for
tutition, fees, books, and laboratory expenses will be awarded to
high school seniors this year.

The scholarships pay $100 per month

for up to 10 months of the school year.
Upon completing ROTC and graduating from college, scholarship
winners are commissioned second lieutenants in the
serve on active duty for four years.
###II II II#
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University hosted a
recent officer training session for members oftthe Kentucky
Student Home Economics Association.
Participating were representatives from Murray State
University, Western Kentucky University, University of Kentucky
and Georgetown College.
Appearing on the program were MSU President Adron Doran,
Mrs. Doran, director of MSU's Personal Development Institute, and
Dr. Charles ward, dean of MSU's School of Applied Sciences and
Technology.
Carolyn Mullins, Mt. Sterling senior at MSU, presided.
at the sessions.

II II II II 1111 :'1
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Randell J. Goins, Cold Spring graduate
student at Morehead State University, has been awarded a one-year
Army ROTC scholarship.
This scholarship provides tuition, fees, textbooks and
expenses and a monthly allowance of $100.
Goins received his bachelors degree in May, 1971, at
Morehead State University and is pursuing a master's degree in
history.
He is a member of Phi Alpha Theta, Pi Ganuna Mu and Gamma
Theta Upsilon honor fraternities.

He is a member of Scabbard

and Blade Military Society, Commanding officer of the Pershing
Rifle Company and a cadet lieutenant colonel in the Cadet Brigades
Special Troops Battalion.
He received the Distinguished Military Student Award in
August, 1972.
Goins is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Goins of Cold
Spring.

He is married to the former Carole Jean Gonding of

Alexandria.
After receiving his master's degree and completing the
Army ROTC program, Goins will be commissioned a second lieutenant
in the

u.s.

12-5-72
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---The Morehead State University Alumni
Association has announced plans to construct a $50,000 "alumni house."
Approved recently by the Alumni Association's Executive
Council, the two-story, colonial-style facility will be financed
entirely by alumni contributions already on hand.
Construction is expected to start next month and be completed
by early spring.

The structure will rise on the site of the existing

Faith Presbyterian Church on University Street near MSU's
Claypool-Young Art Building.

The church will be razed when the

Presbyterians move into a new building north of Morehead.
The "alumni house" will contain more than 4,200 square feet o:f:
floor space and will include the offices of the Alumni Association,
meeting and reception rooms, display and exhibit space, a lounge,
mailing equipment and kitchen facilities.
Funds for the building were provided by more than 300 persons
who belong to the MSU President's Club, an organization created for
the sole purpose of establishing an alumni facility at MSU.
Alumni Director Don Young said collection of unpaid pledges
would resume in the near future and that a new appeal for funds would
be launched to finance furnishings and landscaping for the new .
building.
(MORE)

alumni house 2-2-2-2-2
Billy Joe Hall, president of the Mount Sterling National Bank,
has been named chairman of the new drive.
are State Rep.

w.

Other committee members

Terry McSrayer of Greenup, Ted Crosthwait of

Frankfort, Dr. William Blair of Paintsville, Harold Wilson of Mount
Sterling, Roy Caudill of Morehead and Lucien Rice of Cranbury, N. J.
Crosthwait and Rice are former presidents of the Alumni
Association.

Hall served as the university's first full-time director

of alumni affairs.
Dr. Larry Hillman of Detroit, Mich., current president of the
Alumni A::;sociation, described the project as "the most exciting
development in the history of alumni activities at MSU."
The new facility will be built on MSU-owned land and will be
available for other university functions when not in use by alumni.
"The lack of suitable land has delayed this project several
times and it is only because of the assistance of President Adron
Doran and the Board of Regents that we are able to proceed,"
Young added.
He said a formal groundbreaking ceremony would be scheduled
later.
Nearly 14,000 persons have received degrees from MSU since
the first class was graduated in 1927.
111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering an upperlevel English course over WAVE-TV,CChannel 3, in Louisville

beginning

Jan. 22.
English 401G, Linguistics-Semantics, is open to college juniors,
seniors and graduate students in the WAVE viewing area.

The course will

be aired 6:15 a.m.-6:45 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday for 15 weeks.
Dr. Lewis

w.

Barnes, MSU professor of English, is the instructor.

Tuition for the three-semester-hour course. is $45 for undergraduates and $66 for graduate students.

Registrati?n for the course

should be completed before Jan. 20.
Graduate students who are not admitted to MSU must have a
transcript sent to Dr. John R. Duncan, MSU dean of graduate programs.
Undergraduate students must have completed at least 60 semester hours.
Students planning to transfer credit earned in the course to
another institutionshould contact the dean of that institution.
Persons wishing to register for the course should contact
Dr. Harry Mayhew, Director of University Services, Morehead State
university, Morehead, Ky. 40351.
II ill'f "II •••
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Roberta Webster, Butler senior at
Morehead State University, has been initiated into Lambda
Iota Tau, an international literature honor society.
Miss Webster is the daughter of Robert E. Webster of
171 Nagel Rd., Butler. She is editor of "Inscape," a campus
literary magazine.
II II ,'III 111111
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NEWS BRIEFS
MOREHEAD, Ky.---Dr. Henry Chang, assistant professor of
sociciilogy at Morehead State University, bas been awarded a faculty
research grant of $1,250 to study "self-hatred among minorities."
Dr. Chang, who joined the MSU faculty this year, has degrees
from National Taiwan University, the University of oregon and the
University of Texas.
llllllo'/1111##

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Army Maj. Benjamin F. Waller bas been
selected as faculty advisor for MOrehead State University's ROTC
Raider Company.
The Raider Company is a military organization aimed at
enhancing leadership qualities and tactical skills.
Maj. Waller, a career infantry officer, entered the Army
through the ROTC program.

He has served twice in Vietnam.
11111111/11111

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Four faculty members from Morehead State
University's Department of History are attending the annual meeting
of the American Historical Association Dec. 28-30 in New Orleans,
La.
They are Dr. Edmund Hicks, department head: Dr. Perry
LeRoy, professor: Dr. Paul Randolph, associate professor: and
J. R. Tinsley, assistant professor.
#######
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MOREHEAD., Ky.---A collection of original prints is on sale
through Friday in Morehead State University's claypool-Young Gallery.
Ranging in price from $9 to $75, the exhibit includes
Spanish illuminated parchments and manuscripts and contemporary works.
The 68-piece show is provided by the Ferdinand Roten
Galleries of Baltimore,

~.•

Included in the collection are works by Leonard Baskin,
Alexander calder, Marc Chagall, Henri naumier, Francesca Goya,
Kathe Kollwitz, Vlaminck and a number of contemporary art:l:·sts.
The collection also includes 17th and 18th century Japanese
woodblocks, English color lithographs and prayer book pages.

##111111##
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MOREHEAD, Ky.----"Public relations is an area of vital concern
to all farmers," Il;entucky Commissioner of Agriculture Wendell P. Butler
said last Thursday at Morehead State University.
He was speaking at an open meeting of the MSU Agriculture
Club.

He received a plaque and a certificate and was named an honorary

member of the club.
Butler pointed out that the state department of agriculture
serves the urban dwellers as well as farmers.

He also said that

corporation farming is rapidly becoming a threat to family farmers
in Kentucky.
11111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University's fall semester
officially ends Saturday at noon.

Registration for the spring term

begins Monday, Jan. 8, at 8 a.m.
Administrative offices will close for the Christmas holidays
Friday, Dec. 22, at 4:30 p.m. and reopen Tuesday, Jan. 2, at 8 a.m.
Spring semester classes are scheduled to begin Thursday,
Jan. 11.

Registration of part-time students for night and Saturday

classes is Saturday, Jan. 13.

11111111###
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MOREHEAD, RY----Morehead state University's debaters
captured six trophies in two recent tournaments.
Susan Washburn, East Monroe, Ohio, junior, and Dan
Grigson, Maysville, junior, returned with first place trophies
from the round robin debate tournament at Marietta college in
Marietta, Ohio.
Joe Fowler, Louisville junior, and carol Snider, Madisonville
sophomore, won trophies for individual second places.

The team

received a trophy for finishing second in the 18-team event.
Ron Mather, Hodgenville senior, and Kathy crusie, Lyndon,
Ohio, senior, received a trophy for reaching the quarterfinals of the
elimination tournament at the University of Toledo.
The team is coached by Mrs. G.C. Webb, associate professor
!

of speech.

###
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering
six extension courses at Ashland's Paul Blazer High School

during the spring semester, opening in January.
Graduate courses to be offered are Business Administration 572, Business Policies and Problems, Wednesdays1
History S32, French Revolution, Thursdays1

and Education 510,

Advanced HUman Growth and Development, to be announced.
Undergraduate courses are Science 390G, Science for
the Elementary Teacher, Mondays1 Biology 331, HUman Anatomy,
Mondays1 and Education 320, Introduction to Corrective Speech,
to be announced.
All courses count three semester hours credit.
An organizational meeting for the classes will be
Thursday, Jan. 11, at 6 p.m. in the high school library.
II II lo' ,'J II II ,·1 II
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MOREHEAD, Ky.
!).as been initiated as a member of Morehead State University's Delta Tau
Chapter of Kappa Delta social sorority,

Kappa Delta is among nine national sororities on the MSU
campus,.

#########
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering
a graduate extension course at Covington Holmes High School
during the spring semester opening next month.
Dr. Lewis Barnes and Dr. Ruth Barnes, MSU's
husband-wife team of linguistics experts, will be teaching
English 593, Phonology, on Monday nights.
The course carries three semester hours of graduate
credit.
An organizational meeting is scheduled Monday,
Jan. 15, at 6:30 p.m. at Holmes High School.

HIIIIHIIII
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MOREHEAD, Ky.+--WMKY, Morehead State University's 50,000watt FM radio station, is broadcasting a performance of Handel's
"Messiah" on Christmas Day at 1 p.m.
The performance is the 56th annual presentation by the
Messiah Choir of Independence, Mo.

It was held in November at the

world headquarters of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
Soloists are sorpano Betty Ryan, contralto Walda Hamilton
Bradley, tenor Richard Knoll, bass Donald Henrickson, trumpeter
Richard

c.

Smith, organist John Obetz and harpsichordist Norma

Smith.
Harold Neal, director of music for the Reorganized Church
of

Jesu~

Christ of Latter Day Saints, will conduct the choir and

orchestra.
More than 1,200 radio stations throughout the world are
carrying the program.
########
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Bobbie Jean Van Hoose, Paintsville
senior at Morehead State University, is among 35 MSU students
selected for the 1972-73 edition of "Who's Who Among students
in American Universities and Colleges."

An elementary education major, she is the daughter
of Dorothy J. Van Hoose of Paintsville and Robert R. Van Hoose
of 325 Louise Avenue, Grove City, Ohio.
She is treasurer of the Student council for Exceptional
Children and vice president of Kappa Delta Pi education
honorary and Cardinal Key National Honor Sorority.
Miss Van Hoose is a former member of cwens honorary
and past president of Allie Young Hall.
Honors Program.
1111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Nine December graduates of Morehead
State University have been commissioned second lieutenants
through MSU's voluntary Army ROTC program.
The new officers are William R. Atkinson of Ashland,
Elva

c.

Cornett of Hindman, Forrest Evans of South Shore,

Billy Howard of Sandy Hook, Norman King of Louisville, Gary May
of Chillicothe, Ohio, William May of Lloyd, Edward Stidham of
Ashland and Marcus Wiley of Oldtown.
The officers received Reserve commissions and will
serve two years on active duty.
A total of 82 officers have been commissioned through
MSU's Army ROTC program since it began in the fall of 1968.

UUIIUIIU
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Morehead State University
seniors have received their private pilots' licenses through
the Army ROTC flight program.
They are James Cassity of Morehead and Gary Bramell and
Vaughn Caudill of Grayson.
To qualify for the Army ROTC flight program, students
must complete one year of the advanced ROTC program, pass
the army aviation physical and flight aptitude tests and be
recommended by the professor of military science.
The Army pays for all instruction, textbooks, equipment
and transportation.
Each student receives 35 hours of ground training
and 36 1/2 hours of in-flight training.

Students learn the

principles of flying small fixed-wing aircraft, fundamentals
of navigation, map and compass reading, takeoffs and landings
and solo flying.

111111111111
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Three Morehead State University
Army ROTC cadets are among 35 MSU students selected for
the 1972-73 edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges."
They are Gary G. Brammell of Grayson, Ky.; Randy
D. Glass of Wheelersburg, Ohio; and Roland W. Jones of
Radcliff, Ky.
A chemistry major, Brammell recently completed the
Army Flight Training Program and received his private pilot
license.

He is an active member of the ROTC Raider Company.
Commander of the cadet brigade, Glass is a cadet

colonel.

He is a member of the Raider Company, Scabbard and

Blade military honorary and the Association of the United
States Army.

A recipient of numerous ROTC awards, Glass

completed airborne and Ranger training last summer at Ft.
Benning, Ga.
A history major, Jones is a member of Theta Chi
fraternity, Pi Gamma Mu honorary and the MSU Honors Program.
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---A day devoted to career opportunities in the
applied sciences and technology is scheduled Jan. 24 at Morehead
State University.
"The World of Technology," a day-long program for selected
high school students, counselors and teachers, is a special event
sponsored by MSU's School of Applied Sciences and Technology.
The day begins with registration at 9 a.m. in the Lloyd
Cassity'Building.

Exhibits, demonstrations and tours are scheduled

until 11 a.m.
A luncheon is scheduled at 11 a.m.
Career information sessions for students are scheduled in
the afternoon.

Guidance counselors and teachers will participate

in a concurrent guidance seminar.
MSU's Appalachian Technical Institute scheduled to
house more than 20 two-year programs when it opens in the fall of
1973, will be discussed.
For further information, contact Dean Charles F. Ward, School
of Applied Sciences and Technology, MSU, Morehead,
#"######
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r~OREHEAD

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Morehead State University is offering
nearly 300 night and arranged classes during the spring semester
for the benefit of persons who cannot attend regular day classes.
Night classes meet once each week and are s'cheduled Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Arranged classes meet at a

time mutually convenient for the student and the instructor.
More than balf of the classes are graduate level.
Registration for part-time students is Saturday, Jan. 13,
from 8 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at the Laughlin Health Building.
Night classes begin Jan. 15.
Fees for Kentucky residents are $15 per semester hour in
undergraduate courses and $22 per hour for graduate classes.

Non

residents pay $37 per hour as undergraduates and $50 per hour as
graduate students.
The complete schedule may be obtained from the Director
of university Services, Morehead State University, Morehead,
Ky.

40351.
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MOREHEAD, KY.---The temporary ghost town at Morehead State

University comes to life on Jan. 8 when more than 6,000 students

I

return to start the spring. term.

I

The fall semester ended Dec. 16 and, except for a few

I
I

maint~nance,

security and administrative staff members, the campus

I

has bken deserted.
I

I

Registration for the spring semester begins Monday, Jan. 8,

with graduate students and seniors reporting to the Laughlin Health
I

Building starting at 7:30 a.m.
!
Juniors and sophomores enroll Tuesday, Jan. 9 and freshmen
register Wednesday.

Classes begin Thursday morning.

The spring break is scheduled March 10-19 and the semester
ends Saturday, May 12.
'

Commencement is Sunday, May 13.

Part-time students taking only night and arranged classes

I

register Saturday, Jan. 13, from 8 a.m. until 11:30 a.m. at the

I

Health Building.

Night classes begin Monday, Jan. 15.

I
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MOREHEAD, Ky.---Gabriel C.

~anks,

a retired Morehead

State University faculty member, died Thursday at his home
following an extended illness.
A native of Gillmore, Wolfe County, Mr. Banks retired
from MSU in 1962 after 36 years on the English faculty.

He was

an associate professor.
The 80-year-old minister of the Christian Church was
the author of four books.

Before joining MSU he served churches

in Falmouth and Maysville and spent two years as a missionary in
India. ,
He held degrees from Transylvania University, Lexington
Theological Seminary and Yale University.

An Army veteran of

World War I, he is survived by his wife, the former Opal Burkhardt,
three children; Mrs. Gay Helfrich of New Port Richey, Florida; Mrs.
Betty Schindel of Mt. Orab, Ohio, and William Banks of Bellville,
Texas; 14 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday at 11 a.m. in
the Morehead Christian Church.

Burial will be in Hazel Green, Ky.
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